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Abstract

Major Depression (MD) has been previously associated with a decline in the speed of human

information processing (e.g., Byrne, 1975 and 197Q. Reaction Time (RT) studies are the most

numerous of all information processing research investigations, and historically these studies

lrave reported psychomotor retardation in relation to MD (e.g., Bruder,Yozawitz, Berenhaus, &

Sutton, 1980). The RT paradigm can be def,rned as the interval or duration between a

stimuluVsignal presentation and the participant's response (Welford, 1980). The interpretation of

simple and choice RT data is constrained by the fact that subjects can adopt different speed

accuracy trade-offstrategies, that is, accuracy can be increased at the expense ofryending a

longer time over decision-making and vice versa (Pachella, 1974).

An index of eff,rciency for information processing that is independent of the time taken to produce

a response and that is not prone to speed-accuracy trade-offs is provided by the lnspection Time

(IT) rneasure (Vickers & Smith, 1986). The IT task measures the speed of early infonnation

processing and can be defined as the minimum duration required to reach near perfect responding

on a 2-choice visual discrimination task (V ickers, Nettelbeck, and Willson, 1912). A longer IT

would indicate a slower speed of early information processing and vice versa. It is essential to

locate the earliest information processing stage in which a breakdow occurs because any

subsequent stage may as a consequence be impaired.

IT, as an indicator of altered early information processing speed, may measure or reflectthe

severity of depressive symptoms and/or from the direct influence of the underlying mediating

mechanism involving neurotransmitter activity (e.g., the integrity of the cholinergic systern).

This proposition is based on a biological model in which the hypo.synaptic-neurotransmitter

activity represents a mediating mechanism that may lead to depressive symptoms. The presence

of depressive symptomatology and/or the direct affect from the underlying mediating biological
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mechanism may modify the speed (slower) of early information processing (indicated by a longer

IT).

Psychotropic medications for disorders such as MD and schizophrenia are designed to counteract

chernical neurotransmitter irnbalances in the brain that are considered to be underlying

modulating mediating mechanisms (Nemeroff, 1998). Cognitive irnpainnents associated with

depressive symptomatology have been found to improve during the course of

psychopharmacological treatments (Tsourtos, Thompson & Stough, 2002). Such improvernents

rnay reflect either the amelioration of the severity of depressive symptoms andor as a direct

consequence from the normalising of the neuro-chemical imbalance. However, tricyclic

antidepressant drugs may reduce the speed of early information processing (lengthen IT) because

of their adverse side effects on the cholinergic system (Thornpson et al., 2000; Waterham,

Thompson, Nathan, & Stough, in press). Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is the other main type

of efficacious biological treatment for MD, and certain cognitive processes have also been found

to decline as a result of this flrerapy. There is a recently developed theory by Neylan (2001),

which suggests that the interaction between ECT and elevated glucocorticoids (often associated

with depression) is responsible for such a decline because a raised cortisol level increases the

vulnerability ofthe brain to the adverse effects ofrepeated seizures.

Based on the hypo-functioning theories for MD, it is predicted that speed of early information

processing will become slower (i.e., longer IT) during an illness episode in relation to the severity

of symptomatology and/or as a direct consequence when a chemical neurotransmitter imbalance

occurs (abnormally low level of synaptic transmission of chemical rnessengers). Medications that

are designed to ameliorate neurochemical imbalances in the brain will improve/increase the

speed of early information processing (shorten and normalise [T) because they ameliorate the

psychopathologic symptoms and/or they normalise the direct effects from the neuro-chemical

imbalance. However, tricyclic antidepressant drugs that have anticholinergic effects may reduce

the speed of early information processing (lengthen IT). It is also predicted that ECT as an
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antidepressant may reduce the speed of early information processing (lengthen IT) because of the

interaction between raised cortisol levels and repeated seizures.

Adult patients from two general hospital psychiatric wards who were diagnosed with either major

depression (glyo), mania (3o%), anxiety disorder(2Yo), or schizophrenia(a%) according to the

DSM-IV criteria were rnatched on verbal ability and age with patient controls and/or healthy

controls, inAdelaide, SouthAustralia. [ntotal, 110 patients and 5l healthycontrol subjects were

recruited. The majority of subjects were female (65%). After checking for visual acuity, subjects

were then administered the depression, anxiety and verbal ability questionnaires. Fufther

information was gathered either frorn hospital records or from the subject regarding medication

administered, length of illness from initial onset (weeks), and the current episode length of illness

(weeks). For those patients receiving electroconvulsive therapy information was also collected

from rnedical records regarding the details of this treatment. Following a practice session of l0

trials the experimental IT cornputer task was then executed. Participants were instructed not to

confuse the stimulus with the backward mask that followed. Where it would be difficult to judge

which of the two vertical lines (stirnulus) was the shortest, subjects were instructed to rnake their

"best guess". An emphasis on accuracy rather than speed was conveyed.

Study l' The patient group (suffering from either MD, schizophrenia, mania or anxiety disolders)

obtained significantly longer mean IT scores than the healthy control group, suggesting a decline

in the speed of early information processing. The Mania group was found to have a significantly

longer mean IT compared to the other patient groups.

Study 2:Unmedicated depressed patients produced significantly longer mean IT scores (slower

speed of early information processing) cornpared to both rnedicated depressed patients and

healthy controls. The latter two groups were not significantly different from each other. IT was

not correlated with the severity of depressive symptoms.
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Study 3: No statistically significant IT difference was found between the SSRI medicated

patients, the anticholinergic rnedicated patients, and the healthy controls. IT was not correlated

with severity of depressive symptoms.

Study 4: The mean IT score of the patient group who had received ECT had significantly

increased (slower speed of early information processing) frorn the first treatment administration

to irnrnediately after the cornpletion of tl-re entire treatment, but then signif,rcantly declined post

treatnent (4 - 6 weeks). The control patient group who had not received ECT had a mean IT

score which gradually but significantly declined over an equivalent tirne period that represented

the treatment and follow-up periods (7 - 9 weeks). Baseline IT was not correlated with baseline

severity of depressive symptoms.

ln conclusion, IT as a lneasure of early information processing speed in the first dissertation study

was found to reflect differences between patients suffering frorn psychiatric disorders and healtl-ry

controls. A slower speed of early inforrnation processing (longer IT) for the patient group may

have directly resulted from a neuro-chernical imbalance and/or the syrnptorn severity. Holever,

frorn the following three disseftation studies it was ascertained that the latter explanation was not

supported because MD syrnptom severity was uncorrelated with IT. The former explanation was

supported when unmedicated patients, expected to have the most depleted level of

neurotransrnitter activity, were found to l-rave the longest IT compared to rnedicated and healthy

controls. There was no evidence that the IT index was able to reflect activity of the cholinergic

neurotransrnission system that is a system that may represent a modulating rnediating mechanism

of depression. The recently developed theory that cognitive impairment may result from an

interaction between ECT and higher than normal cortisol levels was supported by an increased IT

found during treatment.
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Chapter I

General Introduction:

Speed of Information Processing

1.1 Preamble

This chapter is designed to review the speed of information processing literature that is

fi.uther described in the introductory segments in chapters 4-7. These 4 chapters are

intended to represent the 4-linked thesis experiments as separately written studies.

Mental illness is associated with a decline in the speed of human information processing

(e.g., Byrne,1975 and I976). The assumption proposed to explain this finding is that the

brain operates as an information processing system with a capacity for cognitive

processing that is constrained by limited resources. Variations in the speed of

information processing are thought to reflect this limitation. For example, Hirt and

Pithers ( 1 99 1) observed selective attention as a mechanism that operates with varying

levels of eff,rciency throughout the information processing chain. They suggested that

patients with schizophrenia have a greater depletion in the reservoir of attentional

capacity, as well as a deficiency of such a capacity, and this is reflected in their

lengthened Reaction Times (RTs).
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RT studies are the most frequently undertaken studies concerned with human information

processing, and one of the most commonly used measures in experimental psychology

(Kelly, Heath & Longstaff, 2001; Pachella, 1974). The RT paradigm, according to

Brebner and Welford (1980), is a psychophysical index (physical measure of mental

events) that has been used since the mid-nineteenth century to examine the mediating

processes between a stimulus and a response. It is both an accurate and reliable

quantitative index of human information processing speed.

I 1 1 D^^^+:^- .t :-^ ^- ^* :..l^-, ^f :*s^-*-¿:^.. *-^^^^-:--r.-. L t\L4Lrrurr r rtttu 4ù 4tt tltt¡E^ ul ttttt t tu4ftlrll lJ,I rrlçÐÐ¡rrË

RT can be defined as the interval or duration between a stimulus/signal presentation and

the participant's response (Welford, 1980). Pachella (I974) added, "more operationally

stated, this interval is usually measured from the onset of the stimulus presentation to the

initiation of the subject's response" @p.44). The accuracy of the response is also

measured and the stimulus is typically either visual or auditory. Thus, Pachella (1974)

stated that RT could be regarded as "the minimum amount of time required by the subject

in order to produce a correct response" (pp.44).

There are two main types of RT experiments, those using Simple Reaction Time (SRT)

and those using Choice Reaction Time (CRT). SRT measures the RT of an individual to

the presentation of a stimulus without requiring a choice to be made regarding the

characteristics of that stimulus. In such a paradigm, subjects are required to press a

single button as fast as possible whenever a stimulus is presented. In the CRT paradigm

subjects are also required to make a decision or discrimination, such as to press the

appropriate key corresponding to one of two lights that have been presented. This type of

RT paradigm is more complex because of the decision-making involved, and therefore

includes in its measurement higher order cognitive processes. RTs typically lengthen
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with an increase in the number of stimulus and response alternatives (Brebner & Welford,

1e80).

Vickers (1980) has stated that the ability to discriminate between different aspects of the

environment is one of the most fundamental capacities of any organism. Accuracy and

speed are important components of any RT measure where a discrimination or decision is

required. Garrett (1922) and Thurstone (1937) were two of the first to acknowledge that

improved accuracy appeared to be at the expense of reduced speed. Festinger (1943a,

1943b) examined the effects of different instructions relating to the degree of emphasis

participants should focus between responding quickly and accurately. Specifically, he

investigated the number of errors made in a two-choice task that involved subjects

making a discriminative judgment between the lengths of two simultaneously presented

lines. Precision was found to increase when instructions were given to emphasize

accuracy compared to stressing speed or the "usual" directive to subjects that implies a

compromise. Similarly, Garrett (1922) found that the accuracy for either of two possible

responses improved as the time allowed for each stimulus/signal discrimination was

increased from 200 milliseconds (msec) to 2000 msec (2 seconds).

Hick (1952) hrst showed that the time taken for an individual to respond to a stimulus

increases linearly with the logarithm of the number of stimulus alternatives, or

information in the stimulus range, when information is measured in binary digits (bits).

Shannon and Vy'eaver (1949) were the first to introduce the term "bit", which is used to

refer to the amount of information that reduces uncertainty by half [i.e., the logarithm

(base 2) of the number of equally probable stimulus alternatives that can be chosen].

According to Eysenck (1987), the slope of this function may be assumed to estimate the

rate of mental processing of stimulus alternatives, per bit of information. Longel RTs are
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derived from conditions in which stimulus complexity (that is, number of alternatives) is

greater. This procedure is known as the CRT paradigm or Hick paradigm.

Brebner and Welford (1980) highlight the need to consider sensory factors such as

stimulus intensity and complexity. Generally, the greater the stimulus intensity the more

the RT will decrease up to a certain level. An effective stimulus will also depend on the

ratio between its illumination (signal strength) and the pre-existing background (noise).

Since the early 20thcentury, researchers have examined how RTs are affected by

different stimulus durations. Froeberg (1907) reported that longer presentation durations

only provided slightly shorter RTs for visual stimuli, and Wells (1913) made similar

observations for auditory stimuli. In fact, some investigators have argued that an increase

in the length of display or the area of a stimulus may actually lengthen RTs by providing

the subject with the potential to take a longer sample of sensory information than is

necessary (Gregg & Brogden, 1950; Birren & Botwinick, 1955; Botwinick, Brinley, &

Robbins, 1958).

It should be noted that there is no complete model that provides a theory to explain all

experimental data pertaining to CRT behaviour (Srnith, 1980). Edwards (1965) has

suggested:

No mocíei that makes many speciJic predictions has any pos'sibiiity oJ being

consistent with substantial amounts of data: only vague models or models

with plenty offittable parameters can survive such an inconsistency.

According to Smith (1980) models should therefore be developed for a set purpose and a

restricted area of interest.
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1.2.2 Reaction Time relationships with Age, Gender, and IQ

V/elford (1980) has stated that there is a distinct relationship between RT and age.

Empirical evidence has shown that SRTs and CRTs become shorter from childhood

through to early adulthood (twenties). RTs then lengthen slowly until middle age (fifties

and sixties) and continue to do so more rapidly for the elderly (in the seventies and

beyond). For example, studies such as those by Porciatti, Fiorentini, Morrone and Burr,

(1999), Lahtela, Neimi, and Kuusela (1985), and Bleecker, Bolla-Wilson, Agnew and

Meyers (1987) found that RT was sensitive to ageing. According to V/elford (1980), it is

"well recognised that changes of RT during adulthood are essentially due to changes in

the central mechanisms of the brain or in the strategies of performaîce" (pp. 331). He

argues that significant age-related changes are not due to the time taken to activate the

muscles (Weiss, 1965: Botwinick & Thompson, 1966), except when the response

required involves considerable force such as jumping (Onishi, 1966). Welford (1980)

specifically highlights a decline in the "signal-to-noise ratio" (pp. 333) in the brain as the

main reason for a slowing of performance with age. It has been well established that

deleterious changes occur to sensory organs in older adult populations (e.g., Nusbaum,

1999), and this would suggest that signals from the senses to the brain would be weaker

with aging (e.g., Volkow et al., 2000). Progressive loss of neurons with age and poorer

cerebral blood flow may lead to signals from one part of the brain to another to also be

weaker (Park, Tang, Lopez & Ishiyama,2)}l;Nagahamaet a1.,1997). Additionally,

thele is evidence that there is an increase in random activity in the sensory systems ancl

brain that elevates the level of "neural noise" (Gregory, 1974,1959; Crossman &

Szafran,1956).

Noble, Baker and Jones (1964) have provided empirical evidence that there are

differences in RT between males and females across some age groups. Except for the
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ages between 10-14 andTl-& , females record longer RTs. Other investigators have

reported similar results for both auditory and visual stimuli (Bellis, 1933), or whether the

response required included the pressing or releasing of a key (Engel, Thorne, & Quilter,

1972). Botwinick and Thompson (1966) reported that these differences might exist in

pre-motor activity. They separated pre-motor and motor activity time by recording

electromyography (EMG) and found that gender difference in RT may be explained

entirely according to pre-motor activity, so that muscular differences between the sexes

were not involved. However, the reason why female subjects are slower between the

agcs r.ri i i to 70 siiii remairrs urrclear. Laiitela et ai. (i985) r'eporieri tiiai tlie niale spee'J

superiority in a 3-choice RT experiment was also coupled with males committing more

errors than women. They concluded that male superiority is at least in part due to

differences in response strategies. Adam et aI. (1999) reported gender differences in

CRT for adults aged between 19 and34 years, and suggested that female subjects were

slower because they employed a different processing strategy to the males.

RT has also been found to negatively correlate with IQ measures of intelligence (Luciano

et a1.,2001; McGarry-Roberts, Stelmack, & Campbell, 1992;' Barrett, Eysenck, &

Lucking, 1986; Poon,Yu, & Chan, 1986). For example, McGarry-Roberts et al. (1992)

reported that RT might assess the response-production time components of cognitive

information, which varies inversely with general intelligence. Poon et al. (1986) reported

a correlation of -0.30 between the Standard Progressive Matrices and RT. Mentally

retarded/learning disability groups are almost always slower compared to non-retarded

groups (Baumeister & Kellas, 1968).

Given that RT appears to be associated with differences in gender, age and intelligence it

would appear necessary when using a RT index or other similar information processing
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psychophysical measures in an investigation, to consider that all these factors may have

an affect on the experimental outcomes.

L2.3 Reaction Time and psychopathological conditions

Yates (1966) commented on the utility of RT measures in psychiatric illnesses, proposing

that progress in understanding the psychological deficit involved in schizophrenia might

be made if the problems could be cast in terms of information processing. Historically,

RT studies have reported psychomotor retardation in psychiatric disorders including

depression (e.g., Bruder, Yozawitz, Berenhaus, & Sutton, 1980; Hemsley, 1976; Martin

& Rees, 1966). All the patients suffering from depression in these 3 studies were

administered antidepressants except in the Hemsley (1976) study. These studies had

found that inpatients suffering from depression are slower than healthy controls. Bruder

et al. (1980) presented,viaaright earphone, a series of auditory stimuli that consisted of

either "single clicks" or "click pairs" to three groups of participants: affective,

schizophrenics and healthy controls. They found that both the affective and

schizophrenic groups had longer RTs than the control non-patient group. All three

groups exhibited practice effects with shorter RTs recorded over 3 successive blocks of

trials, with the two patient groups improving the most. It was suggested by the authors of

this study that this may have been because these two groups had the greatest "room for

improvement".

Nettelbeck (1980) has reported that there is alarge body of evidence to suggest that

virtually all psychopathological conditions including brain damage are associated with

slower and more variable RTs, for both sirnple and choice paradigms, and irrespective of

the stimulation or response mode (Swann, Katz, Bowden, Berman, & Stokes, 1999;

Kaloiya, Kar, & Shukla, 1998; Serper, 1993; Hicks & Biren, 1970; King, 1969, 1975;
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Nuechterlein,I9TT). Kaloiya et al. (1998) reported that initial RT differentiates all

psychiatric patient groups involved in their study. Swann et al. (1999) reported that both

unipolar and bipolar depressed patients were impaired in motor speed. Nettelbeck (1980)

further suggested that the extent of slowing covaries with the extent of the severity of the

pathology.

1.2.4 Is Reaction Time affected by attention and motivation

Bruder et al. (1980) have suggested that RT may not be related to the level of motivation

nr qffanfinn nanqnìl¡¡ nf a ott}.io^+ -fLio io o- i,-^^*fonf nninl .rrl"o- i-rrooficafinar vslJ4vrrJ vr s ruuJvvL, I ruu ro qrt rr¡¡yvr!4rrL yvrrrL vvrrwrr rrr vvrLróøLuró

information processing in relation to depression because depressive patients are

characterised by a marked lack of motivation (Beck, 1967). Bruder et al. (1980), in an

experiment described above, found that an affective group of patients showed a greater

reduction in RT compared to the schizophrenic or non-patient groups when "facilitated"

with a second click stimulus compared to a single click. They argued that the greater

facilitation of RT for the affective patient group indicated that poorer motivation or

attention was not significantly related to mood, since this group benefited more than the

other groups from the second click in apair. Furthermore, following an analysis of the

RT distributions, they were not able to conclude that the affective group was any less

vigilant than the other two subject groups. If the affective group had been less vigilant

then extremely long RTs should have been observed when attention lapsed, and this

would have extended the tail of the RT distribution (i.e. increase skewness), (Bruder et

al., 1980, pp. 552). Any comparisons however, between the schizophrenic and affective

groups were somewhat contaminated because the latter group consisted of affective

psychotic patients rather than patients only suffering from an affective disorder.
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Other studies, for example, Massioui and Lesevre (1988) have suggested that

impairments in attention are associated with a deficit in RT performance in depressed

patients. Roy-Byrne, Vy'eingartner, Bierer, Thompson, and Post (1986) reported that

depressed patients performed more poorly on an effort-demanding cognitive task than

their matched healtþ control counterparts, indicating a reduced motivational capacity.

Byrne (1975) has suggested that a loss of motivation may only affect the latter stage of

information processing which incorporates motor speed. This stage is known as

Movement Time (MT).

1.3.1 Decision Time and Movement Time

V/elford (1968) has concluded that RT is not a unitary index, but that it includes at least

two components of response latency (time from stimulus onset to overt response),

Decision Time (DT) and Movement Time (MT). DT reflects the efficiency of the central

information decision-making process ('Weiss, 1965), whereas MT represents the

peripheral component that involves the magnitude of the neuromuscular response (Byrne,

1975). Decision-making can be regarded as the higher order cognitive stage. Figure 1

depicts a simplistic model that illustrates three main stages of information processing.

Early processing is often referred to as the perceptual process. Ghozlan and Widlocher

(1989) reported that DT signif,rcantly decreased with clinical improvement for depressed

subjects. Byrne (1975) also reported psychomotor retardation for clinically depressed

patients that were mainly accounted for by elevated DTs, and these subjects were unable

to compensate for their elevated DTs by reducing MT. However, when the healtþ

control group recorded an induced elevation of DTs, these subjects were able to

compensate by reducing their MTs.
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It is therefore important to acknowledge that human information processing may be

composed of multiple stages or components. Consequently, the results from

psychophysical measures that purport to measure the speed of mediating processes

between stimulus and response will need to be interpreted accordingly.

1.4.1 Limitations of Reaction Time

The interpretation of CRT data is constrained by the fact that subjects adopt different

speed-accuracy trade-off strategies; accuracy can be increased at the expense of spending

a longer time over decision-making (Pachella, I974; 'Welford, 1980, 1986). Pachella

(1974) provides a common example of a "speed-accuracy problem" (pp. 61), in which

typically most RT experiments report low error rates (approximately 2-3o/o), which the

investigator(s) dismiss as insignif,rcant. However, Pachella (I974) suggests that such an

interpretation is "undoubtedly wrong". In the case of simple information processing

tasks subjects would be unlikely to make such mistakes if they were not being timed, that

is, minimise their response time. Even if subjects are under instructions to take enough

time as is deemed necessary to make an accurate response this may not actually transpire

throughout atrial or block of stimulus presentations. Pachella(I974) refers to "real-life"

(pp. 60) situations of making mistakes as a result of not taking enough time. How does

an individual know how fast he/she can work in his profession without making a mistake

until he/she has made a mistake! Thus, a low error rate may have more to do with the

speeci-accuracy trade-ofîsirategy rather ihan tire intrinsiu variabiiity of ihe subject. iir

addition, participants may vary the extent to which they "rush their lesponses" (pp. 60)

according to the specific experimental conditions. Empirical evidence also shows that a

small change in the error rate can lead to large changes in RT, particularly where there is

a high overall accuracy (e.g., 90 - I00%). That is, a subject may increase speed a great

deal at the expense of producing just a few effors.
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STIMULUS

Figure /. An information processing model that incorporates a three-part mechanism, including early and central

decision-making cognitive processes, both of which mediate the stimulus and response (Movement Time).
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One concern with viewing a particular mental illness in terms of information processing

stages is that it is essential to locate the earliest stage in which a breakdown occurs (Braff

&, Saccuzzo, 1981). Any subsequent information processing stage may as a consequence

be also impaired (Braff & Sacatzzo,198l). An index of efficiency for early information

processing that has been argued to be independent of the time talcen to produce a

response and that is not prone to speed-accuracy trade-offs is provided by the Inspection

Time (IT) measure (Vickers & Smith, 1986).

1.5.1 Inspection Time defined

IT according to Vickers, Nettelbeck, and V/illson (1972), who filst coined the term, can

be defined as the minimum duration required to reach near perfect responding on a2-

choice visual discrimination task. The respondent is encouraged to be accurate, but an

emphasis on quickness of response is not encouraged. Extended iconic sampling is

prevented by having the stimulus exposure duration controlled by superimposing a mask

(flash) over the stimulus (alternate right short or left short stimuli) following the

presentation of a central circular cue which informs the respondent of where on the

computer screen the stimulus will be displayed (see Figure 2). Figure 3 depicts a

hypothetical example of how an individual's results are calculated. The curved line

represents a typical pattern of empirical responses. If the accepted accuracy level was set

at 97 .5o/o the subject's IT in this example would be taken at the stimulus exposure

duration of 100 rnilliseconds (msec), as indicated by the straight solid vertical line.
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t

Cue Right Left Flash Mask

OR

Figure 2. The cue, alternate right short or left short stimuli,

and flash mask.
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Figure 3. "The index IT is taken as the exposure duration (here 100 msec) at which

97.5% of the responses are correct" (pp. 611). The curve illustrates atypical pattern of

empirical responses. The dashed line adjacent to the curve represents the theoretical

pattem of correct responses (Vickers & Smith, 1986).
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A variety of stimulus parameters (stimuli, masks, number of trials, modes of presentation,

etc.) have been employed in previous studies measuring IT (e.g., Evans & Nettelbeck,

1993; Knibb, 1992; Deary, Caryl, Egan, & Wight, 1989). There are two methods used in

the presentation of trials. Firstly, the Method of Constant Stimulus Durations (MCSD)

presents a set number of trials at arange of pre-determined stimulus durations. The

second method is controlled by a PEST procedure (Parameter Estimation by Sequential

Testing), in which the stimulus durations are either increased or decreased in direct

reaction to a subject's response accuracy until a pre-set criterion level ofaccuracy and

number of reversals (stimulus presentation duration increased or decreased, usually about

8 times) is reached (Taylor & Creelman, 1967).

IT is a measure of information processing speed influenced by mediating neurological

processes, and is often considered to reflect the speed of the early stages of information

processing, and commonly regarded as a measure of stimulus sampling (Vickers,

Nettelbeck, & Wilson, 1972) or perceptual speed (Brand &. Deary, 1982), rather than the

significantly more complex cognitive, motivational, and response processes involved in

simple or choice RT task. In fact IT was developed as a theoretical construct to produce

a measure of mental speed (a longer IT would indicate a slower speed of early

information processing, and vice versa) that was relatively simple in nature and immune

from the influence of higher order cognitive abilities, motivation and social factors

(Vickers & Smith, 1986). Thus the IT measure differs from the traditional RT measures

in that the former relates to perception prior to the decision-making process, whereas the

latter measures all processes involved in making a sensory discrimination, including the

resulting psychomotor response. RT subsumes perception as part of a more complex

process.
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IT is based upon the accumulator model of discriminative judgment described by Vickers

et al. (1972). This model is a stochastic (using probability theory) latency mechanism

that purports that a subject will make a number of discrete observations (independent

samples) of the sensory information (each sample taking a small and constant amount of

time) in order to gain the necessary information, until a critical amount is attained for

either of the response alternatives.

1.5.2 Masking

The IT naradigm utiliseri a maskins nrocedure tha-t ha-cl- initiallv car-lsecl some concernsr."'-_--^-.------.--J

that stimulus aftifacts may reduce the validity of IT as a measure of information

processing speed. Apparent motion is postulated to be a visual illusion in which the

stimulus appears to move because of the traditional backward mask being superimposed

over the stimulus (see Figure 4). Mackenzie and Bingham (1985) reported that a group

of subjects developed a strategy for performing the IT task based on perceived apparent

motion cues. A lower mean IT was reported for this group compared to non-strategy

users. The results of this study suggested that strategy use may invalidate IT as an index

of perceptual speed in some cases, because those subjects who are able to employ

apparent motion cues are able to artificially shorten their ITs, independent of the actual

processing of the stimulus.

More recently, attempts have been made to develop a maslcing procedure that prevents

the use of strategies such as the employment of apparent motion cues. Knibb (1992)

proposed a dynamic masking paradigm in which the subject's perception is swamped by

rapidly changing (dynamic) masks (with frame durations ranging fuom2} to 60 msecs)

after the presentation of the stimulus, creating additional irrelevant apparent motion,

peripheral to the target area to overcome the inadequacies of the traditional mask. He
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found that ITs produced with this mask did correlate more highly with conventional

measures of intelligence, such as the Progressive Matrices, than did ITs produced using

the traditional mask. Knibb concludes that the employment of these rapidly changing

dynamic frames produce apparent motion that is un-interpretable for stimulus

discrimination. However, this procedure has been criticised by Evans and Nettelbeck

(1993). Evans and Nettelbeck (1993) evaluated a flash masking (see Figures 2 or 4)

procedure, designed to overcome the problems associated with apparent movement cues

when measuring IT. They reported a significant increase in mean IT and together with

the subjects' responses from a post-experiment questionnaire about strategy use,

concluded that the flash masking procedure was effective. Stough, Bates, Mangan, and

Colrain (2001) reported that a line mask (see Figure 4) was also superior to traditional

masking and was comparable in its effectiveness to flash masking in relation to

measuring the relationship between IT and intelligence.

1.5.3 Relationships between Inspection Time and IQ, Age, and Gender

There is recent evidence to support the hypothesis that measures of intelligence are

correlated to IT (Banett, Petrides, & Eysenck, 1998; Olsson, Bjorkman, Haag, & Juslin,

1998; Deary, & Stough, 1996). The same negative correlation that was found between

RT and IQ has also been found for IT and IQ. As was found for RTs, the higher the IQ

the shorter the IT. However, Deary and Stough (1996) purport that IT is the only single

information processing system measure that accounts for approximately 20o/o of

intelligence-test variance. These investigators argue that IT has more potential for

understanding individual differences in cognitive ability than any other human

information processing index. Therefore, most if not all IT experiments may need to

consider any inter-subject variation. Ktanzler (1994) reported a negative correlation of

-0.44 between IQ and IT for children. Therefore, future investigations may need to
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Traditional Line Flash

Figure 4. Three types of backward masks that are available for the Inspection Time

paradigm. Illustrated from the left are the traditional, line and flash masks (Stough et al.,

2001).
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control or adjust for any IQ differences between experimental groups when observing

outcomes other than IQ. Verbal IQ scores may be a better pre-morbid indicator of

intelligence for depressed patients as performance IQ scores may be affected by such an

illness, for example, Sackeim et aL (1992) reported that depressed patients had equivalent

verbal IQ WAIS-R (V/echsler, 1987) scores compared to healthy controls, but had a

pronounced performance IQ V/AIS-R deficit. The reason why verbal IQ may be a better

pre-morbid indicator compared to performance IQ is that the latter is largely based on

quickness of responses, and the severity of depressive symptoms may largely affect any

performance that is timed (as evidenced by the RT studies discussed earlier). In

contradiction to this proposition Sackeim et al. (1992) reported that the discrepancy that

they had found between depressed patients and controls for performance IQ was only

slightly reduced when untimed scoring (unlimited time condition) was recorded.

However, to withdraw the element of time from the WAIS-R performance IQ test is to

almost completely redefine this measure as it was intended (see V/AIS-R test; Wechsler,

1987).

There is some empirical evidence that IT is related to ageing in adult populations.

Nettelbeck and Rabbitt (1992) examined 104 subjects aged between 54 and 85 years, and

reported that there is an age-related decline in the speed of early information processing.

IT was one of the information processing speed indices that was found to have a

moderate positive correlation with age.

To date, there does not appear to be any great amount of IT datathat is directly related to

investigating whether there are gender differences.
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|.5.4 Comparisons between Inspection Time and other early information

processing stage measures

Braff and Saccuzzo (e.g., Braff &,Saccuzzo, 1981, 1985; Saccuzzo & Braff, 1981)

reported that patients suffering from schizophrenia performed significantly worse than

did matched controls (usually clinically depressed or manic depressive psychiatric

patients) on a visual backward masking paradigm similar to IT. Their studies suggested

that slow information processing is a stable deficit in patients diagnosed with

schizophrenia but that this deficit is reversible in patients with a good prognosis. Thus

-^L:-^-L-^^;^ *^,, L^,,-,1^*^+^^l .i- r^--- ^f ^- ^l^*^-+^-., ^^*1.,:-f^*'--+;^- ^*^^^.-;--òvlrr¿uPllvLtLu llLuy uu urluvlJruuu rrr LUlllrù ur 4rr wrvrrlwrrLqrJ vcrJ rrlrvrrll4lrvl¡ l/tuvgJJrrró

malfunction that occurs in the first few hundred milliseconds after the stimulus reaches

the sense organs. Such a possibility challenges the notion that schizophrenia involves a

primary disturbance in higher order cognitive processes.

It is uncertain whether the IT procedure can determine the same information processing

deficits as the above-described techniques. For instance, Braff andSaccuzzo (1981)

employed letters (rather than line stimuli) that may advantage some subjects. The IT

procedure is based on a simple line length discrirnination (see Nettelbeck,1987), and

therefore controls for higher order cognitive influences that may be associated with

performance on timed tasks involving letters, words, or complex stimuli. Second, Braff

and Saccuzzo employed a backward mask that is likely to allow subjects to employ

apparent motion cues (see Mackenzie & Cumming, 1986): Thus, it is possible that

differences in ITs between patients with schizophrenia and other psychiatric disorders

may have been a frrnction of strategy use. Finally, Braff and Saccuzzo focused on the

speed of early information processing in subjects suffering from schizophrenia compared

to other psychiatric conditions, using either clinically depressed or manic depressive

patients as controls. It would also be of interest to rneasure IT for patients with various
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psychiatric illnesses, relative to subjects without any psychiatric illnesses (healtþ control

group). Although subjects with schizophrenia may be significantly worse on such tasks

compared to other psychiatric groups, the Braff and Saccuzzo design did not allow one to

infer whether this deficit is a meaningful one compared to the rest of the (non-

psychiatric) community.

1.5.5 Inspection Time and psychopathological conditions

Clinical (psychiatric) studies that have specifically employed the IT measure are

uncoÍrmon. Deary (1991) reported that Alzheimer's patients have significantly longer

ITs than their control counterparts, although no difference between controls and

Kosakoffls patients were reported for IT. Therefore, the Deary study provides important

information on the relationship between IT and psychiatric illness.

1.6.I Speed of information processing and the affects of drugs

There have been many studies that have investigated the affect of drugs in relation to

speed of information processing. For example, Kerr and Hindmarch (1998) examined the

effects of alcohol alone and in combination with other drugs on psychomotor

performance. They used RT as one of the psychomotor indicators and found that in low

doses (under 1g per kg body weight) results varied considerably. They discovered a high

level of inter-individual and intra-individual variation. Greater performance deficits were

found as both the dose and task complexity increased. This study also found that alcohol

in combination with nicotine and caffeine appeared to accentuate the deleterious effects

of alcohol on psychomotor performance. Furthermore, other drugs were found to interact

with alcohol, the most profound of which were sedative agents that could combine

synergistically with alcohol to produce psychomotor and cognitive impairment.
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The effects of potent narcotic analgesics on motor processes have also been investigated

Heinz, Zarcone and Brady (200 1) compared the effects of morphine and buprenorphine

(synthetic opiate pain killer) on response latency in baboons, and found that RTs

increased for both drugs.

There has been a considerable research effort investigating psychotropic medications in

relation to psychomotor performance. For example, Hindmarch (1998) reported a

differentiation between two-antideplessant treatments on the effects of psychomotor

nerfnrrnqnnc F[indrnarc.h (l QQR\ fnund fhaf amifrinfvline an examnle of a fricvclic'-^*- -'^--- ^r --'-'^----r-- '- - -"-J ----

(Kaplan, Sadock, & Grebb, 1994), administered alone and in combination with alcohol,

impaired psychomotor performance even at low dose. However, Hindmarch (1998)

found that reboxetine, a selective noradrenaline (norepinephrine) re-uptake inhibitor, did

not impair performance. Psychomotor measures employed in this study included RT and

Critical Flicker Fusion (CFF) threshold. Nathan, Stough, and Sitaram, (2000), and

Nathan, Sitaram, Stough, Silberstein, and Sali (2000) reported that the pharmacodynamic

effects of citalopram, a Selective Serotonin Re-uptake Inhibitor (SSzu) antidepressant,

improved the information processing capacity of healthy young adult male subjects with

a significant decrease in RT and an increase in CFF threshold.

Psychotropic medications for disorders such as major depression (MD) and schizophrenia

are designed to counteract chemical imbalances in the brain that are considered to be

underlying modulating mediating mechanisms (Stahl, 2000). For example,

antidepressant drugs are intended to increase abnormally low levels of neurotransmitter

activity in the brain (Stahl, 2000). Where cognitive impairments (such as increased RTs

indicating slower information processing) that are associated with a mental illness are

found to improve during the course of psychopharmacological treatments (see Chapter 2)
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it could be argued that such an improvement may reflect either the amelioration of the

mental illness (symptom severity) andlor the alteration or norrnalising of the chemical

imbalance itself. However, if the theory that the chemical imbalance is rectified with

medication is valid then any drug that may also have a counter-effect on a particular

neurotransmitter system may cause cognitive dysfunction as a consequence, for example,

an antidepressant tricyclic medication having anticholinergic effects (as well as raising

depleted serotonin and norpinephrine levels).

To date, there has been little research investigating early information processing using the

IT index in relation to pharmacological treatment. For example, Hutchison, Nathan,

Mrazel<, and Stough (2001) examined the effects of cholinergic function by investigating

the affect of donepezil (acetylcholinesterase inhibitor) on IT. In a randomized double-

blind placebo-controlled repeated measure trial, a significant decrease in IT occurred in

the donepezil administration group compared to the placebo control group. They

concluded that this improvement in IT following the administration of donepezil was

consistent with the role of the cholinergic system in modulating the speed of early

information processing. Additionally, they argued that this finding adds support that

perhaps IT may serve as a physiological index of cholinergic activity. Donepezil has also

been found to be an effective treatment for cognitive function for Alzheimer's disease

patients (Daly, 1999). Thompson, Stough, Ames, Ritchie, and Nathan (2000) reported

that the introduction of donep ezll partly reversed the slowing effect on IT in the

mecamylamine (nicotinic acetylcholine receptor antagonist) condition. Thompson et al.

(2000) also reported that scopolamine, an anticholinergic agent, has a slowing effect on

IT.
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1.7 .I Speed of information processing and the affect of electroconvulsive therapy

Psychotropic medications that are designed to increase depleted synaptic neurotransmitter

activity have often been found to improve cognitive performance as well as to ameliorate

psychiatric symptoms (further discussed in Chapter 2). However, even though

electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is known to be the other main type of effective

biological treatment for certain psychiatric disorders such as MD (Neylan et al., 2001:'

Fox, 2001) it is also known to cause a loss of certain cognitive processes, for example,

memory loss (Fox, 200I;Ng et a1.,2000; Neylan et a1.,2001), and cause a significantly

lower performance on encoding new information and frontal functioning (Rami-Gonzalez

et al., 2003).

It has been suggested that the known cognitive impairments associated with ECT

(including a decline in performance of visuospatial processing speed, verbal memory and

executive function) may be due to elevated glucocorticoids that are often associated with

depression because they increase the vulnerability of the brain to the adverse effects of

repeated seizures (Neylan et al., 2001). This is a recently developed model of biological

depression. Their investigation found that prior to ECT, the greater the raised level of

cortisol that is typically found in depressed patients (Kling et al., 1994; 
'Werstiuk, Coote,

Griffith, Shannon, & Steiner, 1996;Neylan et a1., 2001) the greater the cognitive

impairment observed post-ECT (Details of elevated cortisol levels in relation to the

aetioiogy of ciepression are ciiscusseci in Chapter 2 uncier the enciocrinoiogy section).

This finding is in spite of the fact that successful ECT lowers the abnormally high level

of cortisol, except perhaps immediately following the initiation of ECT, where cortisol

levels may be elevated (Werstiuk ef aL,1996; Kling et al., 1994). A decline in cortisol

has been found to improve the speed of information processing in studies not involving

ECT, as reflected by indices such as RT. Kling et al. (1994) have stated,
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"Hypercortisolism is one of the most consistent biological abnormalities seen in patients

with maj or depression".

There does not appear to be a great deal of literature regarding ECT as a biological

treatment in relation to speed of information processing and there are no studies

specifically using IT. Based on the findings of previous studies (mentioned earlier) that

reported a loss of certain cognitive processes associated with ECT it is suggested that IT,

as an index that reflects the speed of early information processing , nzy be impaired

(lengthened) as a result of abnormally high levels of cortisol found in depressed patients

interacting with the administration of ECT.
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Chapter 2

General Introduction:

Biological Models of Mental Disorders

2.1 Preamble

This chapter is designed to review the biological models of mental disorders literature

that is further described in the introductory segments in chapters 41.

Egas Moniz received the Nobel Prize for Medicine in 1949 for his discovery and

promotion of prefrontal lobotomy. This radical surgery resulted from an increased

understanding of mental illness (Dorman, 1995). Even though psychosurgery was

discontinued by the late 1960s this treatment has created a greater understanding and

encouraged interest in a field that requires examining perhaps the most complicated

structure of all - the human central nervous system. Clearly, such a complex system

requires a great deal offurther research in relation to developing a better theoretical

scientific understanding of mental disorder aetiology (Murphy & Sahakian,200l; Aben

et a1.,20011. Jetty, Charney, & Goddard, 2001).
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The incidence of mental health problems is rising (Savikko, Alexanderson, & Hensing,

2001) and this type of health problem may not only have a profound ffect on the

individual directly, but it can also have a negative impact on the lifestyle and

relationships of the individual, for example, the individual's family (Wagenblass &

Schone, 2001) and work productivity (Savikko et al., 2001).

Mental illness is defined in the Oxford Medical Dictionary (1998) as a disorder of one or

more functions of the rnind (such as emotion, perception, memory, or thought), which

causes suffering. It is broadly divided into psychosis, in which the capacity for

appreciating reality is lost, and neurosis (features anxiety or exaggerated behaviour

designed to avoid anxiety), in which insight is rnaintained. However, this relatively

simple definition can only ever have a broad meaning according to theDiagnostic and

Statistical Mqnual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV,4th edition; American Psychiatric

Association, 1994) because "the concept of a mental disorder, like many other concepts

in medicine and science, lacks a consistent operatíonal definition that covers all

situations" (pp. xxi). This manual also states that mental disorders are linked by a loss of

functioning or distress, and that mental disorders can be considered a manifestation of a

behavioural, psychological, or biological dysfunction.

There will be an emphasis in this chapter on depression as a primary example of a

common mental disorder. Depression is perhaps the most common psychiatric problem

diagnosed. For example, Weissman (1987) conducted an epidemiological survey of

psychiatric disorders in five urban communities in the United States and from several
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large-scale family genetic studies found that MD is a highly prevalent disorder. Ten to

fifteen percent of the general population suffers frorn this mental illness (Prakash &

Surnant, 2000). Greden (2001) purports that depression represents one of the most

profound human problems currently facing the global health care system. Rossen and

Buschmann (1995) reported that depression is one of the most common and distressing

mental health problems for the elderly, and Holmwood, Jones and Jackson-Bowers

(2001) state that depression is a common problem in the Australian community that

results iir considerable disabiliry'. For these reasons this particular disorder will be

focused on throughout this thesis. The American Psychiatric Association lists the

fullowing criteria to be considered before an individual can be diagnosed as suffering

frorn clinical MD: to display five or more of the following symptoms (see Table l) nearly

every day during the same two-week span; to have at least one of the first two criteria;

must cause significant distress or impairment in daily functioning; and cannot stem from

rnedication, drug abuse, a rnedial condition or uncomplicated bereavernent. A more

detailed account can be found in the Diagnostic and Statìstical Manual of Mental

Disorders (DSM-IV, 4tl' edition; American Psychiatric Association, lgg4).
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Table I

Criteria for maj or depressive episode

l. Depressed mood most of the day, (in children and adolescents, irritability may

signi$ a depressed mood)

2. Markedly diminished interest or pleasure in all or most activities most of the

day

3. Large increase or decrease in appetite

4. Sleep disturbance (insomnia or excessive sleeping)

5. Restlessness (evident by hand wringing and such) or slowness of movement

6. Fatigue or loss of energy

7 . Feelings of worthlessness or excessive or inappropriate guilt

8. Indecisiveness or diminished ability to think or concentrate

9. Recurrent thoughts of death or of suicide
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2.2.1 Aetiological theories of depression

There are several causal theories of MD and it is plausible that more than one may be

correct (Kaplan et al., 1994). Kendler (2001) suggests, "we have tended to view etiologic

theories of psychiatric disorders as either brain based (organic or biological) or rnind

based (functional or psychological)", (pp. 989). He draws attention to how therapies

within clinical psychiatry have been divided into those that largely impact on the mind

("psycho" therapies) and on the brain ("somatic" therapies). This clinical researcher
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"mind-body problern", and how this has been an active area of concern within both

philosophy and segments of the neuro-scientifrc community. Perhaps the two main types

of theories of depressive aetiology that are most frequently found in the literature include

biological and cognitive models of depression. Other theories that atternpt to explain the

underlying mediating mechanisms of depression involve: environmental, behavioural,

genetic, and psychosocial factors. It could be argued that the most valued models to date

center atound biological paradigms for it is common practice to place a great deal of

emphasis upon biological treatments of depression. Goodnick, Rush, George, Marangell,

and Sackeim (2001) claim that since the introduction of chemical and electroconvulsive

therapies for psychiatric disorders in the 1930s and 1940s, biological methods have been

utilised extensively in ameliorating symptoms for arange of psychiatric disorders.

Kanlan el al ( l9Q4\ sfafed lhaf nharmennlhcrnnr¡ ic rìne nf lhe rnnci rnnidlr¡ evolvino
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areas of clinical medicine, and Antonuccio, Danton, DeNelsky, Greenberg and Gordon

(1999) reported that antidepressant medication (designed to adjust a deficiency in

neurotransmitter activity) had becorne the most popular treatment for depression in the
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United States. There are many thousands of papers represented in the scientific literature

that have researched the effects ofantidepressants and electroconvulsive therapy for

depression. Rossen and Buschmann (1995) have discussed biological theories of

depression in relation to neurobiology, and Richelson (1991) argues that with the advent

of pharmacological treatment, theories have become largely derived from known

antidepressant effects, and that these effects result from neurochemical studies that have

implicated catecholamines and serotonin. Consequently, the content of this thesis will

concentrate on biological theories, specifically neuro-physiological theories of

depression, which includes considering neurotransmitter synaptic activity in relation to

antidepressant medication, and electroconvulsive therapy in relation to cortisol (steroid

hormone) levels. Other theories of modulating mediating mechanisms of depression will

be briefly described first.

2.2.2 Cognitive, genetic and psychosocial theories

Alloy et al. (1999) state that two of the major cognitive theories of depressionare the

theory of Beck @eck, I967;Beck,1987) and the hopelessness theory (Abramson,

Metalsky, & Alloy, 1989). These theories include the hypothesis that certain negative

"cognitive styles" increase the probability of an individual developing episodes of

depression, in particular, a cognitively mediated subtype of depression, when they

experience negative life events. These authors claim to provide evidence in relation to

moderators of these depressogenic cognitive styles as well as information processing and

personality correlates of these styles. Farmer et al. (2001) described current cognitive
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theories as purporting that depression develops as a result of the interaction between

dysfunctional cognitive schemata and environmental stressors coupled with a significant

genetic input. In essence, cognitive theories are based on cognitive vulnerability to

depression. Gladstone and Parker (2001) have argued that empirical evidence discovered

for or against the validity of cognitive vulnerability theories are largely contingent upon

the methodologies used to detect cognitive styles as well as the nature of the sample

groups examined.

It is clinically well known that depression is over represented within particular families,

providing some evidence that there is likely to be a biological component. Sullivan,

Neale, and Kendler (2000) concluded from their meta-analysis that MD is a familial

disorder, and that this familiality is rnostly or entirely a consequence of genetic

influences. That is, if a family member is diagnosed with unipolar depression there is a

greater probability that other family rnembers will suffer frorn the same illness compared

to individuals from the general population. The farnily dynarnics or environment is not

as likely to contribute as much to the severity of depressive symptoms as genetic factors

because it has been found that identical twins (rnonozygotic) who share the same genetic

material have a greater chance of both being positively diagnosed than do fraternal twins

(dizygotic) who do not share the same genetic material (\4cGuffin, Katz, Watkins, &

Rutherforcl, 1996). Souery, Rivelli ancl Mendlewicz (2001 ) state that there lras heen a

great deal of genetic research data generated in the past two decades that exarnine the

genes for mood disorders. To date, the most promising chromosomal areas have been

localised to chromosomes 4, 5,11,12,18,21, and X. The MAO A & B genes that code
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for the degradative enzymes of amines (including neurotransrnitters that are associated

with the psychopathology of affective disorders such as noradrenalin, serotonin and

dopamine), are both situated on the X chromosome and are closely linked together

(Souery, Rivelli, & Mendlewicz, 200I).

Champion and Power (1995) illustrate a social-cognitive theory of depression that

combines the concepts of mental models, personal goals and social roles. They suggest

that the onset of depression may be summarised as the loss of a valued goal or social

roles in an individual who has limited sources of selÊworth. Street, Sheeran and Orbell

(2001) attempted to develop a single conceptual framework of psychosocial depression

founded upon the opinions of key original theorists. They conducted a quantitative

integration of depressive factors, and identified ninety-nine factors fron27 theories.

From their analyses they produced a four dirnensional solution with a high level of the

variance explained: dimension one described cognitions resulting from a lack of positive

intrapersonal and interpersonal communications; dimension two ernphasised behaviours

and the impact of environmental stressors; dimension three described the pursuit of

unrealistic goals and a perceived lack of control; and dimension four described concepts

regarding selÊfocus and selÊreinforcement.
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2.2.3 Biologicaltheories

2.2.3.1 Neurotransmitter moflels and psychopharmacology

Current thought regarding the biological aetiology of depression centers on hypo-

neurotransmitter and hyper-endocrine activity (e.g., Vijayakurnar and Meti (1999);

Pearson & Beverley, 1997). The latter is a relatively recent model and as such has less

empirical support.

According to Palazidou, Beer, Checkley, and Stahl (1988) the advancement in the 1980s

of basic neurosciences, and especially the characterisation of neurotransmitters has

presented opportunities for an understanding of biology for mental illness. The

clarification of molecular mechanisrns that underlie neuronal communication including

the key role of neurotransmitter uptake as part of a signaling process has been the focus

of many research investigations. It is also reasonable to assume thatthe field of

psychopharmacologt (coined by David Macht in 1920), which began to develop

substantially in the 1950s when antipsychotics and antidepressants were f,irst discovered,

has assisted in developing biological models of psychiatric illnesses. For example,

Klawans, Westheimer, and Goetz (1975) presented a pharmacological model of the

nethnnhvcinlnov nf eehiznnhrenia The infrnducfion of ofher orsanic theranies in the

early half of the 20tL century such as electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) and psychosurgery

lrave all contributed to the biological revolution in psychiatry (Kaplan et al., 1994).

Psychotropic drugs and other therapies for mental disorders have been defined by Kaplan
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et al. (1994) "as attempts to modifi or correct pathological behaviours, thoughts, or

moods by chemical or other physical means" þp. 865). They further explain that the

relationship between the biological state of the brain and the functional manifestations

(behaviours, thoughts and moods) are highly complex and not fully understood.

There are reductionist models that representthe underlying mediating mechanisms of

mental illness, whereby specific localised pathways are defined that consequortly suggest

links between biochemistry and mental health. F. Lechin, Dijs, Amat, and M. Lechin

(1989a) describe the neuroanatomy of four main systems: noradrenergic, serotonergic,

dopaminergic, and cholinergic. The cholinergic system incorporates those nerve fibres

that release the chemical neurotransmitter acetylcholine, and the receptors at which

acetylcholine compounds interact with, to pass on messages. The dopaminergic system

involves neurons that release dopamine, which functions as a neurotransmitter, acting on

specific doparnine and adrenergic receptors. The adrenergic receptors release

noradrenaline as a neurotransmitter. Serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine) is a compound

that can act as a chemical neurotransmitter that can pass on messages from receptors as

well. In general, biological models for depression stipulate that there is a lack of certain

chemical neurotransmitter activity (hypo-activity) whereas schizophrenia, mania and

anxiety may be produced, at least in part, because ofexcessive neurotransmitter activity,

that is, hyper-activity (Stahl, 2000).

Of the rnonoamine neurotransmitter class, the theories linking serotonin and

noradrenaline have the greatest amount of evidence S-essler & Nemeroff, 2000;
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Nemeroff, 1998). The noradrenaline system has nerve fibres that originate in the brain

stem, primarily in the pigmented locus coeruleus (see Figure 5 for anatomical diagram)

and extend to many components of the brain, including the limbic system, which involves

cortical and subcortical regions of the brain that serve an important role in modulating

emotions (Nemeroff, 1998). According to Nerneroff (1998), biological markers of

depleted synaptic noradrenaline include low levels of metabolites (by-products) in more

accessible substances such as urine or cerebrospinal fluid. Additionally, postmortem

examinations have revealed increased densities of certain noradrenalinc rcccptors in the

cortex of depressed suicide victims (Nemeroff, 1998). This finding is in agreement with

many theorists that depression is related to depleted neurotransmitter activity because

they have argued that this increased number of receptors was an attempt by the body to

compensate for an abnormally lower level of synaptic concentration of noradrenaline.

Nemeroff (1998) argues that research into the role of serotoninin a psychiatric illness

such as MD has taken "center stage" in the 1990s over the data connecting noradrenaline

to mood because of the therapeutic success of fluoxetine and other related antidepressants

that regulate serotonin levels. The development and configuration of several neural

networks is dependent on the actions of serotonin (5-HT) (Lesch, 2001). Serotonin-

producing neurons project frorn the raphe nuclei in the brain stem (see Figure 5) to

neurons in a variety of areas of the central nervous system, including those that secrete or

.onrrlofa fho "oloooo ^f -^rorlro-oli^o oo .rroll oo in tha o*.r-.lolo (on qtaq i-.rnl.rarl inrvóur4lw ù¡rw rw¡v4Jv ur ¡rur4u¡vll4rl¡¡v, dJ vvvrl 4J lv Lr¡v 4rrrJËu4r4 \ql¡ urv4 r¡rYvr

emotions, see Figure 5), the hypothalamus (involved in appetite, libido and sleep, see

Figure 5), and cortical areas that are concerned with cognition and other higher processes.

As illustrated for noradrenaline, biological markers of depleted synaptic serotonin include
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low levels of metabolites in cerebrospinal fluid for depressed individuals and especially

in suicidal patients, and increased densities ofcertain serotonin receptors in the cortex.

Both these types of evidence signiff abnormally low concentrations of serotonin

(Nemeroff, 1998).

There are psychotropic treatments such as fluoxetine that are designed to rnimic the

actions of neurotransmitters to rnodulate imbalances associated with some of the

psychiatric disorders such as anxiety, depression, mania and schizophrenia (Kaplan et al.,

1994). For example, clonidine has been proposed to efîectively treat certain types of

anxiety as it inhibits noradrenaline synthesis by stimulating alpha2 autoreceptors on

noradrenergic neurons (F. Lechin, Dijs, Amat & M. Lechin, 1989b). According to

Versiani, Mehilane, Gasxner, and Arnaud-Castiglioni (1999), reboxetine is an effective

antidepressant with long-term efficacy that is able to selectively block noradrenaline pre-

synaptic re-uptake, and thus increase noradrenaline levels in synapses. In order to

ameliorate the severity of depressive symptoms the Monoamine Oúdase Inhibitor

(MAOI) antidepressants are directed towards stimulating an increase in activity of a

variety of monoamines, including serotonin by inhibiting the degradative efÊects of the

monoamine oxidase enzyme, which catalyses the oxidation of these monoamines,

therefore reducing the amounts of molecules available for release (e.g., Brofaromine is a

reversible MAoI; Chouinard et al., 1993). Other reversible MAOI drugs include

moclobemide and this is a drug reversible because if an individual consumes food

containing the potentially dangerous tyramine rnoclobemide can be forced off the

errzyme, which allows tyramine to be metabolised (broken down).
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Figure 5. Regions of the brain that are involved in mood as well as other flnctions that

are commonly disturbed in depressed individuals are highlighted. Except for the

pituitary, all are areas that are considered part of the lirnbic system (Nemeroff, 1998).

,t{ ',:
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Selective Serotonin Re-uptake Inhibitors (SSRIs), such as fluoxetine, are designed to

increase serotonin neurotransrnitter activity of the receptors at the postsynaptic gap by

preventing the re-uptake of serotonin at the pre-synaptic gap (Nutt, et al., I 999; see

Figure 6). Nemerotr(1998) reports that tricyclic antidepressants have many effects on

the brain including preventing the uptake of serotonin at the presynaptic gap and hence

raise the level of serotonin in the synapse (although this effect was not realised after this

type of drug had been marketed in the late 1950s). Similarly, Shapira, Newman, and

Lerer (1992) have provided evidence that ECT augments the central serotonergic

function in depressed patients, adjusting the hypofunction condition measured in the

untreated state. The literature also suggests that the dopaminergic system may be

involved in the mechanism of antidepressant drug action, via selective blockers of pre-

synaptic dopamine receptors that enhance dopamine release (Bonhomme & Esposito,

1ee8).

Bennett and Piercey (1999) described pramipexole as an aminothiazole dopamine agonist

with selective actions at dopamine receptors that can be successfully used as a drug

treatment for Parkinson's disease but has also been found to have treatment effrcacy for

MD.

Many psychotropic medications, which act as modifliing mechanisms for specific

neurotransmitter activities, are also associated with adverse side effects, some of which

inadvertently affect normal neurotransmitter action (Stahl, 2000). For example, tricyclic-

based medications (first generation antidepressants), such as amitriptyline, are often
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found to have anticholinergic side effects (Stahl, 2000). Symptorns such as dryness of

the mouth, constipation and blurring of vision may manifest as a consequence (Stahl,

2000). Rosenzweig et al. (199S) reported that patients with depression commonly sufler

from cognitive and psychomotor performance deficits and that antidepressant medication

can correct such impairments, provided that sedative and anticholinergic adverse effects

do not add to the condition. The results from their doubleålind study revealed that

amitriptyline was associated with deleterious effects on performance tasks and memory

rcnnll ¡'imm crliatc and deleved renall nf wnrdsl. Similar results have been found r¡¿ithllvqll \r¡rrtlrvg¡sLv 4r¡v uv¡øJ vr rrv¡su,f.

anticholinergic rnedications used for Parkinson's disease, adisorder of the nervous

system that can be induced by the long-term use of anti-psychotic drugs. Heinik (1998)

had found that cognitive scores on the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) and the

Cambridge Cognitive Examination were significantly lower among receivers of

trihexyphenidyl, which is a known anticholinergic antiparkinsonian drug. However, the

more recently developed SSRI antidepressant medications such as fluoxetine and

seftraline have not been found to prodrrce anticholinergic effects.

There are many investigations that have linked the neurotransmitter mediating

mechanisms of depression with cognitive functioning including the anticholinergic

adverse effects discussed previously. For exarnple, Himani, Tandor¡ and Bhatia (1999)

rennrferl thaf fhe P300 lafenc,v. which was usecl to assess cosnitive functionins- is lonser
J ) -----'

in patients suffering from MD relative to non-depressed subjects. They suggested that

this finding might be caused by an imbalance of neurotransmittes. Cigarette smoking

contains psychoactive chemicals including nicotine, which are suggested to be linked to
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the neurotransmitter pathways that are thought to be included as the biological mediating

mechanisms that modiff mood state (Quattrocki, Baird & Yurgelun, 2000). Nicotine has

been reported by these investigators to modi$ the neurotransmitter pathways in much the

same way some of the antidepressants do, for example, it inhibits monoamine oxidase

(the enzyme responsible for degrading the amine neurotransmitters: noradrenaline,

serotonin and dopamine) in the brain, and nicotine binds to nicotinic receptors in the

brain that augments the release of numerous neurotransmitters including noradrenaline,

serotonin, dopamine and acetylcholine (Kaplan et al., 1994). Nicotine has also been

shown to improve RTs S.evell, 1988), and specif,rcally decision time (Bates, Pellett,

Stough, & Mangan, 1994), which further supports the notion that there is an association

between cognitive functioning and specific neurotransmitter action that may well be

crucial in defining mood status.

Richelson (1991) has pointed out that neurochernical studies that have implicated

catecholamines and serotonin as the biological basis of affective disorders have involved

laboratory animals. The following will discuss animal studies relating neurotransmission

to depression. F. Lechin, Dijs, Amat,and M. Lechin (1989c) discuss the difficulty of

translating anirnal experimental hndings to be meaningful in the understanding of human

depression. Models of depression in animals are based on deficits in behaviour, rnotor

hypo-activity, and a decreased response to positive reward stirnuli, etc. However, hurnan

depression can exist in the absence ofthese overt indicators and nny only be detected by

psycho-diagnosis. Even though human depression has psychological components of a
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Figure ó. A description of the pre- and post-synaptic cells with serotonin

neurotransmitting chernical messengers being discharged into the synaptic gap (cleft)

some of which are received at post-synaptic gap receptors and others are absorbed back

into the pre-synaptic cell via the re-uptake transpoder. Autoreceptors also limit the

amount of serotonin levels in synapses by directing the cells to inhibit serotonin

production (Nemeroff, I 998).
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higher intellectual level, Lechlin et al. (1989c) argue that there are enough similarities

between hurnans and animals on which to make some conclusions, and there are ceftain

distinct advantages of animal physiological research over human trials such as fewer

ethical considerations. For example, depressive behaviour can be encouraged in animals

at a time and place of the experimenter's choosing.

There have been many animal studies that have tested biological models of depressionby

studying relationships between pharmacological variables and depression (Lechin, et al.,

1989c). Having discovered that reserpine, a human treatment for hypertension, has been

associated with developing depressive states that are similar to endogenous depression,

reserpine-induced animal depression experiments have become common. Tricyclic

antidepressant medication that is considered to block pre-synaptic re-uptake of

monoamines (and therefore increase synaptic neurotransrnitter activity) has been found to

ameliorate reserpine-induced animal depressive symptoms. Shchetinin, Baturin,

Arushanian, Ovanesov, and Popov (1989) used reserpine as one method of inducing

depression for experimental rats, and rneasured the severity of depression in terms of the

behaviour exhibited by studying the rhythmical structure of forced swimming. After

administering reserpine (lrng per kg) they reported that the subjects displayed are-

organisation of swimming rþthm and an increase for short cycles of immobility. After

an administration of antidepressants, including imipramine and amitriptyline (tricyclics)

for l4 days, the number of these cycles was reduced, while the active swimming cycles

had increased. Both of these behavioural results following the drug administration had

suggested an amelioration of depressive symptoms.
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Vijayakumar and Meti (1999) tested the hypothesis that the disruption of normal

serotonergic and catecholaminergic neurotransmission is involved in the pathogenesis of

depression by investigating experimental behaviour in rats. Depression was represented

by a considerable decrease in aggressive behaviour and food intake. Estimates of amines

in these subjects showed that the levels of serotonin and noradrenaline had diminished

significantly in the frontal cortex, hippocampus, brain stem, septurn and hypothalamus

(see Figure 5 for anatomical diagram) compared to the normal control grcup. The level

of dopamine also had been reduced significantly but only in the hippocampus (see Figure

5). They concluded that the dysfunction of serotonergic and noradrenergic

neurotransrnission systems had been more involved than the dopaminergic

neurotransmission system in an experimental model of depression. In another rat-

induced-depression experiment serotonin levels were also found to be def,rcient in

association with endogenous depression. Data frorn a lecording electrode indicated that

depressed subjects had less than half the amount of serotonindorsal raphe nucleus (see

Figure 5) neuron firing (0.42 + 0.07 spikes) than the nondepressed (0.97 + 0.12 spikes)

control group (Kinney, Vogel & Feng, 1997).

2.2.3.2 Recently developed model of depression -endocrinology

Thc lcsf de¡.aÅr' hqs cccn innrpqoad inforocf in fho "nlo n.Ê hn"m^-o. nnl nnlr¡ in rcarrlofinc

growth, sexual development and reproduction, but also in maintaining psychological well

being (Brace & McCauley,1997). Perhaps the most recent biological model of

depression devised to date proposes that there is a dyslegulation of the hypothalamic-
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pituitary-adrenal (HPA, see Figure 5 for anatomical diagrarn) axis, a hormone releasing

system that manages the body's response to stress (Nemeroff, 1998). The hypothalamus

is responsible for the highest hierarchical level of regulatingthe secretion of hormones.

When a threat is presented to an individual's mental or physicalwell being, the

hypothalamus increases the production of the corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF), which

encourages the pituitary to secrete adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH). Dejong and

Roy (1990) reported that three related stress factors in their study, self-accusation,

expectation of punishment and crying accounted for 82o/o of corticotropin+eleasing

hormone (CRH) variance. ACTH then instructs the adrenal gland to signal the release of

cortisol (steroid hormone). These changes prepare the body for fight or flight and cause

it to close down unnecessary activities that would divert the body from selfprotection.

For example, cortisol augments energy to the muscles, and CRF depresses the appetite

for food and sex, while raising alertness. Chronic activation of the HPA may setup

conditions for illness, including depression. According to Nemeroff(1998), there has

been evidence since the late 1960s of increased activity of the HPA systern for

urunedicated depressed patients, as evidenced by increased cortisol concentrations in

urine, blood, and cerebrospinal fluid. There have been many studies that have found an

association between depression (particularly severe depression) and the hyperactivity of

the HPA system (e.g., Gottard et al., 1995; Nemeroff, 1996, etc.) Gotthardt et al. (1995)

reported basal hypercortisolemia to be higher in depressed patients compared to control

subjects regardless ofage. Depressed patients haveenlarged adrenal and pituitary glands,

and the former hypersecretes cortisol. Majumdar, Shaw and Bridges (1989) foundthat

ACTH plasma concentrations were significantly and positively correlated with the
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severity of depressive symptoms rating scores. Herran, et al. (2001), in an investigation

that evaluated the biochemical bone remodeling markers in patients experiencing their

frrst depressive episode who had not taken psychotropic medications, reported that serum

cortisol levels were higher in depressed patients relative to healthy controls.

Nemeroff (1998) argues that irregularities in the CRF-producing neurons of the

hypothalamus and elsewhere are mostly responsible for the hyperactivity of the HPA

allied system and consequent depressive symptom manifestation. Nemeroff further

stated that there have been many studies that have illustrated that there are elevated CRF

Ievels in cerebrospinal fluid in depressed patients compared to control countetpafts, and

that exaggerated CRF levels are decreased with antidepressant drug treatment or

electroconvulsive therapy. Furthermore, the tricyclic antidepressant, desipramine, has

been found to decrease HPA activity and increase glucocorticoid (corticoid, a steroid

hormone synthesized by the adrenal cortex) negative feedback sensitivity in rats (Rowe et

al., 1997). Postmoftem brain tissue studies have also revealed raised amounts of the

number of CRF-producing neurons in the hypothalamus and in the expression of the CRF

gene (resulting in raised CRF synthesis) for depressed patients relative to non-depressed

control subjects. Additionally, following research on animals it has been found that the

administration of CRF to the brains of laboratory animals generates behavioural eflects

that are similar to depressive characteristics in hurnans, and which include insomnia,

decreased appetite, sex drive, and anxiety. It is known that individuals who have

experienced childhood trauma often become depressed later on in life, that is, there

appears to be an interaction between stressful experiences and an inherent predisposition
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(diathesis) (lr{emeroff, 1998). Nerneroff (1998) has named this endocrine hypothesis the

"stress-diathesis model of mood disorders" þp. 33). Kaufrnan, Plotsþ, Nemeroff and

Charney, (2000) reviewed pre-clinical studies (e.g., animal studies) examining the effects

of early stress, factors that modify the impact of these experiences, and neurobiological

alterations associated with MD. They found that early stressful experiences could alter

the development of the HPA axis, the CRF and monoaminergic systems. Additionally,

they report that stress has also been shown to promote structural and functional

alterations in certain brain regions similar to those associated with adult depression.

Holsboer (2001) refers to evidence that collectively supports the view that an

antidepressant may be developed which exerts its effects beyond the biogenic amine cell

membrane receptors and which principally includes the improvement of corticosteroid

receptor functioning.

As discussed previously the observation that depression can have a farnilial tendency

(Sullivan, Neale, & Kendler, 2000), suggests that there are certain genetic traits in the

affected families that makes family members rnore susceptible to depression. Nemeroff

(1998) is unsure of how and if there is a connection between the genetic, endocrinology

and monoamine mediating mechanism research findings. Zhang and Barrett (1990)

examined the interactions of CRF with antidepressants and anxiolytic (minor

tranquillisers) drugs in relation to a behavioural study of pigeons, and concludedfrom the

results that CRF significantly interacts with specific neurotransmitter systems that sub

serve depression and anxiety. Joels, Karten, Hesen, and De-Kloet (1997) reported that

chronic exposure to a very high dose ofcorticosterone depresses serotonin responses in
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rats. It may be that the best model of depression includes a more psychoneuroendocrine

explanation, involving more than just one biological systern, because if the cause of

depression was simply due to a biochemical compound in just one system (e.g.,

neurotransmitters) then it may be more difhcult to explain why thirly percent of

depressed patients fail to respond to antidepressant treatment (Schmauss & Erfuith,

1996). Sonino, Fava, Morphy and Pederson (1990) concluded,after examining ACTH

plasma levels in depressed patients compared to controls, that the FIPA axis dysregulation

in elepression may "involve peptides other than ACTH and be more complex than

previously reported" (pp. 63). However, in order to gather conclusive evidence forsuch

a model a reductionist approach, in which each system is investigated in isolatior¡ may be

required.

2.2.3.3 Neurotransmission and endocrinology: mediating effects for cognition

Riedel, Klaassen, Deutz, Van-Someren, and Van-Praag (1999) have investigated the

theory that levels of serotonin have a part in cognitive perfotmance, particulatly in

memory and learning. These investigators reported that cognitive impainnents are often

observed in depressed patients, in whom serotonin turnover levels in the brain are low.

They reported that by depleting L-tryptophan (to reduce serotonin synthesis) long-term

memory (including recall performance, recognition sensitivity, and recognition RTs) was

impaired. Cipolli and Chiari (1990) reported that the effectiveness of perfonnance on

cognitive functioning and the emotional-affective state significantly increased following

drug treatrnent with Acetyl-L-carnitine. Acetyl-L-carnitine is synthesized in the human

brain, liver and kidney by the enzyme AlC-transferase and augments acetylcholine
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production. It also has a similar structure to acetylcholine and has a cholinergic mimic

effect (Taglialatela et al., 1994). Volkow et al. (1998) reported that age-related decreases

in brain dopamine activity is associated with a decline in motor function and impaired

performance on cognitive tasks that engage frontal brain regions. They concluded that

dopamine activity influences motor and cognitive functioning irrespective of age as

significant associations remained after age was controlled. Cognitive impainnents

associated with depressive symptomatology have been found to improve during the course of

psychopharmacological treatments (Tsourtos, Thompson & Stough, 2002).

McEwen & Sapolsky (1995) state that stress can affect cognitive prôcesses by

glucocorticoids (corticoid, a steroid hormone synthesized by the adrenal cortex) as well

as by catecholamines. These investigators cite recent evidence that the stress-

glucocorticoid related cognitive irnpairments involving memory are likely to be related to

the changes they effect in the hippocampus. Mitchell and Dening (1996) refer to

increasing evidence that the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis system, which

implicates glucocorticoid hyperactivity, is a central neurobiological determinant of

depression-induced cognitive decline. While a cortisone increase has been found to be

associated with a facilitation of cognitive processes via brain glucocorticoid receptors,

chronic cortisone overexposure impaired cognition in experimental rats. Rats were found

to have had impaired spatial learning and memory (Oitzl, Fluttert Sutanto, & De-Kloet,

1ee8).

There are a number of studies that have specif,rcally examined the association between

stress related hormones such as cortisol and the speed of information processing. For
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example, Mantanus, Anssseau, Legrso, and Timsit-Berthier (1988) found that the levels

of cortisol were moderately and positively correlated to depression, and Sudsuang,

Chentanez and Veluvan ( 1 99 1) reported that that the use of meditation significantly

reduced RT as well as the levels of cortisol. Meditation has also been reported to reduce

the effects of stress (Shapiro, Schwaftz, & Bonner, 1998; Astin, 1997; Murphy, 1996)'

Martin-del-Campo, McMunay, Besser, and Grossman(1992) in an investigation

examining the effect of a l2-hour infusion of naloxone on mood and cognition in

"normal" rnale subjects, discovered that plasma coitisol serufir levels were raised andthat

cognitive irnpairment ensued as indicated by increased RTs. Furthermore, memory recall

and spatial orientation accuracy were reduced. Increased cortisol levels were also found

to have a significant positive correlation with scores onthe Profile of Mood Scale

(POMS), indicating dysphoria. These findings may suggest that the speed ofinformation

processing indices such as RT can provide an accurate assesstnent of mediating hormone

mechanisms (such as cortisol concentrations) in relation to mood.

As discussed in Chapter I the biological effect of F.CT, whilst effectively treating

depression, may induce cognitive impairment due to an adverse interaction with pre-

treatment high levels of cortisol that are often associated with the severity of depressive

syrnptoms, even when the depression has been successfully treated and cortisol levels
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2.3.1 Anxiety as a comorbid factor of depression

Anxiety has commonly been found to be a clinical comorbid factorfor depression

(Kaufinan & Charney, 2000). The DSM-IV anxiety disorders include: panic attack,

agoraphobia, specific and social phobia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, posttraumatic

stress disorder, generalised anxiety disorder, etc. In general terms, anxiety may be

characterised by a feeling of diffuse unpleasant, vague sense of apprehension, often

accompanied by autonomic symptoms such as a headache, perspiration, palpitations,

tightness in the chest, and mild stomach discomfort (Kaplan, Sadock, & Grebb, 1994).

Empirical evidence suggests that there is a moderate to high/strong correlation between

clinical measures of depression and anxiety. For example, Mishima et al. (1996) reported

that there was a signif,rcant correlation of r:0.69 between Hospital Arxiety and

Depression scores for patients suffering from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

High correlations have also been found in children, adolescent and parent populations

(Cole, Truglio & Peeke, 1997; Brent et al., 1998; Orme, Reis,& Herz, 1986).

Schatzberg, Samson, Rothschild, Bond and Reigier (199S) reportedthat of those patients

who were clinically diagnosed with MD (according to DSM-IV) twenty nine percent met

the criteria for at least one current anxiety disorder, and thirty four percent had at least

one anxiety disorder in the past. Pendse, Westrin, and Engstrom (1999) concluded from

the results of their study that trait anxiety was associated with suicidal behavior in MD.

Rouillon (1999) recognised that while depression and anxiety are "highly prevalenf', that

the relationship between the two mental disorders is often ambiguous. Rouillon raises a

number of issues as to why they rnay co{ccur: whether one pre-disposes the other, or do
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depression and anxiety symptoms manifestations share one underlying cause, or is there

an overlap of classifications? Haaga, McDermut, and Ahrens (1993) previously asked

whether measures of depression and anxiety, which correlate highly with one another;

reflect poor discriminant validþ. That is, the ability of an instrument to correlate or

measure what in fact it purports to measure better than what it does not purport to

represent. They found that two well known instruments measuring depression, the Beck

Depression Inventory (Beck, Rush, Shaw, & Emery, 1979) and the Inventory to Diagnose

Depression, (Zimmerman. Coryell, Corenthal, & Wilson) conelated more strongly with

each other than with anxiety. This finding provides evidence of discriminant validity.

Investigations into the relationship and prevalence of depression and anxiety suggests

that many future exarninations of MD should consider the possible effects of anxiety,

both state and trait, because various levels of anxiety severity arp likely to be present.

For exarnple, Stamps, Fehr, and Lewis (1979) reported that a low anxiety group produced

faster (shorter) RTs than did the high anxiety group of subjects. Therefore any

subsequent study designed to investigate the effect ofMD severity on RTs should

control, adjust or allow for the influence of anxiety severity upon RT scores. The effects

of differences in anxiety between groups and variation between individuals may be

particularly relevant when experimental subjects are required to complete a task such as a

cornputer task knowing that their performance will be assessed. Task anxiety is not

uncommon and it is possible that certain clinical groups are more sensitive or susceptible

than healthy controls. For example, Whyte, Curry, and Hale (1985) reported that ITs

were longer for children with dyslexia compared to "nonnally reading boys" but that the
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former group had benefited considerably from practice. These investigators subsequently

suggested that children suffering from dyslexia might also suffer from initial task anxiety.

Spielberger, Gorsuch, Lushene, Vagg and Jacobs (1983), have recognised in their

Manual for the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) that there needs to be a distinction

between State (current anxiety) and Trait (generalised anxiety) in order to fully

comprehend anxiety as a psychological construct. Both measures may be relevant to task

performance such as computer testing and in relation to measuring other

psychopathologies such as depression.
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AIMS

This thesis firstly aims to establish whether IT, as an indicator of speed of early

information processing, can measure or reflect on the severity of depressive symptoms

and/or the underlying modulating mediating mechanism involving neurotransmitter

activity. Possible neuro+hemical imbalances in the brain and severity of illness are

examined by measuring IT in relation to antidepressant medication (biological treatment)

being administered or not administered. IT is measured in relation to the cholinergic

neurotransrnitter system as a possible mediating mechanism of MD. Secondly, this thesis

aims to ascertain if there are eflects from electroconvulsive therapy (ECT, another

biological treatment) on the speed of early information processing in relation to the

endocrinological system, a system that is also purported to be involved in the biological

aetiology of depression,

HYPOTHESES [detailed hypotheses are given in each of the 4 experimental

chapters (chapters 47)l

It is predicted that IT will lengthen (reduced speed of early information

processing) during a MD illness episode. This hypothesis is based on the theories

of depression in which a chemical neurotransmitter imbalance occurs and/or the

direct effects of depressive symptoms.

2. It is predicted that antidepressants, such as SSRls, will shorten and normalise IT

(irnprove/increase speed of early information processing). This hypothesis is
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based on the theory that psychotropic medications normalise neuro-chemical

imbalances in the brain and/or they ameliorate the psychopathologic symptoms

3. Tricyclic antidepressant drugs are predicted to adversely lengthen IT (reduce

speed of early information processing). This hypothesis is based on the adverse

anticholinergic effects that are produced from tricyclic drug treatment.

4. ECT is predicted to lengthen IT (reduce speed of early information processing).

This hypothesis is based on the theory that this type of biological treatment for

MD adversely interacts with abnormally high levels of cortisol (often associated

with depression).

5. Intelligence (as measured by verbal IQ) is predicted to be negatively correlated

with IT. This hypothesis is based on the literature examining the relationship

between RT, IT and IQ.

Age is predicted to be positively correlated with IT for an adult population This

hypothesis is based on the literature examining the relationship between Rl IT

and age.

Female subjects are predicted to have longer ITs (slower speed of early

information processing) than males. This hypothesis is based on the literature

examining the relationship between RT and gender.
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Cltøpter 3

General Methodology

This chapter is designed to illustrate the overall thesis rnethodology that is further

described in greater detail in the rnethod segments in chapters 44.

Subjects

Adult inpatients and outpatients from two public general hospital psychiatric wards who

were clinically diagnosed with either major depression (91%), mania (3yo), anxiety

disorder (2%), or schizophrenia (4Yo), according to the DSM-IV criteria, were matched

on verbal ability and age with inpatient depressed patient controls and/or healthy

controls, in Adelaide, South Australia. Healthy controls were recruitedas a sample of

convenience from a variety of sources and were not associated with any particular

organisation or institution. In total there were 108 adult inpatients and 2 outpatients

recruiteci as a sample oiconvenience, together with 5 i heaithy controi subjecis. The

majority of subjects were female(65%) in both patient and control groups. Verbal ability

was assessed using the Vocabulary sub-scale from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale

- Revised (WAIS-R; Wechsler, 1987). Vocabulary subscale scores load the highest of
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any sub-scale on Full Scale IQ and are the best single sub+cale estimate of IQ (Sprandel,

1995). The verbal ability scores for all subjects ranged from 12 to 67. Educational

background varied from 3 years to tertiary qualifications. The age range for all subjects

was between 17 and 69 years. Patients reported a wide range of times for length of

illness from first onset, 1 week to 50 years and also for current episode duration, I week

to 8 years. All patient groups recorded significantly higher levels of illness severity than

health control groups for all psychopathological measures. The vast majority of patients

(82%) were receiving psychotropic medication except for the experimental unmedicated

patient group in study 2 (Chapter5). The patient groups demonstrated abnormatly high

psychopathological levels (levels depicted in Chapters 4-7) measured from scales

administered (described below under the apparatus and clinical measures section)

whereas the control groups recorded severity levels within the expected normal range.

All subjects had normal or corrected normal visual acuity assessed using a Snellen chart,

and reported free of ocular pathology including moderate to severe development of

cataracts.

Patients were excluded if they were comorbid for other psychiatric disorders. Patients

and non-patient controls were excluded if there was evidence of current or past drug or

alcohol addiction, brain damage, epilepsy, any motor neurone disease or central nervous

system disease, physical disorders (e.g., diabetes), mental retardation, dementia, or a

personality disorder. Patients participating in investigations after the first experiment

were only included if they suffered from MD as the primary diagnosis and in some cases

anxiety as a secondary disorder. Data from one subject were discarded because the
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subject could not successively follow the instructions for the computer task after

receiving electroconvulsive treatment (ECT) several hours earlier. Healthy control

subjects were interviewed and excluded if they revealed any current psychopathology, or

moderate to severe episodes of psychopathology in the past (ncluding no inpatient

admission history). Only adult subjects were included (17 years of minimum age)

because of empirical evidence that speed of inforrnation processing can alter due to

childhood development (Welford, 1980). Non-english speaking persons were excluded

because of the difficulty they rvere likely to have with the written question-naires related

to psychopathology, the verbal IQ test, and computer task instructions.

Sample Representativeness: The vast rnajority of patients receiving psychiatric treatment

from a general hospital (approximately 90%) and healthy individuals (95%) who were

approached by the investigator for recruitment (both samples of convenience) accepted

invitations to participate (see Chapters 4-7 for numbers of individuals who accepted).

Reason(s) for non-acceptance were not generally offered. There was no gender or age

bias between those who subjects that accepted the invitation to participate and those

individuals who did not. All patients who refused to participate were currently being

treated with antidepressant drugs.

Annorolus on d Cl inicøl .Measures-rr'-'-'---'

An IBM compatible PC equipped with an IT card (and accompanying computer port

interface) and 14-inch monitor was used to display the monochrome visual IT task with

an accompanying 12X 12 cm two response choice panel. The two buttons were 17 mrn
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in diameter and spaced 107 rnm apart. To measure IT, a small central circular cue(see

Figure 2, Chapter l) appeared immediately prior to the stimulus for 500 milliseconds

(msec). The cue informs the respondent of where on the computer screen the stimulus

will be displayed. The stimulus was composed of two vertical lines, one 29mm in length,

the other, 2I mm (see Figure 2, Chapter 1). The lines were positioned 16 mm apart and

connected at the top by a horizontal line. A pair of vertical lightning rod shaped lines,

both29 mm in length, were presented immediately after the stimulus for 500 msec.

These lines represented a flash mask (see Figure 2, Chapter 1), which overwrites the

stimulus and extends downwards over the entire stimulus presentation. The response-

stimulus interval (duration between response and next stimulus) was set at 2000 msec.

The IT software program was devised by the Psychology Department at Adelaide

University, South Australia. Subjects u,ere required to indicate which was the shorter of

the two lines by pressing the appropriate response button, left button for left line and right

button for right line. Four blocks of 16 trials were presented in descending order at

exposure durations of 180 msec, 140 msec, 100 msec and 60 msec. An additional four

unmasked trials with exposure durations of 300 msec were randomly included in each

block of trials. If a subject failed to accurately respond to more than two of these easier

additional trials then their data were excluded because the subject was deemed as not

attending suff,rciently. For subjects who made three or fewer errors in the 60 msec block

of trials, a further block of 20 trials was administered at 40 msec so that there was enough

data (errors) to establish at what stimulus duration the subject was lacking accuracy.

None of the subjects examined produced three or fewer errors where the stimulus
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duration was presented at 40 msec. The use of Probit analysis cannot establish an IT if

there are not enough errors in the data.

Clinical indices included selÊratings on the Zung, Visual Analogue Scale, and State and

Trait anxiety:

Zung's (1965) Self-Rating Depression Scate (25 - 100 standardised units), which

measures the severity of depressive symptoms experienced in the past weelc This

questionnaire contains 20 items, each of which is rated on a 4point time scale, asking

whether a particular symptom occurs: "None or a little of the time"; "Some of the time";

"A good part of the time"; "or Most of the time". The norm ratings are: Normal: below

50; Mild depression: 50 - 59; Moderate to marked depression: 60 - 69; Severe

depression : 70 or higher, (also see Appendix A).

Visual Analogue Scale (VAS), which measures the severity of depressive symptoms

currently experienced (0 - 10 units, see Figure 7). Subjects were asked to respond by

simply rnaking a mark along the horizontal line.

State & Trait Anxiety Inventory STAI Form Y-2 (33 - I l2 standardised units,

Spielberger et al., 1983). Two 2}-item questionnaires: State Anxiety Scale represents the

current anxiety levels; and the Trait Anxielv Scale indicates general levels of anxietv

experienced. For each item there was a 4 point rating scale, asking whether a particular

symptom occurs: 'Not at all"; "Sornewhat"; "Moderately so"; "Very much so", (also see

Appendix B).
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Vocabulary sub-test of the WAIS-R (Wechsler, 1987). The investigator administered

this test. Subjects are asked to briefly explain what the meanings of the words are that

are read out by the investigator. Responses were rated on a 3-point scale, 0 if the answers

were incorrect, 1 if partially correct, and 2 if they were fully correct (see Appendix C)

How is your mood right now?

I have never I am not

felt more depressed

depressed at aII

Figure 7. The 1 1-point (0-10) Visual Analogue Scale, which measures the current

severity of depressive symptoms.

Additional information was collected by interview about the patient's length (weeks) of

illness (both current episode and from initial onset) medication regimen, and duration of

current drug administration. A Snellen eye chart was also used. For the final experiment
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the ECT history of the patient was recorded as well as the details and number of

administrations for current treatment.

Procedure

All experimental trials proceeded with the permission from both the Adelaide University

and respective hospital ethics committees. Patient medical records and medication charts

were reviewed as well as brief interviews conducted with clinical staff to establish

subject participation suitability. Informal inten ier¡r,s *¿'ere emplo),ed \¡/ith healthy control

subjects in order to establish subject suitability. Inpatients være only approached after

obtaining permission from clinical staff first, and were not recruited on their first day of

admission to allow for settling-in. Clinical staff members familiar with the inpatient were

asked to introduce the investigator. The vast majority of experimental trials for both

patient and healthy control groups were conducted in either of two rooms (an offrce and

patient interview roorn) at one of the general hospitals. A few patient trial sessions were

run at the other general hospital and several trials were executed at the patients or healthy

control subjects' place of residence. All rooms utilised were well illuminated at the time

of testing. No incentives were offered for the completion of a trial other than feedback of

results and that participation may further enhance an understanding of psychiatric

disorders.

If a verbal invitation to participate had been accepted an ethics committee approved

information sheet (see Appendix D) and consent form (see Appendix E") was administered.

Confidentiality was assured and especially for the patient groups, subjects were reminded
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that they had the right to withdrawal at any time. After checking for visual acuity,

subjects were then administered the depression, anxiety and verbal ability questionnaires.

For the Zung and VAS depression scales, and the State and Trait scales the subjects were

offered the option of reading the questionnaires themselves or having the questions read

to them by the investigator. An emphasis was made to all subjects that for the State

Anxiety and the VAS depression scales responses should be made in regard to how they

were currently feeling atthat moment in the experimental room, whereas forthe Trait

Anxiety and Zung scales subjects were asked questions that linked to past experiences.

Further information was gathered either from hospital records or from the subject

regarding medication administered, length of illness from initial onset (weeks), and the

current episode length of illness (weeks). The subjects'age and sex was also recorded.

For those patients receiving Electroconvulsive Therapy information was also collected

from medical records regarding the details of this treatment.

The IT computer task was then adrninistered. Participants were seated approximately 60

cm from the computer, and their line of vision was directed at the top of the screen.

Participants were instructed not to confuse the stimulus with the backward mask that

followed. Where it would be difficult to judge which of the two lines was the shoftest,

subjects were instructed to make their "best guess". An emphasis on accuracy rather than

speed was conveyed. Participants were then advised that a short practice session would

commence prior to the 80 experimental trials. Ten practice trials with set exposure

durations of 500 msec as well as the cues and backward masks were given. If a subject

failed to accurately respond to all ten practice trials then a second round ofpractice trials
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were given. The experimental trials did not contmence until the subject could

successively complete all l0 trials set at 500 msec. There were not any subjects who

required more than 2 practice trial rounds. Participants were reminded of the briefing

instructions immediately before the experimental trial including: placing an emphasis on

accuracy rather than speed ("you don't have to be quick","take your time"); to choose

the shortesl line; and not to confuse the stimuli with the mask. Subject feedback was

offered for all measures once the subject's participation was completed.

All subjects completed the computer task in less than ten minutes, and all experimental

sessions were individually completed in no more than 40 minutes. TheIT scores were

calculated atthe 87.5%o accuracy level for the first two dissertation experiments (Chapters

4 and 5) and at the 80%o accuracy level for the remaining two dissertation studies

(Chapters 6 and 7), using the Probit analysis program in which the data are fitted to the

inverse of the cumulative standard normal distribution function.
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Chapter 4

Inspection Time as a Measure of Early Information Processing Speed in

Psychiatric Disorders

(Experiment One)

INTRODUCTION

Rund and Landro (1990) have illustrated that information processing models have

provided new insights into our understanding of cognitive disturbances in psychiatric

patients. During the 1980s these models have formed the theoretical basis for rnuch of

the experimental psychiatric research on cognitive dysfrrnctions. Cognitive meastues that

are commonly used in a clinical setting include the Mini-Mental State Examination, but

this index has not been found to be a sensitive indicator of depression severity (Alpert,

1995), and there is some evidence that this measure of cognitive function may not be able

to clearly discriminate between patients diagnosed with schizophrenia and healthy

controls (Herrmann et al., 1999). An essential component in all theinformation

processing models is that information is processed into discrete stages. Different

experimental paradigms have been developed in order to gather information about the
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processes occurring in each of these stages. For example, Baving et al. (1997) found that

"depressives" showed a negative cognitive bias, that is, they had longer RTs for positive

compared to negative self-descriptive ratings relative to the control group, however, this

difference in the speed of information processing for positive compared to negative selÊ

scheme elements disappeared with sleep deprivation To date, the neurobiological basis

of rneasures of information processing speed such as RTs in humans, has mostly been

evaluated in patients with Parkinson's disease (Lalonde & Botez-Marquard, 1997). For

example, Lalonde and Botez-Marquard (1997) reported that simple and choice RT are

susceptible to modulation by brain doparnine levels.

There have been many scientific reports that have discussed the effects of psychiatric

illnesses in general with relation to cognition and information processing performance,

rather than investigating a single isolated disorder such as schizophrenia. It may be

advantageous to establish if there are significant information processing effects by

examining a group of related disorders before conducting the more time consuming

approach of investigating each disorder separately. For example,Fabrega,Mezzioh,

Cornelius, and Ahn (1989) discuss the variation in cognitive functioning in nonorganic

psychiatric disorders. Sirnilarly, the aim of this first dissertation experirnent (pilot study)

is to investigate if there is any early information processing speed impairment with four

ncr¡nhiofri¡ rlicnr.laro lL'ql qra fho^"ico.l fn hqr¡a hr¡nn- ^r h.r^er-qnfirre nc¡rrnfrqncmiccinn
".'^Jr-,¡^^Uulv¡¡'

and/or hypo- or hyper-active hormonal action (described in Chapter 2). Inoue,

Kobayashi, and Gee (1999) have stressed the importance of instruments that are

developed and used to fufther our understanding of the neuro-chemical basis of various
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psychiatric diseases as well as to provide new knowledge in the f,reld of

neuropharmacology. These investigators highlight the worth of comprehending

endogenous neurotransmitters and their role in neurotransmission systems in the living

brain and how these systems constitute part of a dynamic and communicating

environment. It is yet to be determined if IT may be one such instrument.

The four categories of psychiatric disorders under investigation will include Major

Depression (MD), Mania, Schizophrenia, and Anxiety Disorders. MD and anxiety

disorders have already been described in Chapter 2, however, listed below are DSM-IV

definitions of schizophrenia and mania. Schizophrenia is one of several psychotic

disorders. The central feature or characteristic ofpsychotic disorders includes a "gross

impairment in reality testing" (Reber, 1985; pp. 598). The term psychotic, according to

the DSM-IV, has two general definitions; the first is described as the"narrowest

definition" and suggests that the individual may have delusions (false beliefs) or

prominent hallucinations (misperceptions), with the hallucinations occurring without

insight into their pathological nature. A broader definition includes patient insight, that

is, the individual does realise or appreciate that the hallucinatory experiences are

misperceptions. The broadest definition offered by the DSM-IV:

Schizophrenia is a disturbance that lasts for at least 6 months and includes at least

I month of active-phase symptoms, i.e., two or more of thefollowing delusions,

hallucinqtions, disorganized speech, grossly disorganized or catatonic behavior,

negative symptoms (i.e., affective flattening, alogia or avolition).
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Subtypes of Schizophrenia include: Paranoid, Disorganized, Catatonic, Undifferentiated,

and Residual. Full details can be found in the DSMJV.

Mania like depression is an affective mood disorder. A manic episode is defined in the

DSM-IV as:

A distinct period of abnormally and persistently elevated, expansive, or iruitable

mood, lasting at least I week (or any duration if hospitalization is necessary).

During the mood disturbance period, 3 or more af the following symptonts must

have persisted (4 if the mood is only iruitable) and have been present to a

significant degree: inflated self-esteem or grandiosity, decreased needfor sleep,

more talkative than usual or pressure to keep talking, flight of ideas or subjective

experience that thoughts are racing, distractibilitlt, increase in goal4irected

activity, excessive involvement in pleasurable activities that have a high potential

for painful consequences (e.g., buying spree).

Based on the literature (Chapters I and 2) it is predicted that MD as well as

schizophrenia,mania, and anxiety will be associated with a slower speed of information

processing (lengthened IT) compared to healthy controls. This hypothesis is based on the

theory that there is a disrupted level of neurotransmitter or hormonal activity associated

rr¡ifh l\¡lfl end fhc nfher fhrec nsr¡chiefrin rlicn".lp"o lnfplliconna /oc maacrrrpÀ hr, '¡arhal\qr ¡rrvúrs¡vv vJ Yvruur

IQ) is predicted to be negatively correlated with tT. fue is predicted to be positively

correlated with IT. Female subjects are predicted to have slower ITs.
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METHOD

Subjects

As discussed previously (Chapter 1) there have been to date, only a few clinical studies

that have used IT as an index to measure the speed of information processing. Deary

(1991) reported that Alzheimer's patients have significantly longer ITs than their healtþ

Control counterparts. Based on the effect size provided in the Deary (1991) study a

sample size of 16 for each group was calculated for this first dissertation experiment

(pilot study). This calculation was also based on a directional hypothesis (one tail), a

statistical power level of 0.75, and an alpha level of 0.05.

Thirteen inpatients and two outpatients of a psychiatric ward in a general hospital in

South Australia participated (14 of whom were medicated). As defined by the DSM-IV,

this sample consisted of 5 participants diagnosed with MD, 5 with Schizophrenia, 3 with

Mania, and 2 with Anxiety. This Patient group consisted of 5 male and 10 female

subjects, with a mean age of 32.13 and standard deviation (SD) of I 1.59 years, and an

age range between 18 to 53 years. This clinical group was matched on: educational

background (number of school years); Verbal IQ (within 10 units, rneasured by the

Vocabulary sub-test of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised, 1987); and age

(within 10 years) with 15 healthy control subjects. The Control group consisted of 5

males and 10 female subjects, with a mean age of 37.13 (SD: 12.18)years and anage

range between 20 to 62 years.
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The clinical Patient group had a mean VIQ of 44.73 (SD : 1 1.39)with a range between

22 and 67, and a meirn number of years at school of 10.40 (SD :2.20). The Control

group had a mean VIQ of 44.33 (SD :11.47) with a range between 20 and 6l,and a

mean number of years at school of 10.87 (SD:3.31).

The vast majority of patients (approximately 95%") and healthy individuals (100%)

accepted invitations to participate. All subjects who agreed to participate completed the

trial.

Apparatus & Measures

An IBM compatible PC with a l4inch monitor was used to display the monochrome

visual IT task with an accompanying l2xl2cm 2-response choice panel. The 2 buttons

were lTmm in diameter and spaced lOTrnrn apart (see Chapter 3 for comflete IT task

details).

Self-report questionnaires measuring depression (Zung (25-100 standardised units) and

Visual Analogue Scale (0-10)), and anxiety (State and Trait) severþ were administered

as well as a verbal IQ test. Zungseverity of depressive symptoms score, and State and

Tra-it severitv sc.ores were sta-ndarclisecl. See Chanter j for comnlete details of the'-"-J '- f r

apparatus. The vocabulary subscale from the WechslerAdult Intelligence Scale -

Revised (WAIS-R; Wechsler, 1987) was used as an estimate of verbal intelligence (IQ).
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The two clinical instruments that have not been described in Chapter 3, Manic Depressive

Scale and The Psychiatric Symptom Assessment Scale, aredescribed below.

Manic-Depressiveness Scale, Thalbourne, Delin and Bassett (1994) & Thalbourne and

Bassett (1998). This self-report instrument contains l8 items, 9-items of which can be

used in the first experiment to measure manic experience and behaviour. There are true

or false ratings for each symptom questioned. (Also see Appendix F).

Clinical ratings by health professionals were required for the Bigelow and Berthot (1989)

23-item questionnaire, The Psychiatric Symptom Assessment Scale (PSAS) which can

be used to measure psychotic behaviour. Each symptom is rated on a6-point scale.

Responses are based on observations made over a period of time by health professionals.

Ward nurses who made the most frequent observations for patients were asked to

complete the questionnaire. Healthy control rnatched counterpafts who were well known

to the research investigator were rated on this scale. Q4.lso see Appendix G).

Procedure

Information was gathered from hospital records and/or from the participant regarding the

subject's length of illness from initial onset (weeks), and the type, dosage (mg/day) and

length of time (weeks) for any medication administered. Total drug dosage was

standardised on a 9-point scale from low to high. For each drug treatment (up to 3

medications), a rating of 1 to 3 was given by the investigator; a rating of one was given if

the clinical dosage was considered low, two if considered a moderate dose, and three for
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a high dosage. The three dosage level ratings were clinically determined by referring to

locally published handbooks on drugs in psychiatry, Psychotropic Drug Guidelines

(Victorian Drug Usage Advisory Committee, 1993) and Drugs in Psychiatry (James,

1985), which were designed for clinician use.

After providing invited participants an information sheet and consent form they were

administered the Verbal intelligence test. SelÊrating questionnaires related to illness

severity for depression, mania, and anxiety .were then administered. Staffratings for

patient psychotic behaviour (for patients diagnosed with schizophrenia) were obtained

immediately prior to the experimental trial. Healthy controls (all of whom were known

to the investigator) had their behaviour rated by the investigator immediately before the

trial.

Subjects were then briefed on the lT task, followed by a practice trial. The experimental

trial followed once the subjects were able to coruectly respond to the 1O-practice stimuli

presentations set at a relatively easy duration of 500 milliseconds (msec), (see Chapter 3

for complete procedural details).

Using the Method of Constant Stimulus Durations (MCSD) IT scores were calculated at

tha 87 .5o./o a-ceì-tra-cy levell (using Probit analysis in w. hich tbe dafa- a-re fitted to the inverse

of the cumulative standard normal distribution function). Participant feedback on the

trial results was offered immediately after the completion of each trial.

I Recent studies have chosen accuracy levels betweenS5-95%oto represent near perfect performance
(Stough, 1994)
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RESULTS

Using a related samples t-test it was found that the patient group displayed a significantly

longer mean IT M: 122.93, SD : 48.12 N: l5) than did the healthy control subject

group (M : 93.13, SD : 16.87, N : 15), (t1a:272, p < .01). The individual subject

results for both groups are displayed in Table 2.

Using a related samples t-test there was a statistically significant difference found

between the illness group without the subjects diagnosed with Mania, and their healthy

Control counterparts (t¡ : 1.85, p < .05). The Patient group (excluding the 3 patients

suffering from manic episodes) had significantly longer ITs (\4 : 107 , SD : 34.10, N :

12) thanthe Control group M : 88.75, SD : 15.30, N : 12)2.

Using a One-Way ANOVA withfive groups (Depression, Schizophrenia, Mania, Anxiety

and Controls) a large significant effect for ITwas revealed, (F¿, zq:6.71, p <.01). Post-

hoc tests showed a significant difference in ITs between the Mania group and all other

groups. The median VIQ scores for each of the f,rve groups were: Depression: 37,

Schizophrenia: 40, Mania : 40, Anxiety : 53, and Control : 45.

There was a statistically significant negative Pearson conelation (r: -0.38) between IT

and VIQ N: 30). However, there was no statistically significant correlation between IT

and school years, IT and age, and IT and gender. There was a positive significant

2 The Bonferroni correction procedure is not used because it is considered too conservative/stringent
(Silverstein, 1986; Abramson, Wolfson, Marcotte, & Grant, 1999; DelGiudice-Asch, Simon, Schmeidler,
Cunningham-Rundles, Hollander, I 999).
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Pearson correlation between VIQ and school years (r :0.67, N: 30). The rnean IT

scores for the patient group males (M : 121.40, SD : 41.27, N : 5) and females (M :

123.70, SD : 41 .27, N : 5) were almost identical. Similarly, there was little difference

Table2

Individual subject Inspection Time scores (milliseconds, msec)from the Patient and

Control groups

Subject number Type of illness Patient IT (msec) Control IT (msec)

2

aJ

4

5

6

7

I

9

10

11

1aIL

13

t4

15

Depression

Depression

Depression

Depression

Depression

Schizophrenia

Schizophrenia

Schizophrenia

Schizophrenia

Schizophrenia

Mania

Mania

Mania

Anxiety

Anxiety

r40

139

87

55

55

125

t67

10s

103

I loIUÒ

152

121,

9l

113

55

95

It

95

82

83

88

101

tt4
novÒ

120

84

105

80

240

t07
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between the Control group males (M: 90.40, SD :10.40, N: 5) and females (M:

94.50, SD: 19.80, N: 5).

No statistically significant correlation was found between IT and the length of time (in

weeks) since initial onset of illness, IT and medication dosage, or IT and the duration of

medication taken. Also, there was no signifrcant relationship found between length of

illness from initial onset and age. The mean length of illness from initial onset of the

Patient group was (M:284, SD:303.28, N: 15 weeks). The median length of the

primary psychotropic drug duration was 25 weeks. The median length of total

psychotropic drug dosage was 300 mg daily (N: 15), and the median for standardised

dose was two (moderate dosage).

There were a wide variety of rnedications taken by the patient group, including mood

normalising drugs, and major tranquillisers (see Table 3). One of the anxiety participants

was not prescribed any medication at the time of testing. Six subjects, three suffering

from depression, two from schizophrenia and one anxiety patient had a single medication

regime. Five other participants including all three patients diagnosed with mania were

administered three or more treatment drugs at the time of testing.

Table 4 below illustrates that subjects in the control group had lower severity of illness

than their matched Patient counterparts for all psychiatric diagnoses, except for anxiety.
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Table 3

A list of the psychotropic medications used at the time of testing to treat affective

dis orders, s chizophrenia, and anxiety

Psychotropic medication Drug classification

Thioridazine

Haloperidol

Chlorpromazine

Pimozide

Benáropine

Desipramine

Amitriptyline

Fluoxetine

Moclobemide

Lithium Carbonate

Sodium Valproate

Clonazepam

Carbamazepine

Diazepam

Major Tranquilliser

Major Tranquilliser

Major Tranquilliser

Major Tranquilliser

Major Tranquilliser

Mood Normalising

Mood Normalising

Mood Normalising

Mood Normalising

Mood Normalising

Mood Normalising

Mood Normalising

Mood Normalising

Minor Tranquilliser
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Table 4

Severity of illness median and mean scoresfrom the Patient and Control groups

Type of illness

Depression:

VAS (N:5)

Zung (N:5)

Schizophrenia (N: 5)

Mania (N:3)

Anxiety:

State (N:2)

Trait (N:2)

Patient Control

+

3.0

47.0 + 8.5 45.0

69.0 + 8.5 57.0

+ Dev

0.7 + 1.1

33.2 + 10.7

0.8 + 0.8

2.7 + 1.5

45.0 + 3.5

57.0 + 14.1

6.0

7t.0

16.0

8.0

47.0

69.0

5.0 + 2.6

68.6 + 9.8

15.2 + 6.7

6.33 + 3.8

0.0

34.0

0.0

Subject comments from both the Patient and Control groups after completion of the trial

were positive. That is, none of the participants had any particular complaints that the trial

was too difficult or unduly prolonged.
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DISCUSSION

The longer mean IT of the Patient group compared to the Control group may be regarded

as a reflection of their slower speed of early information processing. This finding

supports the hypothesis that psychiatric disorders are associated with a slower speed of

early information processing. The implications from these results are that it is the early

human stage of information processing that is impaired, and that this impairment may

subsequently disrupt the following stages of higher order cognitive processes (decision

time) as well as psychomotor activity (movement time) because these latter stages are

dependent on the operation of the earlier stage. The next question that may be asked -is

IT measuring the illness itself and/or the biological causes underlying the illness

symptoms? If for example, illness severity were to correlate with IT scores then the

former may be true. Correlation analyses cannot be conducted in this pilot experiment

between IT scores and illness severity because there are four different diagnoses

involved, relegating the sample size to be too small.

The significantly longer ITs for the Mania group compared to all other groups highlights

the possible significance of this particular psychiatric disorder in terms ofthe speed of

pqrlr¡ infnrmolinn nrn¡accina ln Êanf +h.^^ ^f +h^ f^'.. l^--oo+ I'|-o "o^^..IaÀ .^¡ara fnr fha¡¡4!¡V¡¡ l/lvvvrrrrró. Lt[vv vr etrv rvsr ¡v¡róvol

subjects diagnosed with Mania (see Table 2). However, this result should be treated with

reservation because of the low nurnber of subjects with Mania in this sample.

Fufthermore, when the paired t-test analysis was repeated without the Mania data, a
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significant difference between the patient group and healthy controls remained. Thus, the

longer ITs of the psychiatric Patient group relative to the Control group may not be

attributable to the long ITs of the three subjects withMania alone. Differences found

between the four groups were unlikely to be related to differences in verbal ability

because four out of the five groups compared for IT were matched for VIQ scores with

the depressed patients having the lowest score (37) and the Control group the highest

(45). Only the group diagnosed with Anxiety had a slightly different andelevated score

(s3).

As all subjects correctly discriminated the relatively easy 300 msec unmasked trials, it is

unlikely that these diflerences were mainly due a lack of attention or concentration.

Given that all participants completed the simple IT computer task in no more than l0

minutes it is also unlikely that these differences were mainly due tothe required task

procedure taxing limited patient motivational resources. This deduction was supported

by the overall positive comments from the inpatients that they were satisfied to

participate because of the lack of activity in the ward. It is thereforeconcluded that the

mean IT difference arising between the Control and psychiatric Patient groups was due to

the difference in their speed of information processing rather than these possible

extraneous variables.

The significant negative relationship found between verbal intelligence/ability and IT

scores supports the hypothesis that speed of information processing measures are related

to intelligence, as Baruett et al. (1998) and other investigators have reported Higher
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verbal IQ ryIQ) scores indicate higher levels of intelligence and greater intelligence rs

associated with lower IT scores, which reflect a faster speed of information processing.

This significant relationship reinforces the notion that subjects in the Fatient and Control

groups should be matched for VIQ. However, educational background (number of school

years) although correlated with VIQ was not found to have a significant relationship with

IT. Therefore, it may be unnecessary to use school years as an additional rnatching

variable for intellectual ability. Individual patients were not matched with their healthy

control courrterparts for gender because it would have been logistically too difficult to

rnatch all subjects for intelligence and age as well as another experimental variable.

However, an attempt to maintain an equivalent male to female subject ratio between both

groups was achieved. Additionally, a significant correlation was not found between

gender and IT, thus, negating the possible need to match Fatient and Control group

participants for gender. In contrast to not finding a relationship between IT and gender,

there are studies that have reported a relationship between gender and RT (see Chapter

l). This discrepancy may be explained by the fact that IT, as a measure ofearly

information processing speed, does not allow speed-accuracy trade-off strategy differences

to occur between males and females as does the RT procedure. For example, Lahtela et

al. (1985) reported that male subjects displayed superior/faster RTs but at the expense of

producing more effors than females (see Chapter 1). Vickers and Smith, (1986) reported

+L^+ +Li. .*^^,{ ^^^,,-^^,, +--Å^ ^ff .+.^+^^,, :. ,,-l:1,^1., +^ L- -,*^l^,,-.1 .,,;+h +1.^ l'l'tlI4L tltlù JPVVU-4WVUr4VJ Lr4UW-Ur r JLr@rWóJ rJ qrrrrNWrJ rV UW WTTTPTVJVU VVrLrr rrrL r r

procedure (see Chapter 1). Thus, gender may be related to RT but not necessarily with IT

scores. Noble's et al. (1964) hnding that female subjects have significantly slower RTs

for adults up to the age of 70 years was not supported by the results of this f,rrst thesis
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experiment. Female subjects in both the Patient and Control groups were slower than

tnales, but the difference was very small. Age was not found to be significantly related to

adult speed of early information processing (IT scores), which is contrary to the RT and

IT experimental findings reported in Chapter 1. The discrepancy between these findings

and the data from this hrst thesis experiment may reflect the small sample sizes analysed

in this first experiment. Furthermore, the Nettelbeck and Rabbitt (1992) study reported in

Chapter 1, which examined the relationship between IT and age for 104 subjects, focused

on an age range between 54 and 85 years, which represents an older age group compared

to the subjects from this first dissertation experiment. Thus, the use of the IT paradigm

may have an experimental advantage over RT paradigms in that subjects may not have to

be matched for gender. However, more experimental findings are required to estaHish if

there are relationships between IT and gender, and IT and age.

No significant relationship was found between IT and the length of time (in weeks) since

initial onset of illness, IT and medication dosage, nor IT and the duration of medication

taken. There was a somewhat high level of variation surrounding the mean number of

weeks for illness duration since initial onset indicating that the patient group was not

homogenous for illness chronicity. Length of illness was not largely detennined by age,

as there was no significant correlation between illness length and age of patient. The

m.easure of central tendency for length of illness was more than eleven times longer than

the measure of central tendency for the primary drug duration. This is not unexpected as

pharmacological treatment may have changed or there was treatment cessation during

periods of illness symptom remission. Additionally, the patient may not have sought
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treatment after the first episode(s). The median standardised drug dosage prescribed was

moderate, with a median drug dosage across all four disorders of 300mg daily. There

were a wide variety of medications taken by the patient group, including mood

normalising drugs, and majortranquillisers (as shown in Table 3), most of which are

commonly prescribed at the time of conducting the trial. Overall, medication usage

appears to be fairly typical for a psychiatric sample taken from fourpsychiatric disorders

As expected, illness severity seores were lower for the Control group subjects relative to

the matched Patient group participants except for State anxiety (see Table 4). The

sizeable diflerence between the Patient and Control group medians for depression and

schizophrenia (the two largest diagnosed groups) highlight this discrepancy. In absolute

terms the very low illness severity scores of the Control subjects indicates that they were

mentally healthy, whereas most of the Patients had abnormally high severity levels,

indicating psychopathological conditions. The norms for the standardised Zung scores

for example, indicate that below a score of 50 is normal, which is the case for allcontrol

group subjects. One of the subjects in the Patient group was rated with a mild level of

Zung depression (50-59), one with moderate severity (60-69), and the other three were

rated with severe depression (> 70). These results support the clinical distinction made

between the Patient and healthy Control groups.

Limitations and recommendations þr future research

Clearly, alarger number of subjects for each of the four diagnoses would have offeredan

opportunity to examine the effects of each disorder separately as well as the associated
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efÊects of different medications. Reuuiting large numbers of participants proved difFrcult

to attain within a reasonable amount of time because of the small size of the psychiatric

ward (20 beds) and the necessity for adhering to the participant exclusior/inclusion

criteria listed in the General Methodology chapter. The main obstacle for collecting data

from other hospitals was the cumbersome nature of moving computer equipment that

included a PC and monitor. The required internal IT card installation for a rnobile laptop

computer had not been developed at the time of testing. Such an innovation would be of

great use for future research that involves using the IT index in clinical settings.

It would also be an advantage if comparisons could be made between patients with a

particular disorder who were not currently treated with patients who have been diagnosed

with the same psychopathological condition who were being treated. That is, are there

differences in the speed of information processing between treated and untreated groups

of patients with the same diagnosis? Such data may assist in establishing whether there

are treatment effects in relation to underlying biological theories of neurotransmitter

hyper or hypo-activity that can be detected by an information processing index such as

IT. Given the difficulties in recruiting large sample sizes in a clinical setting, it may be

advisable to collect data from patients who have been diagnosed withMD, as this is the

most commonly diagnosed disorder.

This investigation included examining the duration of illness frorn initial onset, however,

it may be more relevant to examine whether there is a relationship betweenthe length of

the current illness episode and the speed of information processing.
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Conclusion

The results presented here (and in the published paper version: Tsourtos, Rawson, Ward

and Stough, 1995; see Appendix,Ëf suggest that future research investigations that

employ the IT procedure in relation to different psychiatric groups may be warranted.

The IT task may be well-suited for use in studying information processingwith

psychiatric subjects because IT is relatively short and simple, and a good measure of

infonnation processing speed independent ofresponse processes. A problem often found

in conducting information processing experiments in psychiatric research is that many

patients perform poorly on assigned tasks due to lack of interest and motivation (Roy-

Byrne, 1986). Thus IT may be seen as an advantageous measure relative to standard RT

tasks.

The results from this first thesis experiment have supported the hypothesis that

individuals currently suffering from psychiatric disorders have significantly slower speed

of information processing when compared with healthy individuals. The implication

from these results is that it is the early human stage of information processing that is

impaired, and that this impairment may subsequently disrupt the following stages of

higher order cognitive thinking as well as psychomotor activity. Further research is

nonrrinorl fn in.raof inota lL.a ^^..ihl^ "-'{^.1.':-- h;^l^-;^^l rL^^.;^. ^f o ^o.rnlriofrinrvYur¡vu Lv ¡rrvvrrróslv rrrv lJvJo¡vrv urruvrrJrrrõ vrvrvórv4r rrrvvllvJ vr 4 HJJvrr¡úlrrv

disorder such as depression in relation to speed of information processingmeasures.
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Chapter 5

Evidence of an Early Information Processing Speed Deficit in Unipolar

Major Depression

(Experiment Two)

INTRODUCTION

Depression, speed of information processing & age

Austin et al. (1992) reported a significant relationship between cognitive impairment and

depressive symptom scores for 40 patients suffering from a major depressive episode.

Patients suffering depression often report the subjective experience of a slowing in

mental speed (O'Connor, Pollitt, Roth, Brook, & Reiss, 1990). Cognitive slowing may

be linked to neuropsychological impairment associated with unipolar MD, as well as

depression secondary to other illnesses (Brebion et a1.,2000; Fan4 Uomoto, & Katon,

2001). For example, Brown, Scott, Bench, and Dolan (1994) reported that elderly

depressed patients (65+ years of age) showed slower performance on a range of

neuropsychological tests relative to age-matched controls. Nebes et al. (2000) reported a

slowing of information speed as well as working memory impairment in patients with
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geriatric depression. Both rnotor and cognitive speed appear to be impaired in depression

(Caligiuri & Ellwanger, 2000; Sobin& Sackheim,1997), although Elliott et al. (1996)

reported that middle aged depressed patients (mean age 49 years) were impaired on a

measure of cognitive speed but not on rnotor speed.

In contrast to these findings, Purcell et aL (1997) reported that younger patients (mean

age 37 years) were impaired on measures of attention set-shifting and planning, but not

on cogiritive speed. Purcell et al. (1997) concluded that younger paiients with depression

do not show the cognitive slowing that is reported in middle aged and older patients. A

problem with this interpretation is that the cognitive speed measure used by both Elliott et

al. (1996) and by Purcell et al. (1997) was time to respond ('thinking time") during a

planning task (the Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery (CANTAB)

Tower of London). As this measure involves a number of cognitive operations including

processing speed, it is unclear if one canconclude from Purcell's et al. (1997) study that

younger depressed patients do not show cognitive slowing. Tarbuck and Paykel (1995)

reported that older depressed patients (mean age 69 years) were slower than younger

depressed patients (mean age 4l years) on RT. However, RT improved to a similar

extent in both groups following recovery, indicating that both age and depression may

affect speed of information processing. However, there was no interaction between age

n-.1 .lo^toooinn nn ^n¡-ifi.r^ ol^.rri-^ lì-^ oi* ^f +1";..^^^-'{ +L^.:. ^-^^-i-.^-+.',^-s¡lu qvy¡vùJrvrr vr¡ vvó¡r¡Lrvv rrvvv¡r¡ó. vl¡v 4t¡tt ul Ltl¡r ruv\rttu ùrrwùtù v^pwrrrrtvllt vv4ò

therefore to examine if speed of information processing was slowed in young, unipolar

depressed individuals.
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Measures of RT can often be confounded by changes to motor speed. While many

methodologies allow for the separation of movement time (MT) and decision time @T)

from RT, DT still measures the speed of both the perception and encoding of a stimulus,

and the initiation of a motor action. The DTAvIT paradigm is also constrained by subjects

being able to adopt varying speed-accuracy trade-offstrategies, as accuracy can be

increased at the expense of response time. Unlike RT procedures the IT procedure is

widely regarded as a measure of the speed of early stages ofinformation processing

which is not sensitive to motor speed, speedaccuracy trade-offs or other cognitive

strategies (Deary & Stough, 1996;Nettelbeck, 1987). Avoiding tasks in which strategies

can improve performance is crucial in assessing cognition in depression, as depressed

individuals are often impaired in the deployment of effective cognitive strategies

(Channon & Green, 1999). A preliminary clinical study by Tsourtos, Rawson, Ward &

Stough (1995) reported that a mixed group of psychiatric inpatients diagnosed with either

depression, schizophrenia, mania or anxiety disorder had significantly longer ITs

compared to a healthy control group (Experiment 1).

Depression, synaptic neurotransmitter activity & speed of information processing

There have been different types of measures employed to examine if neurotransmitter

activity is related to cognitive functioning as well as to depression. For example, Himani

et al. (1999) reported that the P300 wave of the auditory event related evoked potential,

used as an index of cognitive dysfunction, was significantly delayed for subjects

diagnosed with MD. The investigators suggested that these results could be explained by

an imbalance in the level of neurotransmitter. Choi and Lovinger (1997) studied long-
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term depression at glutamptergic synapses in the striatum, a region of the brain that is

known to be important in cognition and motor perfonnance. They discovered that with

long-tenn depression there is a decreased probability of neurotransmitter release from

pre-synaptic terminals. Furthermore, they argued from their findings that the same

developmental pre-synaptic changes that underlie striatal long-term depression may also

be important for certain forms of memory and learning. Mann and Kapur (1994) cited

several human studies relating to the neurotransmitter effects emanating from

electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) in association with the severity of depressive symptoms

and cognition. It was recommended from this review that ECT is likely to enhance

transmission in major neurotransmission systems including the: noradrenergic,

serotonergic, dopaminergic and GABAergic (gamma-aminobutyric acid) systems, and

that enhanced transmission effects have been related to the antidepressant outcome of

ECT. However, it was also suggested that ECT may reduce cholinergic transmission, and

this reduction in cholinergic activity has been related to cognitive impairments, such as

disturbances in memory. Sanacora et al. (1999) also argued that there are abnormally low

cortical GABA concentrations in the brains (occipital cortex) of medication-free

depressed patients compared to healthy controls.

Following the results frorn the first thesis experiment (Chapter 4), which suggested that

nsvchiatric rlisnrders mav slnw fhe sneed nf earlv infnrrr-rafinn nrocessins llonøer TTIr"J ------^- 'f'"---""Þ \----Þ-- - - ¡

recommendations were made for future research to observe diflerences in the speed of

early information processing between treated and untreated groups of patients diagnosed

with the same psychiatric disorder. Such datamay assist in establishing whetherthere
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are treatment effects in relation to underlying biological theories of neurotransmitter

hyper- or hypo-activity that can be measured by a speed of information processing index

such as IT.

Neumeister, Praschak-Rieder, Hesselmann, Tauscher and Kasper (1997) reported that

untreated depressed patients showed few behavioural effects when administered the

tryptophan (serotonin amino acid precursor) depletion test that is used to rapidly and

substantially lower both total and free plasma tryptophan, andto subsequently decrease

the level of brain serotonin and serotonergic functioning. However, in depressed subjects

who were receiving antidepressant therapy and who were in remissior¡ the introduction

of tryptophan depletion induced a depressive relapse. Neumeister et al. (1997) suggested

that these findings highlight the relevance of altered brain serotonin function in

pathophysiology of af[ective disorders and the impoftance of antidepressants. These

findings are also supported by a study by Smith, Fairburn, and Cowen (1997). Nutt et al.

(1999) reported studies using the tryptophan depletion test in relation to the

administration of the Selective Serotonin Re-uptake Inhibitors (SSRI) antidepressants.

They observed that for depressed patients who were receiving SSRI treatment and who

were in remission, depleting levels of serotonin leads to a recurence of depression.

Levels of serotonergic activity have been previously linked to cognitive functioning

(Verkes et al., 2001). Verkes et al. (2001) have stated that

Methylenedioxymethamphetamine MDMA or ecstasy) has been shown to cause long-

term damage to serotonergic cerebral neurons in animals. Verkes et al. (2001.) have

provided evidence from 42 male recreational users of ecstasy that was compatible with
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the neurotoxicity of ecstasy as shown in animals. Verkes et al. (2001) reported that RTs

were prolonged and memory was impaired for the 42 male users relative to the control

group (20 males), and that cognitive dysfunctioning was greatest for the heavy users of

ecstasy.

A method for examining whether the activity of the cholinergic neurotransmitter system

is involved in the pathophysiology of depression and in the speed of information

processing is to examine the effects of anticholinergic medication. Anticholinergic drugs

can impair tT (Thompson et al., 2000; Waterham, Thompson, Nathan, & Stough, in

press), as well as adversely affect other eognitive measures, for example, memory (Nebes

et al., 1997). As discussed briefly in Chapter 1, Thompson et al. (2000) argued that

nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAchRs) mediate the speed of information processing.

The objective of the Thompson et al. (2000) study was to examine the effects of the

nAchRs antagonist mecamylamine on IT, as well as the extent to which the

anticholinesterase donepezil would reverse the effects of mecamylamine on IT.

Thompson et al. (2000) reported a significant slowing of IT in the mecamylamine

condition relative to the placebo, which was partly reversed by the administrationof

donepezil. Thompson et al. (2000) concluded that the slowing of IT following

mecamylamine is consistent with the role ofnAchRs in the speed of information

processing. The Hutchison et al. (2001) study, which was fully described in Chapter 1,

also reported evidence that changes to cholinergic system activity may be successfully

measured by IT and that such alterations to the cholinergic system can modiff human

speed of information processing. Tricyclic antidepressants (e.g., amitriptyline) and
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several other antidepressants (e.g., amoxapine) are competitive antagonists of muscarinic

acetylcholine receptors, the prevalent group ofacetylcholine receptors in the brain

(Richelson, 1983). Typically, tricyclic (three-ring nucleus) medications have the most

pronounced anticholinergic effects of any antidepressants and these effects include: dry

mouth, constipation, blurred vision, and urinary retention, as well as mild sedation

(Kaplan, Sadock & Grebb, 1994). Therefore, the three-way relationship between the

severity of depressive symptoms, neurotransmitter activity and speed of early information

processing may be assessed by observing any differences in IT in depressed patients who

are receiving anticholinergic antidepressants compared to depressed patients who are

receiving non-cholinergic antidepressants (i.e., drugs that have little or no anticholinergic

effect). These possible relationships are based on the model thatthe hypo-synaptic-

neurotransmitter activity is a mediating mechanism that may lead to depessive

symptoms, and the presence of depressive symptoms rrlay impair the speed of early

information processing, and/or the level of neurotransmitter activity may directly affect

the speed of early information processing. Therefore, IT as a measure of early

information processing speed may reflect depressive symptom (e.g., mood, sleep

disturbance, etc.) severity andlor the underlying biological mediating mechanism

involving neurotransmitter activity (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8. A three-part model based on the assumption that lower than normal

synaptic neurotransmitter activity may be an underlying biological cause of MD.
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Following-up from the analyses in Chapter 4 it is important to examine if there is a

relationship between IT and gender, and IT and verbal abilityiintelligence (VIQ), as well

as between IT and age. Previous research discussed in Chapter t has provided some

evidence that associations do exist between gender and RT, and IQ and RT. However,

only a correlation between IT and VIQ was found in the first thesis expeliment (described

in Chapter 4). Particularly because the sample size was relatively small in this first thesis

experiment further examination appears warranted. Additionally, it was also suggested in

Chapter 4 to investigate if there is a relationship between the length ofcurrent depressive

episode and the speed of information processing. There has been some empirical

evidence suggesting that cognitive processes can be linked to length of depressive illness,

for example, Palsson, Aevarsson, and Skoog (1999) concluded from their investigation

that the higher incidence of dernentia in those with early-onset MD might be due to a

longer lifetime duration of depression. Similarly, Downhill, and Robinson (1994)

reported that depressed patients who were also suffering from cognitive impairment had a

longer drnation of illness than depressed patients without cognitive decline.

HYPOTHESES

This second thesis experiment examines IT performance in unipolar depressed inpatients

of a similar age to those in the study by Purcell et al. (1997).
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l. It is predicted that the depressed patients will have longer ITs (reduced speed of

early information processing) relative to their age- and IQ-matched healthy

control counterparts.

2. It is predicted that the unmedicated depressed patient group will have a longer

mean IT (slower speed of early information processing), because of a larger

imbalance of neurotransmitter activity (hypo-activity), relative to the medicated

depressed patient group (see also Chapters I and2). Many studies observing the

neuropsychological profile of depression have included medicated and

unmedicated patients (Austin et a1.,1992; Tarbuck& Paykel, 1995; Purcell et al.,

teeT).

3. It is predicted that the pharmacologically untreated depressed patient group will

have a greater severity of depressive symptoms compared to the treated depressed

patient group. A greater severity of depressive symptoms for the

pharmacologically untreated group compared to their age- and IQ-matched treated

patient counterparts may also reflect a greater level of hypo-neurotransmitter

activity for the untreated patient group. King, Hovey, Brand, and Ghazuiddin

(1997) reported that drug treatment "follow-through" did predict the severity of

depressive symptoms.

4. It is predicted that patients receiving antidepressants with known anticholinergic

effects will ha-ve longer mean ITs (reduce speed of ea-rly infonna-tion processing)

compared to those patients receiving antidepressants with minimal, if any,

anticholinergic actions. This prediction is based on the assumption that the IT

task measures cholinergic activity, which is a neurotransmiffer system that may
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act as a biological modulating mediating mechanism for depression (see also

Chapters I and2). That is, does the acetylcholineneurotransmitter system play

an active role in depression aetiology and can IT be used to measure alterations in

activity.

5. It is predicted that there will be a relationship between IT with both medication

dosage and historical usage. Deficits in RT have been found to be dose-

dependent (S. Jacobson, J. Jacobson, & Sokol, 1994).

6. It is predicted that severity of depressive symptoms and history of depression

(length of depressive illness) may be related to IT. Depressive symptoms and

history of depressive illness have been reported in some studies to be related to

cognitive impairment @ownhill & Robinson, 1994; Austin et a1.,1992, etc.) but

not in other studies (Purcell et al, 1997; Schatzberg et a1.,2000)

7. It is predicted that there will be significant associations between IT and gender,

and IT and verbal ability/intelligence, as well as IT and age. These predictions

are based on the RT and IT literature described in Chapters I andZ. There was

also a relationship found between IT and verbal abilþ in the first thesis

experiment (Chapter 4).
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METHOD

Subjects

Based on the effect size from the Tsourlos et al. (1995) study a minimumsample size of

18 for each group was calculated for a directional hypothesis (one tail). A statistical

power level of 0.80 and an alpha level of 0.05 were adopted. A sample size calculation

could not be performed specifically for antidepressant anticholinergic effects on IT due to

a lack ofprevious research in this area.

Twenty unmedicated and l9 medicated inpatients diagnosed with unipolar MD from two

general hospital psychiatric wards in Adelaide, South Australia, who were clinically

diagnosed with unipolar MD, according to the DSM-IV criteria, together with 20 healthy

controls, who were matched for age, gender and verbal ability. Patients diagnosed with

any history of substance abuse, neurological inj.rry, or concurrent psychiatric disorders

were excluded. An initial informal interview with the control subjects was used to

establish any evidence of substance abuse, neurological injury, or family history of

psychiatric illness. The Vocabulary subscale from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale

- Revised (WAIS-R; Wechsler, 1987) was used as an estimate of verbal intelligence (IQ).

\/n¡ohrrlqrv ottho.olo cê^rêc l^o.l fho hichccf ^f 
q-., otth"nala nn Frrll Qnalp ll-ì onrl orc fhe

best single subscale estimate of IQ (Sprandel, 1995). The mean (and SD) age, and

vocabulary scores as well as the number of female and male subjects are presented in

Table 5. The three groups were not significantly diflerent for age (F2,57 :0.34, NS), or
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vocabulary scores (FZ,5T 0.03, NS). The rnajority of patients in all three groups \ /ere

female

The medicated group consisted of 9 patients who were treated with anticholinergic

antidepressants (tricyclics) and 10 patients with non+holinergic antidepressants (see

Table 6). The median antidepressant dosage for the anticholinergic group was 150 mg

daily of a range of 25 to 225 mg daily. The median antidepressant dosage for the non-

cholinergic group was 60 mg daily of a range of 20 to 500 mg daily. These two groups

were evenly matched for the three variables used for the three rnain groups: for the

anticholinergic group the Mean G SD) for age and VIQ was36.22 XIl.22) and36.67 $

14.89) respectively, with 7 female and2 male participants; for the noncholinergic group

the Mean e SD) for age was 35.90 X12.27) and 42.10 e 11.09) respectively, with 8

female and2 male participants.

All subjects had normal or corrected normal visual acuity assessed using a Snellen chart,

and reported free of ocular pathology. The vast rnajority of invited patients (90%) and

invited healthy individuals (95%) accepted the invitation to participate in the current

study (Experiment Two). Reasons for not accepting the invitation to participate were not

offered. All subjects who agreed to participate completed the trial.
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Table 5

The means -f standard deviations of subject age and VIQ, as well as the number of

female and male participants in the two depressed patient and healthy control groups

Age

Mean -r SD

Gender Verbal ability (VIQ)

Mean i SD

Unmedicated (N: 20) 39.35 + 13.54 12 Females

8 Males

Medicated (N: 19) 36.05 + 11.52 15 Females

4 Males

Controls N:20) 35.80 + 13.74 14 Females

6 Males

39.60 + 13.31

39.53 + 12.95

40.30 + 11.35
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Table 6

Psychotropic drugs administered to depressed patients in the non-cholinergic and

anticholinergic medicated groups

Subject Medication Dose (mg daily)

Non-cholinergic

1

2

Ĵ

4

5

6

7

8

9

t0

Fluoxetine

Moclodemide

Fluoxetine

Moclobemide

Fluoxetine

Tranylycypromine

Sertraline

Fluoxetine

Moclobemide

Lithium

Dothiepin

Dothiepin

Trimipramine

Dothiepin

Dothiepin

Imipramine

20

150

20

500

150

20

70

50

20

500

Anticholinergic

1

2

aJ

4

5

6

150

150

75

75

225

150
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8

9

Amitriptyline

Desipramine

Desipramine

25

104

t25

150

Apparatus & Measures

An IBM compatible PC with a l4-inch monitor was used to display the monochlome

visual IT task with an accompanying l2xl2cm 2-response choice panel. The 2 buttons

were lTmm in diameter and spaced l07mm apart. The stimulus \,vas composed of two

vertical lines, one 29mm in length, the other, 2l mm. A pair of vertical lightning rod

shaped lines 29 mm in length representing the rnask ('flash"), was plesented irnmediately

after the stimulus for 500 milliseconds (msec). Subjects indicated which was the shorter

of the two lines by pressing the appropriate response button, (left button for left line and

vice versa). Four blocks of 20 trials were presented in descending order at exposure

durations of 1 80 msec, 140 msec, 100 msec and 60 msec (see Chapter 3 for complete IT

task details).

Clinical lneasures administered included self-ratings of depression using Zung's (1965)

20-item scale (standardised scores range between 25-100) ofdepression experienced in

the past (last week), and a visual analogue scale (VAS, scores range between Ol0)

tnensrtrino fhe evfenf nf dcnrcccinn nrrrrpnflr¡ ewncricnnprl Ârlrlitinnol infnrmqlinn rrrqc

gathered by interview about the patient's length of illness, both current episode (weeks)

and from initial onset (number of weeks from first episode). The type, dosage (mg/day)
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and length of medication administered to the medicated group were also retrospectively

recorded from hospital drug charts.

The Vocabulary subscale from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale - Revised (WAIS-

R; Wechsler,1987) was used as an estimate of verbal intelligence (IQ). A Snellen eye

chart was also used.

Procedure

Information was gathered frorn hospital records and/or from the participant regarding the

subject's length of illness from initial onset (weeks) and current mood, and the type,

dosage (mglday) and duration of medication administered (weeks). Total drug dosage

was standardised on a 6-point scale from low to high. For each psychotropicdrug

treatment (up to 2 medications), a rating of 1 to 3 was given; a rating of one was given if

the clinical dosage was considered low, two if onsidered a moderate dose, and three for

a high dosage. The three dosage level ratings were clinically determined by refering to

locally published handbooks on psychotropic medications, Drugs in Psychiatry (1985)

and Psychotropic Drug Guidelines (1993) that were designed for clinician use.

After checking for visual acuity participants were given an information sheet and consent

form, and they were then asked to briefly def,rne words read out by the investigator inthe

Verbal intelligence test. SelÊrating questionnaires related to illness severity for

depression (Ztng questionnaire and the VAS) were then administered.
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Subjects were then briefed on the IT task, followed by a practice trial. The experimental

trial followed once the subjects were able to coruectly respond to the lO-practice stimuli

presentations set at a relatively easy duration of 500 msec (see Chapter 3 forcomplete

procedural details).

The IT scores were calculated at the 87.5%o accuracy level (using Probit analysis in which

the data are fitted to the inverse of the cumulative standard normal distribution function).

Participant feedbacks on the trial results were offered immediately after the completion of

each trial.
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RESTJLTS

Table 7 displays summary statistics for IT, the severþ of depressive symptoms and

illness duration across the three groups; unmedicated and medicated depressed patients,

and healthy controls.

Table 7

Measures of central tendencyfor InspectionTime, depression scales, and history of

depression, by patient and healthy control groups

-milliseconds

VAS Zung

depression depression

Length of

depression

since initial

onset (weeks)

Median

IT Current

length of

depression

(weeks)

Median

(msec) scores scores

Mean +,SD Mean + ^SD Mean +,SD

Unmedicated 121.3 + 423 6.8 + 2.7 68.7 + 12.4

N:20)

Medicated

N: 19)

Controls

(N: 20)

95.1 + 26.8 4.8 + 3.3 66.6 + ll.9

82.2 + l7.5 1.2 + 1.9 36.8 + ll.2

27.O

100.0

14.0

16.0
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Level and History of Depression

A related samples (because the three groups were matched) Multivariate Analysis of

Variance (MANOVA) test was used to examine if there were significant differences

between $oups for the severity of depressive symptoms.

The multivariate test results revealed a statistically significant effect for the

three groups with current depression measured by the visual analogue scale

(VAS) and the severity of depressive symptoms rneasured by the Zung scale as

the dependent variables (F4, 15 
:33.45, p < 0.01).

Univariate analyses revealed that VAS was significantly different across the

three groups (F2, 36:21.34, p <0.01). Followup analyses (related samples t-

tests) indicated a significant difference between the unmedicated and control

groups (\e: 7 .41, p < 0.0 I ) and between the medicated and control groups (t1 s 
:

4.33,p < 0.01), and a trend towards a significant difference between the

unmedicated and rnedicated groups (trs: 1.95. p : 0.06).

Univariate analyses revealed that the severity of depressive symptoms as

measured by the Zung scale was also significantly different across the three

/t aÕ 
^ô 

- 
^ ^l\ 

r tt I ' f t ! I r
BIUups \r2,36 - Jo.uJ. P - u.u l.r. rullow-up altalysls (Iclateu salnples [-tests,

revealed that there was a significant difference between the control group and

the urunedicated group (t1e: 7.58, p <0.01), and the control and rnedicated (t¡s :

9.23. p < 0.01) groups, but not between the two depressed goups (p > 0.05).
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The mean Zung severity of depressive symptom scores for the two patient

groups were rated in the moderate to marked range. The mean severity score of

the control group was rated in the normal range (see Table 7 for mean scores,

and Chapter 3 for Zung norms).

There were no significant differences between the two patient groups in length

of illness from the first episode onset (z : -155, p > 0.05, Vy'ilcoxon), nor length

of illness for the current episode (z : -0.97 , p > 0.05).

Inspection Time

A related (because the three groups were matched) One Way Analysis of Variance

(ANOVA) test was used to examine if there were significant differences between groups

for IT.

IT was significantly different across the three groups (F2,36:9.00, p < 0.01).

Follow-up comparisons revealed that the IT of the unmedicated group was

significantly slower than the control group (t¡e: 3.69, p < 0.01) and the

rnedicated group (tß:2.63.p < 0.05), but no difference was found between the

control and medicated depressed groups (p > 0.05).

There was no Pearson correlation between IT and the level of depression from the Zung

Depression Scale (p > 0.05), or level of depression measured by the VAS (p > 0.05).

There was no significant correlation found between IT and drug'administration duration

(p > 0.05). There was a significant negative Spearman correlation between length of
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depression from first depressive episode and IT (r,: -0.40, p < 0.05), and IT and duration

of current depressive episode showed a trend towards a negative correlation(rr: -0.33, p

:0.06).

Ant i cho liner gi c ver sus no n- cho I iner gi c me dic at i on

Using an unrelated samples t-test there was no significant difference found in IT between

the patients medicated on drugs with anticholinergic effects and patients on medications

with non-cholinergic effects (t1s: 0.21, p > 0.05). The mean (and SD) IT for the

anticholinergic administered patients diagnosed with MD was 96.44 (32.92) msec. The

mean (and SD) IT for the non-cholinergic administered patients diagnosed with MD was

93.90 (21.67) msec. Four of the patients in the anticholinergic group were receiving

additional psychotropic medication (2 x chlorpromazine,2 x thioridazine) and two of the

patients in the non-cholinergic group also received additional medication (clonazepam,

alprazolam). Removal of these subjects did not substantially change the mean (and SD).

There was no significant difference for either the Zung or the VAS severity of depressrve

symptoms scale scores between patients rnedicated on drugs with anticholinergic eflects

(67.50 + 13.10; 4.65 +2.77) and patients on medications withnon-cholinergic effects

(65.56 + 11.08; 4.89 + 3.85) for mean depression severity.

Relationships between IT and gender, age, and VIQ

IT was significantly and negatively correlated @earson) to VIQ, that is higher verbal

ability or IQ is associated with shorter ITs msec (r: 4.29, p < 0.05, N: 59), and age
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was found to be significantly and positively correlated to IT msec (r :0.32, p < 0.05, N:

59). Gender was not significantly (p > 0.05) comelated to IT msec.

Relationships between drug dosage and IT, illness severity, length of illness and length of

drug administration

There was no statistically significant Spearman correlation between stardardised total

drug dosage and IT lnsec. There was no statistically significant Spearman comelation

between drug dosage and illness severity, drug dosage with the Zmg scale, or between

drug dosage and the current mood (VAS). There was no statistically significant

Spearman correlation between drug dosage and length of illness (neither with illness

duration from first onset or with current depressive episode). There was no statistically

significant Spearman correlation between drug dosage and length of dmg adrninistration.

IT predictors

Using a Forward Conditional Binary Logistic Regression, predictors of IT were analysed.

Significantly correlated variables were entered into the analysis: age, VIQ, length of

depression from first onset (weeks) and length of curent episode (weeks). Variables left

in the equation after the second and final step were VIQ (unstandardised regression

coefficient (B) : -.091, S.E. : .043, p < .05) and length of depression from first onset

(unstandardised regression coefficient (B) : -.004, S. E. : .002, p > .05). These variables

accounted for 40%o (Nagelkerke R-Square:0.40) of the variance in IT. However, the

duration of depression from first onset was not a significant predictor (p > 0.05). The

percentage of the variance in IT explained by the best predictor VIQ was 25%
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(Nagelkerke R-Square :0.25). The R-Square change was therefore l5Yo when the

second best predictor was entered, that is length of depression from first onset.

Relationships between measures of illness severity, drug duration and length of illness

There was a statistically significant positive Pearson correlation between current

depressed mood (VAS) and recently experienced depression (Zung) severity (r : 0.67, p

< 0.01, N: 59). There was no statistically significant (p > 0.05) Spearman correlation

between the two measures of the severity ofdepressive symptoms (VAS ancl Zung) with

the two measures for length of depression (from first onset and current mood episode), or

between VAS and Zung with length of medication. There was no statistically significant

(p > 0.05) Spearman conelation between the two measures for length of illness and

duration of drug administration.
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DISCUSSION

The experimental results indicated that the speed of information processing, as measured

by IT, was impaired (longer IT) in patients who are young, unmedicated, and depressed.

This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that young depressed individuals do show

cognitive slowing. Medicated depressed patients were not sþnificantly slower on the IT

task than healtþ control subjects, but they were significantly fasterthan the unmedicated

depressed participants. Additionally, the severity of depressive symptom scores were the

highest for the unmedicated group, improved with medication and were the lowest for the

healthy control group. These data suggest that the slowing of cognition associated with

depression may be partly alleviated by medication" which supports the hypothesis that

neurotransmitter activity acts as a rnodulating mediating mechanism for depression. That

is, depression may be caused by a significant decline in neurotransmitter activity and as

this insuffrrcient level is supplemented with medication the level of neurotransmitter

activity increases, as indicated by a return towards a normal level of information

processing speed.

Even though drug dosage failed to be significantly corelated with the speed of early

information processing it is suggested that this result may not contradict previous

research, because there is a great deal of treatment response variation between individuals

for the same antidepressant and between different antidepressants. That is, even though

drug dosage was standardised, different patients require different dosage levels of tlæ
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same medication to achieve the same treatment outcome, and not all patients respond

similarly to different medications. This may also explain why drug dosage was not

significantly related to illness severity. Consequently, drug dosage may not be able to

accurately reflect the effects of medication on increased neurotransmitter activity.

Furthermore, the standardisation of the drug dosage process did downgrade a ratio level

of rneasurement to an ordinal level. The lack of a significant correlation between the

speed of information processing and drug administration duration is therefore not totally

unexpected. An antidepressant is likely to have achieved an increase in neurotransmitter

activity after the f,rrst several days of administration. Any lengthof time beyond two

weeks is unlikely to be a strong indication of a ehanging level of neurotransmitter

activity. Steady-state plasma concentrations for most antidepressants is reached

somewhere between one to two weeks (Kaplan, Sadock & Grebb, 1994). It is suggested

that a significant relationship may be found between IT and length of drug administration

in the initial stages (2 weeks) of prescription. The same line of reasoning might be used

as to why a significant association was not found between drug dosage and drug duration.

and drug dosage and length of illness, because drug dosage is likely to reach a maximum

level after only a relatively short period of time.

There were no significant conelations found between IT and selÊseverity-ratings of

current depressed mood (VAS) or scores on the Zung depression scale. Therefore, the

speed of early information processing is not directly related to the severity of depressive

symptoms. Austin et al. (1992) reported that severity of depression was significantly

correlated with impairment in memory, while otherresearchers had not found a
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relationship between severity of depression and cognition (Schatzberg et a1.,2000;'

Purcell et al., 1997). The results from this second thesis experiment indicate that

although the unmedicated depressed patients showed a greater severity ofcurrent

depressed mood, this did not appear to explain the differences between the groups in

speed of information processing because the severity of depressive symptoms was not

correlated with IT. Among the depressed patients in this second thesis experiment,

length ofdepressive illness from first episode, and to a lesser degree length ofcurrent

illness, was negatively correlated with IT. The longer the depression had been

experienced the shorter the [T (increased speed of early information processing). These

findings may simply reflect the fact that medicated depressed patients tended to have had

a longer depressive illness (although not significantly longer) and had shorter ITs

compared to the unmedicated patients. Cognitive slowing may not simply be a

consequence of the effect of long-term medication as the unmedicated group had a longer

mean IT compared to the medicated group, and the medicated and healthy control groups

were not signif,rcantly different. Similarly, there was no indicationof neurodegeneration

that may follow a long history of depression because the medicated patients who had a

longer history of depression were significantly faster (shorter IT) than the unmedicated

group of patients. However, longitudinal (repeated measures) data may be required to

help clarifr this issue.

Any difference in IT found between the medicated patients receiving anticholinergic

drugs and those administered non-cholinergic drugs could rnt be attributed to group

differences in illness severity, as there was no signihcant difference found between these
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groups on the Zlur:rg and VAS scales. However, ürere was no statistically significant

difference in IT between the medicated patients receiving antidepressants with

anticholinergic effects and those on antidepressants with minimal cholinergic effects.

This result does not support the hypothesis that IT, as an index of the speed of early

information processing, is able to reflect cholinergic activity involving the chemical

neurotransmitter acetylcholine. The sample size for this comparison was small and the

interpretation of this negative result should be made with some caution. Further

examination of the eflects of antidepressants on the cognitive function of depressed

individuals is clearly necessary. Broocks et al., (1998) reported that the administration of

the anticholinergic agent scopolamine to healthy subjects induced significant

impairments in processing speed as well as episodic memory, and that serotonergic

effects, from the serotonergic drugs ondansetron and m+hlorophenylpiperazine, only

minimally modulated the decline in cognitive performance. Selective anticholinergic

drugs such as scopolamine and mecamylamine impair [T performance in healthy subjects

(Thompson et al., 2000; Waterham et al., in press). The direct anticholinergic effects of

the antidepressants prescribed in this second thesis experimen! however, may be

considerably less than that of selective cholinergic antagonists such as scopolamine and

mecamylamine. Changes in monoamine or other neuromodulaton may also

counterbalance the possible adverse anticholinergic effects of some antidepressant drugs.

Tricyclic medications examined for their adverse anticholinergic effects are used as

antidepressants that target the reduction for r+uptake ofnoradrenaline and serotonin

(Kaplan, Sadock & Grebb, 1994).
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There were no significant differences found between the anticholinergic and nor¡

cholinergic groups on the Zung andVAS severity of depressive symptoms scales.

Therefore, there is no evidence from this second thesis experiment that the chemical

neurotransmitter acetylcholine is implicated directly as a possible underlying biological

modulating mediating mechanism of MD, because depression severity would be expected

to be relatively greater for the anticholinergic group if acetylcholine was involved (due to

the adverse action on the cholinergic system).

It could be argued that the relationship between depression and cognitive impairment

may simply reflect reduced effort and motivation in depression (e.g., Cohen,

Weingartner, Smallberg, Pickar & Murphy, 1982). However, the IT task is very simple,

requires only minimal effort and does not appear to be sensitive to the rnanipulation of

motivation level (Simpson & Deary, 1997). The IT task also minimises the use of

strategies to aid performance (e.g., speed/accuracy tradeoff), thus it would appear

unlikely that the impairment of the depressed patients was due to an inability to employ

effective strategies (Channon & Green, 1999). Furthermore, it is unlikely that cognitive

speed comparisons between medicated and unmedicated patients, and between

anticholinergic and non-cholinergic medicated patient groups could be significantly

confounded by the mild sedative effects of tricyclics when using an IT task because of

the minimal task requirements of the IT procedure. The results of this experiment

support this assumption as the anticholinergic patient group had a similar speed of

information processing to the non-cholinergic group, were not significantly slower than
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the healthy control group, and were part of the rnedicated group that was significantly

faster than those patients yet to be administered medication for treatment.

Following-up from the first thesis experiment, reported in Chapter 4, correlational

analyses were conducted between IT and the three matching variables: gender, age, and

VIQ. These variables were treated as potential confounding variables (based on the

literature in Chapter l). As was found from the results in Experiment One (Chapter 4),

IT was negatively corelated to verbal ability (ViQ). When a regression analysis was

used to determine which of the variables significantly correlated with IT, the results

indicated that VIQ was the best predictor and explained 25Yo of the [T variance. That is,

lT performance is best (lower IT scores) in subjects with higher verbal intelligence. This

result supports the notion that there is a need to control for IQ as a potential confounding

variable in experiments involving speed of information processing measures, or at least

those that include the IT paradigrn. In addition, a recent meta-analysis of over 90 studies

indicated that IT explains approximately 25o/o of psychometric IQ scores (Grudnik &

Kranzler, in press). Gender was not signihcantly related to IT, which is consistent with

the result reported in the first thesis experiment. IT rnay have another added advantage

over RT measures because there is evidence that there may be a gender difference for RT

but not for IT. Therefore, researchers in future studies may not have to partial the effects

^f +Ll- ,,^,.:^Ll^ ^...--^+^l- ^,.1-l^^¿^ f^.. ^^---t-,^ r r ---. l:r 1t rr r .ur Lrrrù v4tr4uru ur ilrd.ùvll òuuJç\,1ò lur Bçrrutr¡. rluwcvçtr ullilK9 tllç slllall säIllpt€ slzg In

the first thesis experiment, age was found to be significantly corelated to IT for this

relatively young group of clinical patients and healthy control subjects. This result is

consistent with other experiments, previously described in the literature, that have
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repofted speed of information processing performance (from measures such as RT as well

as IT) to decline with increasing age during adulthood (see Chapter 1). Therefore, it is

suggested that the age of subjects should be controlled for in IT experiments.

Purcell etal., (1997) argued that young, unipolar depressed patients do not show

cognitive slowing, and that the impairments in speeded performance reported by Brown

et al., (1994) and Elliott et al. (1996) were associated with the age of the depressed

participants. However, Purcell's et al. (1997) study combined a sample of unmedicated

and medicated patients, which may have contributed to the negative finding.

Furthermore, the measure of cognitive speed used in Purcell's et al. (1997) study was a

complex task and may have been sensitive to a number of cognitive factors aside from

processing speed. The IT measure used in this second thesis experiment is regarded by

many as a relatively pure measure of information processing speed (Kranzler & Jensen,

1989; Nettelbeck, 1987; Deary & Stough,1996). Supporting the interpretation of the

present measure of IT, as a measure of general processing speed, is evidence of

conelations with RT, auditory IT, and other mental speed measures (Vickers, 1995). The

impairment of IT in unmedicated depressed patients in this second thesis experirnent,

who were in the same age range as those of Purcell et al. (1997), indicates that deficitsin

processing speed is an important aspect of the neuropsychological profile of younger

depressed patients.

The moderately strong positive comelation that was found between the Zung depresstve

scale, that measures severity experienced in the past week, and VAS, measuring the
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current severity of depressive symptoms (at the time of testing), provides external

validity for the latter index. If both measures were highly correlated (i.e., r > 0.08) then it

could be suggested that colinearity exists, indicating that both indices are almost

identical, thus excluding the need to use both. However, these two scales of depression

are measuring somewhat diflerent time references, which may explain why they are

moderately correlated rather than highly correlated. Illness severity was not significantly

related to either the duration of drug administration or length of illness.

A number of pathologies have been suggested as the basis of neuropsychological

impairments in depression, including medial temporal (Mayberg et al., 1999) and

frontostriatal @urcell et al., 1997) dysfunction. Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA,

see Figure 5, Chapter 2 for anatomical diagrarn) axis abnormalities have also been

attributed a role (McAllister-Williams, Fenier & Young, 1998; Holsboer,2000). There is

some suggestion that the mood-alleviating effects of antidepressants are in part mediated

by effects on corticosteriodal systems (Barden, Reul & Holsboer, 1995). While the

neurobiological basis for the speed of information processing appears to involve

cholinergic systems, other neuromodulatory systems such as those involving

glucocorticoids may play some part.

Limitations and recom,m,endaÍions for future research

A larger sample size is required to compare the nor¡cholinergic and anticholinergic

patient groups, however the difference between the means of the two groups was small

The non-cholinergic group consisted of diflerent types of antidepressants: monoamine
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oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs), selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (SSRIs), and mood

stabilisers. It would also be advantageous if future norrcholinergic groups were made

more homogenous by only recruiting patients with the one type of antidepressant for each

non-cholinergic group. This would not only generate more consistent results (similar

non-cholinergic effect) but would also allow a specific neurotransmitter system (e.g.,

serotonin) other than the cholinergic system to be compared.

Severity of anxiety was not considered in this investigation of information processing

speed related to patients diagnosed with MD. Anxiety however, is often a comorbid

factor of depression. For example, Regier, Rae, Narrow, Kaelber and Schatzberg et al.

(1998) reported that nearly half of those individuals meeting a lifetime criteria for MD

also have met the criteria for a comorbid anxiety disorder. It is recommended that

anxiety be measured in future studies.

Conclusion

In conclusion, this second thesis experiment (Tsourtos, Thompson & Stough (2002); see

Appendix 1) has shown that the speed of early information processing is slowed in young,

unmedicated depressed patients. The administration of antidepressant medication

appears to both alleviate mood symptoms and increase the speed of information

processing. The latter result supports the hypotheses that treatment drugs do alleviate

depressive symptoms via increasing synaptic neurotransmitter activity and that IT, as an

easily administered measure of early stage information processing, directly reflects this

chemical messenger activity that acts as a modulating mediating mechanism. Cognitive
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slowing should thus be considered in future studies regarding the neuropsychological

profile of depression. However, IT does not appear to be related to the severity of

depressive symptoms. That is, the speed of early information processing is not directly

related to the symptoms of the illness, but rather the underlying biological cause(s).

As a significant difference in IT between patients administered anticholinergic and non

cholinergic antidepressants was not found the results of this experiment do not support

the hypothesis that IT, as an index of the speed of early information prccessing, is able to

reflect the level of cholinergic activity. This finding should be treated with reservation

because of the small sample size involved. Furthermore, this result does not suggest that

any mild sedative effects from the anticholinergic antidepressants described in Table 6

have necessarily slowed speed of early information processing.

The similar levels of depression severity recorded between the anticholinergic rnedicated

patients and those medicated on non-cholinergic drugs would suggest both modes of

treatment are equally efftcacious for reducing depressive symptoms. This thesis finding

supports the rnany drug efficacy trials reported in the literature (e.g., Wagstaff, Cheer,

Matheson, Ormrod, & Goa,2002).

Early stage(s) of information nroeessins sneecl- a-Dr,eaÍ to be correlated with verba-lJ Q \ t' -----Í- --------Þ-r--_--_rr---_ -- -- -

intelligence and age. Thus, both these variables need to be considered in future research,

for matching subject groups, etc. Additionally, the use of the total standardised drug

index as a measure representing increased synaptic neurotransmitter activity may need to
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be revised in the context of investigating cognitive speed. Finally, a moderately strong

positive correlation between the Zung and VAS scales validates the latter index.
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Chapter 6

Speed of Early Information Processing and Anticholinergic

Antidepressant Medication

@xperiment Three)

INTRODUCTION

Richelson (1991) argues that, with the advent of pharmacological treatment, theories

have become largely derived from the known effects of antidepressants and that these

ef[ects result from neuro-chemical studies. Biological etiological theories of depression

include the monoamine hypothesis that proposes a deficiency in the neurotransmitters

serotonin or noradrenaline (Racagni & Brunello, 1999). They suggest that the most

irnportant pathways for depression involve the serotonergic and noradrenergic neurons

projecting from the raphe nucleus and locus coeruleus respectively, to the prefrontal

cortex (see Chapter 2, Figure 5). Skolnick (1999) purports that despite a "remarkable"

structural diversity, most conventional antidepressants may be viewed as "monoamine

based", increasing the synaptic availability of serotonin, noradrenaline, and/or dopamine
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The cholinergic system may also be important as an underlying mediating mechanism of

depression. Cooney, Lucey, O'Keane, and Dinan (1997) have stated, "acetylcholine is a

neurotransmitter that has been implicated in the pathophysiology of MD" (pp. 827).

Markou, Kosten, and Koob (1998) have also stated (from data collected mainly from

animal studies) that it is the neurotransmitter systems such as acetylcholine whose

function appears to be altered in depression. Benowitz (1999) reported that nicotine ads

on nicotinic cholinergic receptors, and Djuric, Dunn, Overstreet, Dragomir, and Steiner

(1999) concluded from their study that ingested nicotine has antidepressant properties.

Ferguson, Brodkin, Lloyd, and Menzaghi (2000) have asserted, after examininga

possible link between nicotine and the learned helplessness model of depression, that a

subtype-selective ligand (a molecule that binds to another molecule) with high afhnity for

nicotinic acetylcholine receptor agonists, such as SIB-1508Y, may offer a new

therapeutic approach for depression. This novel ligand was also found to increase

avoidance responding in animal subjects, implying an improvement in learning.

Tariot et al. (1987) examined dementia of the Alzheirner type and have claimed that the

cholinergic system, as well as monoamine neurotransmitter systems, is known to play an

important role in cognition. Engelborghs and DeDeyn (1997) reporting on the

neurochemistry of Alzheimer's disease suggested that cholinergic deficits correlate with

cognitive decline. Stahl (2000) has stated that memory disturbances in Alzheimer's

disease are linked to disruptions in cholinergic transmission. Stough et al. (1995)

investigated the effects of sham-smoking in healthy university students and have

suggested a function for the cholinergic system in intellectual performance, by measuring
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the effects of nicotine on IT performance. Gray, Lai, and Larson (1999) stress that the

aetiology of cognitive impairment is multifactorial and that anticholinergic drugs

including tricyclic antidepressant medications (3-ring nucleus in molecular structure;

Kaplan, Sadock, & Grebb, 1994)are among the "worst offenders" (review paper on the

elderly). There has been some empirical evidence to suggest that drugs known to have

adverse affects on the cholinergic system retard psychomotor activity compared to drugs

that do not have anticholinergic effects. For example, Kerr, Fairweather, and Hindmarch

(1993) reported thaf RT was signif,rcantly slower for depressed patients administered

amitriptyline (tricyclic antidepressant) compared to fluoxetine, a selective serotonergic

re-uptake inhibitor (SSRI) antidepressant. Hale and Pinninti (1995) reported a significant

deficit in RTs for patients suffering from MD (cumently in clinical remission) and

rnedicated on maintenance tricyclics compared to both control and maintenance SSRI

administered groups (currently in clinical rernission). They also reported a sirnilar

finding using the critical flicker fusion procedure (an index of cognitive performance)

that they suggest may be related to the anticholinergic potency of the medication.

The short-term efflects of tricyclics are to reduce the re-uptake of noradrenaline and

serotonin, and to block the acetylcholine and histarnine receptors (Kaplan, Sadock &

Grebb, 1994). Westenberg (1999) has stated that the strong antidepressant activity of the

rr tvJ9rru rrlçlllvcf,LlrJrlù r16lò ùuPPUrLvu rrlv rurw ur uuLll rrur4ulvrl4rllrv 4lru ùrvt\JLUIlrlr \J-r r l ,t

in depression and the mechanism involved in antidepressant action" (pp. 46). Tricyclics

are well known for their anticholinergic effects but SSRI drugs produce little if any at aIl.

Anticholinergic drugs can also impair the early stage(s) of information processing speed
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(Tlrompson et a1.,2000; Waterham et al., in press). The index Thompson et al. (2000)

and Waterham et al. (in press) used to reflect the slowing of early information processing

speed was the IT paradigrn. Nathan and Stough (2001) reported from their review article

that cholinergic antagonists impair IT and that cholinergic agonists improve IT

performance.

There are only a few clinically related psychiatric studies that have specifically employed

the IT measure. Three of these investigations included: Deary (1991), Tsourtos, Rawson,

Vy'ard, and Stough (1995), and Tsourtos, Thompson and Stough (2002). Deary (1991)

reported that Alzheimer's patients have longer ITs than their healthy control counterparts.

However, there was no such difference between controls and Korsakoff patients.

Tsourtos et al. (1995) reported that the patient group who were diagnosed with one of

four mental disorders (depression, schizophrenia, mania or anxiety) had significantly

longer ITs than the healtþ control group. Tsourtos et al. (T02) reported that the

unmedicated depressed inpatient group had a longer IT and were more severely depressed

than both the medicated depressed inpatient and healthy control groups. However, they

did not find a significantly longer IT for medicated patients receiving antidepressants

known to cause anticholinergic eflects compared to medicated patients being

administered non-cholinergic drugs (i.e., drugs with minimal anticholinergic effects).

However, the sample size involved was very small and they did mt account for the effect

of anxiety. Anxiety is often a comorbid factor to depression (Regier, Rae, Narrow,

Kaelber, & Schatzberg et al., 1998; Axelson & Birmaher, 2001). Liotti, Sava, Rizzolatti,

and Caffara (1991) reported that patients with anxiety or depression both displayed
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slowed RTs, but that the patients with anxiety were slower for right field (left

hemisphere) stimuli and that the patients with depression responded slowly to left visual

(right hemisphere) stimuli. Furthermore, the Tsourtos et al. (2002) study estirnated IT at

875% response accuracy but the estimate is more reliable at80o/o (see Figure 3). That is,

small changes in accuracy creates relatively large differences in stimulus exposure

duration at that part of the curve near 90o/o correct responses compared to that part of the

curve near 80Yo correct responses (Levy, 1992). It was also recommended in the second

experiment reported in this thesis (described in Chapter 5) tliat a specific neurotransmitter

system associated with one type ofantidepressant action should be chosen to represent

the non-cholinergic group in comparison to the anticholinergic (tricyclic) group in order

that the results may be more meaningfully interpreted. Selective serotonin re+rptake

inhibitor drugs (SSRIs) are similar to tricyclic antidepressants as they also prevent the

pre-synaptic re-uptake of serotonin (Stahl, 2000).

The administration of 5-hydroxytryptarnine (5 -HT, serotonin) re-uptake inhibitors

(SSRIs) has increased during the mid 1990s for treating depression (Rasmussen, 1998).

The SSRIs in particular have made a significant contribution to our understanding of the

role of serotonin in depression (Racagni & Brunello , 1999). As discussed in Chapter 5

Neumeister et al. (1997) reported that untreated depressed patients did not experience

i-^* ^.^l orrmntnmo ^f ,{^^-^..;^-.',1^^- ^.¡*:-:-+^-^.I +l.^ +-,,^+^^L^^ /^^-^+^.-:.- ^.--:.-^rrrw¡v4ovu rJrrrP!vrrrJ v¡ swHrwùùru¡r vyrrwlt 4vrlllltlùrvrwu rlrv LrJPLUP|t4lr \ùvtuL\Jtllll ctllllllL,

acid precursor) depletion test, which is used to rapidly and substantially lower both total

and free plasma tryptophan. Consequently, a decline in brain serotonin content as well as

cerebral serotonin function occurs. However, for depressed patients who were receiving
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antidepressants and who were in remission of depression, the introduction of tryptophan

depletion induced a depressive relapse. Neumeister et al. (1997) suggested that these

findings highlight the relevance of altered brain serotonin function in the

pathophysiology of affective disorders. Nutt et al. (1999) have reported the results of

studies using the tryptophan depletion test. Nutt et al. (1999) observed that for depressed

patients receiving SSRI treatment and who were in remission, that depleting levels of

serotonin leads to a recurrence of depression. Nutt et al. (1999) concluded from their

review that in order for an SSRI to be an effective treatment for depression increased

levels of serotonin in the synapse are necessary.

Smith, Morris, Friston, Cowen and Dolan (1999) purported that changes in neural activity

in distinct regions of the brain mediate depression and depression-related cognitive

impairment after depletion of tryptophan. These changes could be linked to the

widespread distribution of serotonin neurons in pathways related to the manifestation of

affect and to cognitive performance. Nebes et al. (1999) reported that cognitive speed

improved in patients (wide range of cognitive functioning) suf[ering from a major

depressive episode after six weeks of treatment with paroxetine, an SSRI. The results

were similar for both cognitively impaired and intact patients. Only a slight increase in

serum anticholinergicity was detected. SSRI antidepressants showlittle, if any,

anticholinergic effects particularly when compared to tricyclic medications (e. g., Pacher

& Ungvari,2}}I;Etain&. Bonnet-Perrin,2001; Degner, Grohmann, Bleich, &,Ruther,

2000).
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HYPOTHESES

The current study (Experiment Three) examines one illness, MD, and compares three

groups; non-cholinergic SSRI medicated inpatients, anticholinergic tricyclic medicated

inpatients and unmedicated healtþ controls.

1. It is predicted that those patients who have been administered drugs known to

have anticholinergic effects may have longer ITs (slor,ver speed of early

information processing) than those patients receiving antidepressants that do not

have anticholinergic effects (non-cholinergic). Anticholinergic agents may

reduce the level of cholinergic (acetylcholine neurotransmitter) activity. The

cholinergic system may act as a modulating mediating mechanism involved in

MD and longer ITs may reflect a decline in cholinergic activity.

2. It is predicted that the anticholinergic depressed patient group may have a

significantly longer mean IT than the healthy control group because of the

possible adverse effects of anticholinergic agents on the neurotransmitter

acetylcholine.

3. The non-cholinergic (SSRI) depressed patient group is predicted to have a similar

mean IT compared to the healthy control group. This hypothesis is based on the

fi..|i-co frnm fha Fvnarimanf Trr¡n rannt.larl in l-h^^far ( on.l rh^ fi-¡i--. ^fJ 4¡¡U t¡tv rr¡turr¡óJ vr

Nebes (1999).

4. It is predicted that IT will be related to history of depression (length of depressive

illness) but not to severity of depressive symptoms. Tsourtos et al. (2002)
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reported that IT was related to history of depression but there was no correlation

found between IT and severity of depression.

5. It is predicted that IT will be related to verbal ability and with age but not with

gender. These predictions are based on the RT and IT literature described in

Chapters I and2 as well as from the results illustrated in the first two dissertation

experiments (Chapters 4 and 5).
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METHOI)

Subjects

Sixteen tricyclic medicated inpatients and 16 SSRI medicated inpatients from a general

hospital psychiatric ward who were clinically diagnosed with MD, according to the

DSM-IV criteria, and 16 healthy controls (not currently diagnosed with MD) were

recruited as a sample of convenience and matched on verbal ability and age. The gender,

mean age and verbal ability of the subjects are illustrated in Table 8. Group ages and

verbal ability were similar and showed low variation (low standard deviations). The

three groups were not significantly different for age or vocabulary (p > 0.05). The

rnajority of subjects in the tricyclic and control groups were female whereas the SSRI

group had mainly male participants. Patients diagnosed with any history of substance

abuse, neurological injury, or concurrent psychiatric disorders were excluded. An initial

informal interview with the control subjects was employed to establish any evidence of

substance abuse, neurological injury, or history of psychiatric illness. The Vocabulary

subscale from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale - Revised (WAIS-R; Wechsler,

1987) was used to estimate verbal intelligence (IQ). Vocabulary subscale scores load the

highest of any subscale on Full Scale IQ and are the best single subscale estimate of IQ

//e^---,{-l l OO<\
\uPrs¡rsvrr a t t J ).

The vast majority of the patients (approximately 85%) and healtþ individuals (90%)

accepted invitations to participate. All subjects who agreed to participate completed the
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tlial. All subjects had normal or corrected normal visual acuity assessed using a Snellen

chart, and reported free of ocular pathology.

Table 8

The meqns * standard deviations for age and VIQ, as well as the number of female and

male participants by patient and healthy control groups

Gender Age

(Mean + SD)

Verbal Ability

(Mean + SD)

Tricyclic 14 Females 4t.3t + t6.13 32.44 + 13.19

2 Males

,s^sl?1 5 Females 41.63 + 13.27 35.44 + 11.79

l1 Males

Healthy Control 10 Females 39.38 + 15.36 34.56 + tt.72

6 Males

Apparatus and Tests

An IBM compatible PC with a 14-inch monitor was used to display the monochrome

visual IT task with an accompanying l2xl2cm 2-response choice panel. The 2 buttons

were 17mm in diameter and spaced 107mm apart. The stimulus was composed of two

vertical lines, one 29mm in length, the other, 2l mm. A pair of vertical lightning rod

shaped lines 29 mm in length representing the mask ('flash"), was presented immediately
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after the stimulus for 500 milliseconds (msec). Subjects indicated which was the shorter

of the two lines by pressing the appropriate response button, (left button for left line and

vice versa). Four blocks of 20 trials were presorted in descending order at exposure

durations of 180 msec, 140 msec, 100 msec and 60 msec (see Chapter 3 for complete IT

task details).

Clinical measures administered inc.luded self-ratings of depression using: Zung's (1965)

2}-ftem scale (standardised sccres range between 25:100) of depression experienced in

the past (last week); a visual analogue scale (VAS, scores range between G10) measuring

the extent ofdepression curently experienced; and Spielberger's et al. (1983) State and

Trait 20-item questionnaires (33 - 112 standardised units) measuring current and

generalised anxiety levels. Additional information was gathered by interview about the

patient's length of illness, both current episode (weeks) and from initial onset (number of

weeks from first episode). The type, dosage (mg/day) and length of rnedication

adrninistered to the medicated group were also retrospectively recorded from hospital

drug charts.

The Vocabulary subscale from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale - Revised (WAIS-

R; Wechsler,1987) was used as an estimate of verbal intelligence (IQ). A Snellen eye

charf rvas also reouired lMore delailerl infnrmefion rer¡qrdino cnnqrnfrrs enrl fecfs ic----|--.---'-\.'.^-Þ*^_..^Þ

illustrated in Chapter 3).
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Procedure

Information was gathered from hospital records and/or from the participants regarding

the subject's length of illness from initial onset (weeks) and current episode (weeks), and

the type, dosage (mg/day) and duration of medication administered (weeks).

After checking for visual acuity invited participants were given an information sheet and

consent form they were then asked to briefly define words read out by the investigator in

the Verbal intelligence test. SelÊrating questionnaires related to illness severity for

depression (Ztngquestionnaire and the VAS) as well as the State and Trait anxiety scales

were then administered.

Subjects were then briefed on the IT computer task, followed by a practice trial. The

experimental trial followed once the subjects were able to correctly respond to the lG

practice stimuli presentations set at a relatively easy duration of 500 msec (see Chapter 3

for complete procedural details).

The IT scores were calculated at the 80% accuracy level (using Probit analysis in which

the data are f,rtted to the inverse of the cumulative standard normal distribution function).

Participant feedbacks on the trial results were offered immediately after the completion of

each trial.
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RESULTS

Medications administered

None of the control group subjects were administered antidepressants at the time of the

trial or at any other time. The majority of subjects in the tricyclic group were receiving

dothiepin (63%). The most commonly used drugs in the SSRI group were paroxetine

(44%) and sertraline (3lYo), see Table 9.

Inspection time between groups

The results of a Friedmans test revealed that there was no signif,rcant difference between

the IT scores of the three group s 8r:2.63, p > 0.05, N : 48). The respective group

medians, means and standard deviations are displayed in Table 10.

3 Non-parametric tests are used when the assumptions of parametric testing (e.g., normal distribution of
scores) are violated.
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Table 9

Non-cholinergic (SSP.1) and anticholinergic (nicyclic) medications prescribed during the

time of the experimental tr¡al

Subjects Cholinergic (Tricyclic) Non-cholinergic (SSRI)

Medication Dosage (mg daily) Medication Dosage (mg daily)

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

t2

t3

t4

l5

t6

Amitriptyline

Clomipramine

Dothiepin

Desipramine

Dothiepin

Dothiepin

Dothiepin

Desipramine

Desipramine

Dothiepin

Dothiepin

Dothiepin

Dothiepin

Amitriptyline

Dothiepin

Dothiepin

1s0 Paroxetine

225 Sertraline

50 Fluoxetine

150 Fluoxetine

ls0 Fluoxetine

ls0 Paroxetine

Paroxetine

1s0 Sertraline

125 Sertraline

225 Paroxetine

75 Paroxetine

75 Sertraline

1s0 Sertraline

1s0 Paroxetine

75 Citalopram

100

60

20

20

20

20

150

50

20

20

100

100

20

40

40

200

150 Paroxetine
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Table 10

Measures of central tendency for Inspection Time by patient and healthy control groups

IT (msec)

Medians

IT (msec)

Means

IT (msec)

Standqrd Deviations

Tricyclic

N: 16

^sslt/

N: 16

Healthy Control

N: 16

76.00

87.00

72.00

82.81

96.25

74.06

27.84

36.29

16. 18

Depression and anxiety severity scores between groups

There was no significant difference between the two medicated patient groups forthe

median scores of severity of depressive symptoms as measured by the VAS and Zung

(standardised score) indices depicted in Table I L There is a statistically significant

difference between the tricyclic patient group and the control group for rnedian VAS

scores (V/ilcoxon test; Z: -2.90, p < 0.01, N : 32) and median Zung standardised scores

(Wiicoxon Iest;Z: -3.4i, p < 0.0i, N:32). There is a statisticaiiy signif,rcant ciifflerence

between the SSRI patient group and the control group for median VAS scores (Wilcoxon

test;Z: -3.47, p < 0.01, N:32) and median Zungstandardised scores (Wilcoxon test;Z

: -3.47, p < 0.01, N : 32). The Zung standardised scores shown in Table 11 indicate a
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moderate to marked level of depression severity for the tricyclic patient group, a severe

depression rating for the SSRI patient group, and a normal rating for the control group

(see Chapter 3 for Ztmgnorm ratings).

Similarly, there was no notable difference between the two patient groups on measures of

central tendencies for median State (standardised scores) and median Trait (standardised

scores) level of anxiety, but there was a statistically significant difference between the

tricyclic patient group and the control group for median State standardised scores

(Wilcoxon test;Z: -2.60, p < 0.01, N:20), and median Trait standardised scores

(Wilcoxon test; Z: -2.81, p < 0.01, N : 20). There was a significant difference between

the SSRI patient group and the control group for median State scores (Wilcoxon test; Z:

-3.47, p < 0.01, N:32) and median Trait standardised scores (Wilcoxon test;Z: -3.35,

p < 0.01, N: 32), see Table 11.

Length of depression and medication administration, and drug dosage

Table 12 reports the measures of central tendencies for the two medicated patient groups

involving length of depression and administration of antidepressants as well as for

medication dosage. There was a large amount of variation for both patient groups

regarding lengths of current depression and depression from first onset, as well as length

of drug administration. The healthy control group scored a value of zero for length of

depression, and length and dosage of drug administration, depicted in Table 12. Using

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Tests there were no significant (p > 0.05) differences between

the two patient groups for the length of depression (either from first onset or current
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Table 11

Measures of central tendencyfor severity of depression and anxiety symptoms, by patient

and healthy control groups

VAS (1-10) Zung State

standardised score (25-100) standardised score (34-105)

Median Mean + SD Medion Mean * SD Median Mean -r SD

Trait

standardised score (33-l 12)

Median Mean + SD

+50tt + t0.46 82

N: 16 N: l0

72.19 + 43.19 75

N: 16 N: 16

43.19 + 10.36 40

N:16 N=16

72

N: l0 N: I0

72.19 + 10.00

N: 16

77.50

N: 16

45.44 + 9.89 48.00

N: 16 N: 16

81.

N: l0

75.75 + tl.68

N: 16

50.56 + 9.53

N=16

ssR/

Control

N: 16 N: 16 N: 16

6.00 5.30 + 2.23 71.00

N: 16 N: 16 N: 16

1.50

N: 16

1.75 + 2.00

N: 16

44.5.0

N: 16
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Table 12

Median and mean length of depression and antidepressant administration, as well as median and mean length of

drug dosage, by patient group

Length of

fnst onset (weeks)

Median Mean * SD

Current

depression (weeks)

Median Mean-f SD

Length of drug

administration (weeks)

Median Mean-r SD

Drug

(mg daily)

Median Mean 1'SD

+ 9.46 14 32.63 + 43.37 I + 150 140.63 +

N: 16

^S,SA1

N: 16

51.54

90 t83.25+237.08 10 29.56+43.14 5 31.31 +75.66 30 50.00 + 40.82
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episode) or for the duration of medication administered. However, the mean and rnedian

lengths of current depression and depression from first onset, as well as the duration of

medication taken were all lower for the SSRI patient group.

Correlated variables with IT

There were no statistically significant (p > 0.05) conelations between IT and: the lengths

of current depression and depression from first onset, duration of drug administration,

ancl- meclieaJion el-osage. There were no significant (p > 0.05) correlations between IT and

the severity of depressive symptom scores (VAS andZung), or between IT and anxiety

severity ratings (State and Trait). There was a significant (p < 0.01) moderately strong

negative Spearman correlation between IT and verbal IQ (r': -0.47, N:48), but not

between IT and age, or IT and gender.

Correlated variables other than with IT

Table l3 shows statistically significant coruelations between experimental variables other

than the speed of early information processing (IT). These variables include: the severity

of depressive symptoms (VAS andZung), State and Trait anxiety, lengths of depression

(current and historical), and drug dosage and duration of administration. All related

variables are positive and moderate to strong in magnitude (i.e., n > 0.50). Drug dosage

correlations with all other variables listed in Table 13 were conducted separately for the

two patient groups but only the tricyclic group was found to have significant correlations

with other variables. Current length of depression and VAS (severity ofdepressive
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Table 13

Statistically signfficant Spearman correlations found between pairs of experimental variobles other than with IT

VAS Zung State araiety Current length

of depression

(weeks)

Drug

administration

duration (weel<s)

Trait

aruiety

State araiety

Current length of

depression

(weeks)

Length of

depressionfrom

first onset (weelcs)

Tricyclic drug

dosage (mg daily)

rr: 0.78 t*

N:48

rr:0.71 **

N:42

rr: 0.68 **

N:48

rs: 0.51 **

N:48

r.: 0.60 *

N: 16

N:42

rr:0.70 **

N:48

rr: 0.55 **

N=48

See duplicate cell

1.:0.62 **

N:42

r.: 0'66 **

N=42

fs:

N:42

rr= 0'76 **

N:42

rs:0.74 *t

N:42

rr: 0.78 **

N:42

rs= 0.62 **

N=42

See

See duplicate cell

See duplicate cell

rs:0'64 **

N:48

rr: 0.52 *

N: 16

See See

Zung

**t":0.72

r.: 0.73 **

N: 16

p < 0.01. ++p < 0.01
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symptoms) are the variables with the greatest number of statistically significant

correlations (six each).

DISCUSSION

The hypothesis that patients who have been administered anticholinergic (tricyclic) drugs

---:lt l,.^--^ l^,---,- tT- ¿l-^,- Ll---- ,--Ll-,-L- - : : I t: I L1 a ,1- /õõñr\wrlr ilavç ruil8çl ¡ l s r"uau rllusc paucilrs feuctvillB noil{.-:lloltllet'glo alluucpfessailrs (ùùñ1/

was not supported in this third thesis experiment. This result does not support the

proposition that the speed of early information processing is able to reflect the activity of

the cholinergic system, which involves the chemical neurotransmitter acetylcholine. This

neuro-chemical system has been suggested in the literature to be implicated in the onset

of depression. The mean and median IT of the SSRI medicated patient group were both

longer than the lnean and median IT scores of the tricyclic medicated patient group.

Although this difference was not statistically significant this trend is in the opposite

direction to that predicted. This neurochemical interpretation cannot be accounted by

any dif[erences found between these two patient groups for depression and anxiety

symptom severity in this third thesis experiment because there was little difference

between the groups for these variables and these variables were not correlaþd with IT.

^ 
- T'I- rrrno nnl f^"-¡ :- +L:^ +1..:-l +l-^^:^ ^,,.-^..:.--^.-+ .-^.. :.- E-..-^..:---^.-+ 'F..,^ /rrL^.-¡^- <\1rù I I vv4ò ttut l\rurtu lrr Llllò rlrllu Lllusrs t.^Pçlutrçrrl. IllJl ltt rjÀptrrrrllçrrt I wu \\,1t4[,r1çr J,rt

to be correlated with either the current severity of depressive symptoms (VAS) or the

severity of depressive symptoms experienced in the last week (Zung), the speed of early

information processing may not be directly related to the severity of depressive
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symptomatology. Unlike Experiment Two (Chapter 5) the findings in this current

dissertation experiment could not be challenged on: a more reliable estimate of IT (80%

accuracy response requirement), a larger sample size, and nor¡cholinergic medications

that were relatively similar in neurotransmitter synaptic action to the tricyclic

anticholinergic medications (both non-cholinergic and anticholinergic antidepressant

drugs prevent serotonin pre-synaptic re-uptake). Therefore, the results from this current

experiment coupled with similar findings in Experiment Two (Chapter 5) suggest that

there is evidence that the speed of early information processing is not able to reflect

changes in the cholinergic neurotransmitter system. However, slective anticholinergic

drugs such as scopolamine and mecamylamine have been found to impair IT performance

in healthy subjects (Thompson et al., 2000; Waterhamet al., in press). It may be that the

lT measure used in this third thesis experiment not only reflects the anticholinergic

effects of tricyclic medications on depressed patients but also serotonergic activity. The

predicted longer mean IT due to the anticholinergic effects from tricyclic medications

may have been counteracted by the superiority of tricyclic drugs compared to SSRI drugs

to repair imbalances in serotonin. That is, the expected longer IT was masked by the

combined shorter IT effect due to the greater amount andlor faster rate of increase in

serotonergic system hypo-activity in patients medicated with tricyclics relative to the

SSRI medicated patient group. Consequently, the IT procedure may have reflected the

combined changes in the cholinergic and serotonergic neurotransmitter systems, and that

the two patient groups were not matched on serotonergic activity.
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The results of this third thesis experiment do support the findings of Experiment Two

(Chapter 5) that medicated patients (both anticholinergic and non-cholinergic medicated

patients) do not produce significantly different ITs than the healthy controls (none of

whom were prescribed any psychotropic medication). Therefore, the prediction that the

non-cholinergic SSRI medicated group would not differ from the healthy control group in

the speed of early information processing was supported by the findings in this thesis

experiment, but the prediction that the anticholinergic group may be significantly slower

than control subjects not suffering from MD v¡as not supported. The latter f,rnding does

not support the notion that adverse effects on the cholinergic neurotransmitter system

would be represented by slower ITs when compared to healthy subjects who are not

exposed to anticholinergic medication.

As discussed previously, the mean and median Zung and VAS depression severity scores

were not significantly different between the two medicated patient groups. This would

suggest that the treatment efftcacy for depression is the same between the SSRI and

tricyclic medications (assuming that patients from each group had, on average,

approximately the same level of depression before the commencement of treatment).

This result does not support the proposition that the cholinergic system is implicated in

the onset of depression because the anticholinergic medicated patient group was not

sisnificantlv more denressed than the non+holinerqic medicefed nefienfs Thic¡ _--o_- _^_--_

conclusion is based on the assumption that the two patient groups were well matched for

levels of serotonergic activity (discussed earlier). Sonawalla and Fava (2001) have stated

that there are some studies that have reported that the tricyclic antidepressants are more
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cff,rcacious than the SSRls, although, more recent studies have shown that the tricyclics

and SSRIs have equivalent effrcacy (e.g., Menting et al., 1996). Similarly there was no

notable difference between the patient groups in this third thesis experiment for mean and

median standardised arxiety severity, on either current anxiety (Stde) or general anxiety

(Trait) experienced. Therefore, the two patient groups were matched for these two

clinical variables. Not unexpectedly, both patient groups had far higher severity scores

for depression and anxiety than the healthy control group. Additionally, the median and

mean clinical ratings for depression of the control group fall in the normal range on the

Zung depression index, while the two patient groups fell in the clinically ill range. These

results also confirm that the intended populations under investigation were represented

with samples from two patient groups suffering from clinical depression, and possibly

anxiety as well, and a healthy control group

The hypothesis that history of depression (length of depressive illness) would be related

to the speed of early information processing (IT) was not supported. This nonsignificant

finding supports the suggestion that the reason why a significant and negative conelation

was found between length of depression from first onset and IT @xperiment Two,

Chapter 5) for depressed patients is because the rnedicated depressed patients tended to

have had a longer depressive illness and had shorter ITs compared to unmedicated

patients. The mean and median lengths of depressive illness from frst onset and current

episode for this third experiment were longer for the anticholinergic tricyclic group of

medicated patients compared to the non-cholinergic SSRI medicated patient group, but

this difference was not found to be statistically significant. There is a large amount of
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variation surrounding the mean scores as indicated by the respective standard deviations.

This would suggest that both medicated groups are not homogenous for curent and

historical lengths of depressive illness. Length of drug administration was more than

twice as long on average for the tricyclic group compared to the SSRI medicated patients

but this may simply be a reflection of the former treatment being available for a great

deal longer compared to the relatively new SSRI medications at the time of testing. In

any case, the speed of early information processing was not correlated to the duration of

psychotropic medication administration or drug dosage.

As was found in the previous thesis experiment, verbal ability was significantly and

negatively correlated to IT, consequently justifying the necessity to control (match

groups) for this variable. However, unlike the previous experiment age was not

significantly related with IT for this adult group. It should be noted though that the

population sampled does not include the elderly (greater than 70 years old). Therefore,

future investigations that intend to recruit subjects in the older age bracket may still need

to control for this variable. There is a great deal of literature that suggests that cognitive

processes decline rapidly for the elderly (Njegovan, Man-Son-Hing, Mitchell & Molnar,

2DDl;Kanazawa, Mizuno & Narabayashi, 2001; Hallgren, Larsby, Lyxell & Arlinger,

2001). Gender was not found to be correlated witr IT, as was found in the first two thesis

exneriments lsee Chnnfers 4 and 5\---r ---^--.-_--- ^- --"- - /'

The moderately strong positive correlation that was found between the Zung scores,

which measures the severity of depressive symptoms experienced in the past week across
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20 items, and VAS, which measures the current severity of depressive symptoms (at the

time of testing), provides external validity forthe latter index. This was also found in the

previous experiment (Chapter 5). Therefore, there is further empirical evidenæ

suggesting that the use of the VAS is a valid, easy and short selÊreport rating measure of

the current severity of depressive symptoms. Similarly, the State and Trait scores were

correlated, which reinforces the proposition that these indices overlap and measure

anxiety symptom severity.

Both measures of recently experienced depressive syrnptoms (VAS andZwry) were found

to positively correlate with the two measures of depressive illness duration (from f,rrst

onset and current episode). Thus, the more severe or acute the illness the longer the

illness is experienced. However, this relationship was not found in the second thesis

study (Chapter 5). Birmaher et al. (2000) concluded from their investigation with

adolescents that severity of depression was a risk factor or predictor of chronic

depression. Also, State and Trait anxiety were correlated with length of depressive

illness from first onset and current episode duration, which is not unexpected, as anxiety

appears to be related as a comorbid factor of the severity of depressive symptoms. The

anxiety measures of current (State) and general (Trait) anxiety levels were both

significantly correlated to the severþ of depressive symptoms measures (VAS and

Zung). However, IT was not correlated with anxiety and therefore there may not be a

need to control for this variable when observing the effects of depression upon the speed

of early information processing.
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It is interesting to note that for only the tricyclic group of medicated patients drug dosage

was significantly and positively conelated with three other experimental variables

including current depression episode (VAS), length of current depression episode, and

drug duration. Thus, tricyclic dosages increase the more severe the depression, the longer

the current episode, and the longer that the drug has been prescribed. These results might

relate to the prescribing practices of tricyclic drugs.

Dothiepin was the most commonly prescribed tricyclie elrug founei in the antieholinergie

group of medicated patients in this investigation, which supports the findings from a

study conducted by Dunn, Donoghue, Ozminkowski, Stephenson and Hylan (1999), who

argued that dothiepin is one of the most commonly prescribed tricyclic antidepressants in

the United Kingdom. Similarly, paroxetine and sertraline were the most frequently

prescribed SSRI medications in this experiment and this f,rnding is supported by

Donoghue's (2000) claim that these two psychotropic medications are among the most

commonly prescribed SSRls. Paroxetine can cause some anticholinergic effect but only

infrequently and is mild relative to tricyclics (Bird & Broggini,2000; Gunasekara, Noble

& Benfield,1998; Katona, Hunter &.Bray,1998), and paroxetine was found to produce a

similar (non-significant difference) median IT score (82 msec, N:7) compared to other

SSRIs (92 msec, N:9).

The assumption proposed in the last chapter that the measure of early information

processing speed may not be confounded by the mild sedative effects produced by

tricyclics when using IT tasks because of the minimal task requirements of the IT
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procedure, was supported in this experiment as the tricyclic (anticholinergic) patient

group had a similar speed of early information processing to the nor¡cholinergic group

and were not significantly slower than the healthy control group.

Limitatíons and recommendations for future reseqrch

Patients administered SSRI antidepressants were compared to the anticholinergic effects

of tricyclics because the actions of SSRIs are similar to that of tricyclics, that is, both

types of drugs prevent the pre-synaptic re-uptake of serotonin. However, tricyclic drugs

also prevent the re-uptake of noradrenaline (Stahl, 2000). It is recommended that the

serotonin and noreadrenergic re-uptake inhibitors (SNRIs), a newer class of

antidepressants (e.g., venlafaxine), be considered in future research rather than the SSRIs

because the SNRIs also have the dual action of preventing serotonin and noradrenaline

re-uptake, as well as having minimal anticholinergic effects (Stahl, 2000).

Although statistically significant differences in IT were found between groups in

Experiments One (Chapter 4) and Two (Chapter 5) with similar sample sizes to this

current investigation, sizes were restricted in this experiment mainly because the

administration of tricyclic antidepressants became less common as the practice of

prescribing the relatively new generation of reversible monoamine oxidase inhibitors

(MAOÐ and SSRI medications became more prominent as subjects were being recruited.

Future investigations may also find it increasingly more difficult to recruit patients being

prescribed tricyclic medications.
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Conclusion

The results of this third thesis experiment, as do the results from Experiment Two, do not

support the hypothesis that IT, as an index of the speed of early information processing,

is able to reflect cholinergic activity because the anticholinergic (tricyclic) medicated

patient group did not have a significantly longer mean IT (slower speed of early

information processing) than did the non-cholinergic (SSRI) medicated patient group.

The anticholinergic patient group was slightly faster than the non-cholinergic patient

group.

As IT was not correlated with the severity of depressive syrnptoms it is suggested that

depressive symptomatology is not associated with the speed of early information

processing.

Although curent (State) and general (Trait) anxiety levels were found to be related to the

severity of depressive symptoms, anxiety was not found to be related to the speed of early

information processing, therefore, anxiety severity is unlikely to have had an effect on tT.

Verbal ability was conelated with IT and continues to be the experimental variable that

has the strongest association with the speed of early information processing. This

veriahle in n¡rficrrlør chnnl.l he nnnfrnlleã fnr rr¡h^n avaminin- fha afÊo^fo ^f ^..,^1":-+-i^r¡rv vr¡vwùo vl. lJoJvrr¡4L¡ rv

disorders on the speed of information processing.
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Chapter 7

The Effects of Electroconvulsive Therapy

on the Speed of Early Information Processing in Patients with MD

@xperiment Four)

INTRODUCTION

Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is a relatively safe and effective treatment for

depression (Fink, 2001). ECT was introduced following the discovery of an association

between epileptic seizures and an improvement in the symptoms of some psychiatric

disorders such as MD (Reid, 1993). ECT has been shown to ameliorate: motor symptoms

associated with Parkinson's disease (Moellentine et al., 1998; Avila et al., 1997);

behavioural symptoms in demented patients (Grant & Mohan, 2001); manic symptoms

(Mukherjee, Sackeim, & Schnur, 1994); and psychotic symptoms related to

schizophrenia (Tang & Ungvari, 2001; Tharyan, 2001). A typical course of ECT usually

consists of six to twelve treatments administered two to three times a week (Kaplan et al.,

1994). Reid (1993) describes this treatment as consisting of an electrical cunent

("shock") passing through a subcutaneous fluid from which a few volts reach the surface
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of the brain through the skull. This current is suffrcient to briefly interuupt the natural

electrical charges on the surface of the brain, the result of which is similar to that of an

epileptic seizure. Endler and Persad (1988) define a seizure as a "pattemed electrical

cerebral discharge", and a convulsion as the "motor and automatic events that accompany

it" þp. 61).

Shapira ef al. (1992) have provided strong evidence that ECT as well as other

antidenressant treatments ausment fhe central serofonersic filnction in rlenressed natients¡ I _O_- _'___ - _l-_'""

adjusting the hypofunction measured in the untreated state. ECT and antidepressant

medications are the two main types of biological treatment for depression. According to

Ishihara & Sasa (1999) serotonin receptors in post+ynaptic neurons are sensitised by

repeated ECT whereas the pre-synaptic serotonin receptors are not altered. Furthermore,

they argue that their electrophysiological studies show that the effect of ECT includes an

increase in serotonin receptor sensitivity in the hippocampus (see Chapter 2, Figure 5)

that leads to an increase in the release of neurotransmitters such as glutamate and gamma-

aminobutyric acid. There is also an augmentation in the release ofnoradrenaline and

dopamine. Kapur & Mann (1992) suggest that depression is associated with a deficiency

in dopamine, and that ECT and pharmacological treatments enhance dopaminergic

function. Endler & Persad (198S) reported that such changes may occur fom ECT by

from increasing the responsiveness of post-synaptic doparnine receptols and also by

suppressing the pre-synaptic ones, and that because antidepressant medications do not

have the same effect on dopamine it may be that this is why theyare not as effectivp as

ECT in ameliorating psychomotor inhibition that is often associated with depression.
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Therefore, given that the literature described earlier in this dissertation suggests that most

antidepressant medications largely prevent serotonin or dopamine pre-synaptic reuptake,

as well as inhibiting the degradative effects of the monoamine oxidase enzymg it has

been argued that ECT affects the same neurotransmitter systems as antidepressant

medications but in a different malìner, which would explain why ECT is effective for

patients who do not respond to medication. ECT has been rated a better therapy by

patients for recovery compared to the "newer antidepressant drugs", such as the SSRIs

(Parker, Roy, Wilhelm, & Metchell, 2001).

If ECT does operate on the same neurotransmitter systems as antidepressant medications

then it might be expected that the cognitive impairment associated with MD may improve

following a course of ECT. The unmedicated patient group relative to the medicated

patient group described in Chapter 5 was found to have a significantly slower IT and this

may have been because of an imbalance of neurotransmitter activity (hypofunction).

Stoudemire et al. (1991; 1995) reported that the cognitive dysfunction associated with

depression improved along with an amelioration of depressive symptoms following ECT.

Hasse-Sander, Muller, Schurig, Kasper, and Moller (1998) reported that visual short-term

memory and visual-constructive performance showed a significant improvement

following ECT in patients with MD. However, these investigators did not observe any

significant changes in the speed of performance or RT. Additionally, they found a

significant decrease in performance for delayed (30 minutes) recall of verbal items.

Other researchers have also found ECT to be related to the onset or exacerbation of

certain types of cognitive impairments. Electrical shocks to the human body from
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electrical injuries have been found to induce particular neurocognitive symptom

complaints, for example, symptoms indicative of organic brain syndrome that include

lnemory problems, confusion, forgetfulness, etc. (Pliskin et al., 1998). Rubin, Kinscherf,

Figiel, andZorumski (1993) have reported that elderly inpatients diagnosed with MD

who were treated with ECT, experienced decrements of 3 points on the Mini,Mental

State Examination, although pre-treatment morbid cognitive values were regained by

time of discharge. The cognitive effects of ECT have been the most widely investigated

(Squire, 1986), a-ncl- have produced the greatest amount of concern regarding the safety cf

this treatment (Sachs & Gelenberg, 1988). Cognitive changes may occur as a result of

ECT (independent from depression) such as a temporary irnpairment in short{erm

rnemory (Calev et al., 1991). According to Neylan et al. (2001), there is very little

understanding of patient-related characteristics that may contribute to ECT engendered

cognitive impairment. There is very little scientific literature that specifically

investigates the effect of ECT in relation to RT and the speed of information processing.

Neylan et al. (2001) have developed a theory as to why impairment for some cognitive

processes occur during the course of ECT for patients diagnosed with depression even

though there has been an amelioration in the severity of depressive symptoms. This

theory hypothesises that elevated cortisol levels may increase the susceptibility of the

brain to the deleterious effects of repeated seizures. Both hypo+ynaptic neurotransmitter

activity and hyper-glucocorticoids are hypothesised to be the two main biological

activities implicated in the onset of depression. MD has been associated with

hypercortisolism in several recent studies (see Chapter 2), andraised cortisol levels
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suggest a dysregulation of the limbic-hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (Amsterdam,

Maislin, Gold, & Winokur, 1989). Specifically, Neylan et al. (2001) have reported that

higher baseline levels of cortisol (pre-ECT) predicted a greater decline in cognitive

performance for executive functioning, visuospatial processing speed, and verbal

memory (in subjects receiving unilateral nondominant hemisphere ECT for MD).

Neylan et al. (2001) recorded cognitive and mood data one day before ECT, and then

after six treatments. Basal salivary cortisol levels were measured (before ECT) and

compared with changes in cognitive scores obtained after the sixth treatment. Baseline

cortisol levels were not correlated to cognitive performance scores recorded at baseline,

thus providing evidence that it is not elevated cortisol per se that leads to the deleterious

cognitive changes, but instead an elevated level of cortisol increases the vulnerability of

the brain to the adverse ef[ects of repeated seizures induced by a course of ECT. They

also found that the level of cortisol was higher in the moming and diminished as the day

progressed (measurements of cortisol levels were recorded at 8.00 am, 4.00 pm and 10.00

pm). Neylan et al. have offered the following possible explanations, regarding a number

of mechanismsz as to why elevated levels of cortisol allows the brain to be more

susceptible to cognitive malfunction: altering brain glucose metabolism; potentiating the

toxic effect of excitatory amino acids such as glutamate; and impairing neurotrophic

factors that may be crucial for neuronal recovery from injury (Sapolsky, 1996).

Glucocorticoids raise extracellular concentrations of excitatory amino acid (EAAs),

increase the post-synaptic sensitivity to EAAs, and mobilise calcium, which carl, ,

consequently lead to cellular malfunction or injury (Sapolsþ, 1996).
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Neylan et al. (2001) did acknowledge that different drugs could influence measured

cognitive outcomes. As a result they limited the variability to which patients are exposed

to drugs that affect memory by standardising the anaesthesia to include agents such as

sodium pentothal for barbiturate anesthesia, succinyl choline for neuromuscular

blockade, and esmolol if attenuation of tachycardia and hypertension was judged by the

anesthesiologist to be necessary. They also excluded patients who were receiving

anticholinergic antidepressant medication, presumably to eliminate adverse confounding

effbcts on cognitive performance (see Chapters 5 and 6). Bennedsen, Juul-Nielsen and

Elsass (1996) highlighted the sparse amount of literature on ECT and antidepressant drug

interactions. Neylan et al. (2001) did not address the potential of other antidepressant

medications (other than anticholinergic drugs and the type of anesthesia) to affect

cognitive outcomes. For example, there may be an adverse interaction between repeated

seizures induced by ECT and medications such as mood stabilisers that causes cognitive

impairment. However, Jha, Stein and Fenwick (1996) did not find a higher incidence of

neurotoxicity and cognitive impairment (e.g., confusion) for those patients administered a

combined course of ECT and lithium treatment compared to a matched control group

who had only received ECT.

There is empirical evidence available that indicates that the mode of ECT administration

ís imnorfanf in orrr undersfandinø of fhe efÊecf of trCT nn cnonifinn Fnr evqrnnle-- ----r --"-"'Ò

Sackeim et al. (2000a) concluded that right (nondominant hemisphere for most

individuals) unilateral ECT at a high dosage is as eflective and robust as bilateral ECT

(both hemispheres), but it produces less severe and enduring effects on cognition. Endler
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and Persad (1988) purported that ECT causes the greatest disruption of brain activity in

the hemisphere of administration and that application to the right+ide is more effective

than to the left-side because brain pathology associated with depression exists in the right

hemisphere. Bailine et al. (2000) have suggested that while the standard bitemporal

electrode placement was as efficacious as bifrontal placement the latter causes less

cognitive impairment. Frontotemporal ECT administration may be of some significance

regarding cognitive processing because Sackeim et al. (2000b) reported that theta

frequency bands (reflecting neural circuitry from EEG data) increased in this region and

was associated with longer recovery of orientation. Furthermore, the magnitude of

retrograde amnesia for autobiographical events correlated with an increase in theta

activity in frontotemporal regions.

Other factors that may need to be considered when examining the effects of ECT on

cognition include the number of times ECT administration is delivered during a week.

Shapira, Tubi and Lerer (2000) reported that ECT administered three times a week

produces greater cognitive function impairment compared to twice weekly treatment.

The focus of this study was on the effect of ECT on memory. These authors also

emphasised stimulus intensity and electrode placement as other factors that may

influence ECT-induced cognitive impairment. Sackeim et al. (2000a) reported'that time

to recover orientation was longer at a high unilateral ECT dosage compared to low or

moderate dosages. However, Neylan et al. (2001) did not find that the level of cortisol

was related to the mean electrical charge (nor with seizure duration). Prudic, Sackeim,
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Devanand, Krueger, and Settembrino (1994) did not find cognitive impairment from

subconvulsive electrical stimulation.

Previous history of ECT does not appear to have an impact on cognitive performance.

Devanand, Verma, Tirumalassetti, and Sackeim (1991) did not find any cognitive

impairment for patients who had received more than 100 lifetime ECTs compared to

matched patients who had never received ECT. Bulbena and Berrios (1993) concluded

that the history of ECT did not modulate the severity of temporary cognitive impairment

(measures included RT) found to be associated with MD and mania. Lipman, Broum,

Silbert, Rains, and Grady (1993) reported some evidence for a disruption in memory for

depressed geriatric patients who had a history of at least one series of ECT, but they did

not f,rnd this to be the case for younger depressed patients (less than 65 years ofage).

MD episode relapse rates shortly after ECT is high (Fink, 2001). For example, Sackeim

et al. (2001) reported that "virtually all" (84%) depressed patients, who were successfully

treated with ECT and without follow-up active therapy, relapsed within six months.

Bourgon and Kellner (2000) stated that the relapse of severe depression after successful

ECT continues to be a problem, after reviewing studies showing a relapse rate of

approximately 50Vo. Grunhaus et al. (1994) have claimed that the one-year relapse rates

range from30Yo - 60yo. Therefore, many studies that have investigated the effect of ECT

on depression included a treatment foiiow-up lneasure that was recordeci sometime

between a few weeks to a few months (e.g., Brodaty, Berle, Hickie, & Mason, 2001; Ng

et al." 2000).
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HYPOTHESES

1. Based on the findings by Neylan et al. (2001) it is predicted that depressed

inpatients receiving ECT will be significantly slower in the speed of early

information processing (longer IT) compared to depressed inpatients not receiving

ECT.

2. It is hypothesised that clinical improvement occurs as a result of ECT treatment.

That is, there will be an amelioration of depression severity following ECT

3. It is predicted that a clinical relapse will occur after several weeks following the

termination of the course of ECT administration. That is, the severþ of

depressive symptoms will increase after a few weeks following ECT.

4. It is predicted that ECT history (number of treatments in the past) will not

modulate the speed of early information processing.

5. It is predicted that age and verbal ability will be related to the speed of early

information processing (IT), but that gender or the severity of depressive

symptoms will not be correlated to the speed of early information processing.
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METHOD

Subjects

Based on the cognitive data from the Neylan et al. (2001) study, a sample size of 16

subjects is required for adequate statistical power in this current experiment. The

significant decline in cognitive processes found in the Neylan et al. (2001) study from

baseline to post ECT (already discussed) revealed small effect sizes. Therefore, a sample

size at least as large is required for the current experiment to assess the effect of ECT on

the speed of early information processing. However, recruitment of subjects proved

difficult for a2 x 4 group by repeated measures design.

Seven female and f,rve male inpatients (antidepressant medication non{esponsive) frorn a

general hospital psychiatric ward who were clinically diagnosed with MD, according to

the DSM-IV criteria, and treated with electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), were matched on

verbal ability and age with 7 female and 5 male inpatient control subjects who were also

suffering from MD (not curently treated with ECT). All subjects were recruited from

Adelaide, South Australia. Verbal ability was based on the vocabulary sub+cale from

the V/echsler Adult Intelligence Scale - Revised (WAIS-R; wechsler, l9s7). The ECT

group consisted of 10 patients that had received bilateral frontotemporal ECT

administration, and 2 patients that had receiveel norudomina-nt r;nilatera-l treatment. The

number of ECT administrations ranged from 6 to 16 with a median of eight

administrations.
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Table 14 reports the patient group demographic information and severity scores for

depression and anxiety. This table also shows the mean and median length of depressive

illness for each of the two patient groups.

The age range (abnormally distributed values) for all patients was between 19 and 69.

There was a significant (p : .05) difference between the two groups for age (yeats), Z: -

1.96, N :24. Table 14 shows that both groups were matched onverbal ability scores.

Verbal ability scores for all subjects ranged from 19 to 61. Subjects in both groups were

also well matched at baseline (pre-ECT) for curuent level of depression (VAS),

standardisedZungdepression severity scores (severity of depressive symptoms

experienced one week before baseline), and standardised State (current anxiety

experienced) and Trait anxiety scores (anxiety levels experienced in the past). Using a

related samples t-test there was no statistically significant difference found between the

ECT and control patient groups for Zung mean scores. Using a Wilcoxon Signed Ranks

Test there was no statistically significant difference found between the ECT and control

patient groups for: depression or anxiety scores, or for the length ofcurrent episode of

depression and duration of depressive illness from first onset.

All inpatients in both groups received antidepressant medication throughout the trial.

The most common type of antidepressant drug prescribed for both the ECT and control

inpatient groups were the selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (SSRIs). One patient

(control) in this experiment was prescribed a tricyclic drug (dothiepin). One maintenance

ECT treatment was administered to one ECT group patient (approximately three weeks
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Table 14

Mediqn and mean-f standard deviation scores for age, verbal ability, severity of

depression and araiety, and length of depression, by ECT and control patient groups

(N: 12for all variablesfor both groups exceptfor the general anxiety scores ofthe ECT

group, N: l1)

ECT group Control group

Median Mean I SD Median it[ean 1- SD

Age (years of age)

Verbal Ability

Current depression

severity (Baseline, VAS)

Depression severity from

first onset (Baseline, Zut g)

Current anxiety

@aseline, State)

General anxiety

(Baseline, Trait)

Length of depression

- curent episode (weeks)

Length of depression from

first onset (weeks)

47.0

33.0

48.7 + t4.5

36.8 + 15.7

7.9 + 01.3

35.5 38.0 + 13.1

38.5 40.3 + It.4

6.3 + 03.38.0 7.8

71.0 72.2 + 07.8 82.5 80.5 + 11.4

75.0 77.8 + 14.0 74.0 73.2 + tt.3

86.0 86.6 + 10.5 88.0 89.1 + 06.5

12.0 24.8 + 42.5 25.5 34.2 + 53.3

228.0 521 .8 + 640.8 300.0 642.2 + 7 10.6
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after the end of the ECT course). The other patients in the ECT group continued being

prescribed antidepressant medication after the ECT course as part of recovery

maintenance therapy.

The vast majority of patients (approximately 85%) accepted invitations to participate.

All subjects who agreed to participate completed the trial.

Apparatus and Tests

An IBM compatible PC with a 14-inch monitor was used to display the monochrome

visual IT task with an accompanying 12 X 12 crn two response choice panel.

Clinical depression indices included selÊratings: Standardised Zung's (1965) scale,

which measures the severity of depressive symptoms experienced in the past week; a

visual analogue scale (VAS) which measures the extent of depression currently

experienced; and the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory STAI Form Y-2 (Spielberger et al.,

1983). The vocabulary sub-test of the WAIS-R (Wechsler, 1987) was also administered.

Additional information was collected by interview about the patient's length (weeks) of

illness (both curent episode and from initial onset). Information regarding medication

administered to both groups was registered. For those patients receiving

electroconvulsive therapy information was also gathered regarding the details of this

treatment.
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The Thymatron DGx integrated brieÊpulse instrument was the ECT device used to

deliver an electrical discharge (Maximum Output Voltage :450 V; Output Curuent: 0.9

amps; Frequency :70hertz; Pulse Width: 1.5 msec; Stimulus Duration = 0.26 - 5.3

seconds; Output Charge :50.4- 1008 rnC; Maxirnum Stimulus Intensity: 191

mC/second). The administration of ECT to patients included monitoring by an

electrocardiogram, electroencephalogram, and oximeter. Blood pressure was also

rneasured.

Procedure

After checking for visual acuity, subjects were then administered the depression, anxiety

and verbal ability questionnaires. Information was gathered either from hospital records

or from the subject regarding the medication administered, length of illness from initial

onset (weeks), and the cunent episode length of illness (weeks).

Subjects were then briefed on the IT task, followed by a practice trial. The experimental

trial followed once the subjects were able to correctly respond to the lO-practice stimuli

presentations set at a relatively easy duration of 500 milliseconds (msec), (see Chapter 3

for complete procedural details).

IT scores were calculated at the 809/o accuracy level using the Probit analysis prûglam.

All subjects completed the computer task in less than ten minutes. Each experimental

session did not take any longer than 40 minutes.
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For both groups of inpatients (ECT & control) the process outlined above was repeated 3

times after the initial baseline measures (one day before ECT, Session 1); one day after

baseline (one ECT, Session 2);three weeks after baseline (immediately after completing

the entire ECT btock/series, Session 3); and 4ó weeks after ECT was completed @CT

follow-up, Session 4). Session 4 was conducted 7-9 weeks after the baseline measure.

For the ECT group of patients, ECT was administered three times a week (every second

week day). The standardised Zung (depression) and Trait (anxiety) instruments were

only administered at baseline. Testing for the ECT group during the course of ECT (i.e.

sessions 2 & 3) was conducted on the same day as the treatment but several hours after

the ECT administration (late afternoon or early evening). The general anaesthetics

administered included propofol (70-260 mg), thiopentone (150-375 mg) and methohexital

(50-80 mg). These anaesthetics have a short duration of action (Harti, Hmamouchi, Idali

& Ba6ou, 2001; Pomeranz et al., 2000). Suxamethonium (2180 mg) was the muscle

relaxant used for all patients and is also purported to have a short duration ofaction

@onada, 1994). ECT administration included a voltage ouþut that varied from 193-

356 V, and a seizure duration that varied between 5- 38 seconds.
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RESTJLTS

A comparison of IT between patient groups over time

In order to observe whether there was a significant difference between the groups over

time (interaction), a 2 x 3 (group by time) repeated measures analysis of covariance

(ANCOVA) was used; the database was rearranged so that the groups were treated as

independent qrouns in whioh the ineliviehlal subiects w.ere not matched on VIO and ase-Iut----J----"'<

However, age and VIQ were not significantly correlated to IT. Furtherrnore, a small but

unwanted difference in baseline IT scores between the ECT and control groups was

controlled by using the baseline IT variable as a covariate. Figure 9 displays the mean IT

over time for the two groups for all four sessions but the statistical analysis only includes

the second to fourth sessions (day 1 to 7-9 weeks) because the baseline scores are

controlled. A statistically significant interaction was found (Fz,+z:4.16, p < .05, N:24).

That is, there was a signiflcant difference in IT scores between the groups from day one

(l ECT, Session 2) until follow-up (7 - 9 weeks after baseline, Session 4). Figure 9

shows that the mean IT of the control group gradually declined (shortened) over time,

whereas the mean IT for the ECT group was higher (longer) at the end of the ECT course

(Session 3) compared to one ECT administration (Session 2), andthen declined at ECT

follow-up (Session 4).

The following analyses represent post hoc tests for the previous IT ANCoYA Q. x3,

group by time). Using a repeated measure ANOVA for the ECT group (Session 2 to
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Session 4), there was a statistically significant within group mean IT difference between

the four testing sessions (Fz,zz: 5.22, p < .05, see Figure 9). Using related samples t-

tests for the ECT group, there was a significant increase in IT (longer) from Session 2 (1

ECT) to Session 3 (completion of ECT block), (tn: -2.15, p < .05). There was also a

significant decrease (shortened IT) from Session 3 to the Session 4 (tr I : 2.70, p < .05).

Using the same repeated analysis for the control patient group (Session 2 to Session 4),

there was a statistically significant within group mean IT difference between the 4 testing

sessions (Fz,zz = 3.8'7, p < .05, see Figure 9). Using a related samples Étest for the

control group, there was a significant decrease in the mean IT scores (shortened IT) from

Session 2 to Session 4 (7-9 weeks), (\1:3.41, p < .01). See Table 15 for the mean (and

SD) IT scores of the ECT and control groups.

A2 x 3 (group by time) repeated measures analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), with

baseline IT as a covariate, revealed that there was no statistically significant difference

between the two groups (ECT and control). However, Table 15 and Figure 9 illustrate

that the ECT group has a higher mean IT (longer) than the control group at Session 3.
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Table 15.

Means and standard deviations for Inspection Time, and medians þr current severity of

depression and anxiety, by ECT and control groups

Mean + Std Dev

ECT Control

Curent depression

(vAS)

Median

ECT Control

Current (state)

anxiety

Median

ECT Control

IT

Session 1 87.4 +26.0 91.3 +26.4 8.0 7.8 75.0 74.0

8l.l + 24.3 89.0 + 22.1 7.0 s.0 73.0 70.0

108.4 + 53.3 85.5 + 28.7 3.7 7.0 60.0 66.s

75.3+23.6 77.0+21.6 7.7 2.0 73.0 53.5

(Baseline)

Session 2

(ECT 1,

i.e. Day l)

Session 3

(Completion of

ECT block,

i.e. 3 weeks)

Session 4

(ECT follow-

up,i.e.7-9

weeks)
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Current (VAS) depression severity

A Friedman test for the ECT group of inpatients (N: 12) revealed that there was no

statistically significant within group difference between the VAS (current depression

severity) median scores across the four testing sessions. However, Table 15 and Figure

10 do showthat depression scores did decline from Session I (baseline) to Session 3

(completion of ECT block), and then increased from Session 3 to Session 4 (ECT follow

up). A Friedman test for the control group of inpatients revealed that there was a

statistically significant within group difference between the four testing sessions ôr VAS

medianscores (*z:9.61,p<.05,N: l2),(seeFigure l0). AWilcoxonSignedRanked

test for the control group revealed that Session 4 (7 -9 weeks) had a signif,rcantly lower

VAS score compared to Session I (Baseline), (Z:-2.45, p < .05, N: 12). See Table 15

for the respective depression severity group median values.

A Wilcoxon Ranked Signs test revealed that the ECT group had a significantly higher

VAS median score than the control group at Session 4 (Z: -2.36, p < .05, N : l2), (see

Figure 10). There were no other statistically significant differences between groups at

other testing sessions.

Current (State) anxiety severiîy

A Friedman test for the ECT group of inpatients revealed that there was a statistically

significant within group difference between the median State (current) anxiety scores

across the four testing sessions 8t: 10.49, p < .05, N : l2), (see Figure 1 1). A

Wilcoxon Signed Ranked test for the ECT group revealed that there was a statistically
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signif,rcant decrease in current anxiety scores from Session 1 @aseline) to Session 3

(completion of ECT block), (Z:-2.43, p <.05). There was also a significant decrease

from Session2 (l ECT) to Session 3 (Z:2.92,p < .01). A significant increase occurred

from Session 3 to Session 4 (Z: -2.28, p < .05). A Friedman test for the control group of

inpatients revealed that there was a statistically significant within group difference

between the median State (current) anxiety scores across the four testing sessions 8r:

11.47, p < .01, N : 12), (see Figure 1l). Wilcoxon Signed Ranked tests for the control

group revealed that there were statistically significant decreases from Session 1 to

Session 4 (Z: -2.55, p: .01); and from Session 3 to 4 (Z:2.40, p <.05). See Täble 15

for the respective anxiety severity group median values.

Wilcoxon Ranked Signed tests revealed that there were no statistically significant

differences between the ECT (N: 12) and control (N : 12) groups for current (State)

anxiety median scores at any of the four sessions. However, there \¡r'as a trend toward the

ECT group having a higher current anxiety median score compared to the control group

at Session 4 (see Figure 11).
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Relationships between IT, Depression, & Anxiety severity

There were no statistically significant Spearman rho correlations between baseline (pre-

ECT) IT and baseline VAS cunent depression symptom severity scores (N:24), or

between the scores of baseline IT and standardise d Zung severity of depressive symptom

scores (the severity of depressive symptoms experienced in the last week, N : 24).

There were no statistically significant Spearman rho correlations between baseline IT and

baseline stanciarciise<i State current anxiety scores QlI: 24), or between baseiine iT and

standardised Trait anxiety scores (N:23).

There was no statistically significant Spearman rho correlation betweenZung and

baseline VAS scores for the severity of depressive symptoms (N:24). Similarly, the

Trait anxiety and State anxiety scores were not significantly correlated. When Spearman

rho correlations were analysed between the two severity of depressive symptom scores

recorded at baseline and the two anxiety severity scores recorded at baseline, only

standardised Trait andZung scores were significantly correlated, (r.: .41, p: .05, N:

23). This result indicates a moderate positive relationship.

Relationships between IT qnd ECT History, length of Depression, drug dosage and

,iuration

There was a statistically signif,rcant moderate positive Pearson correlation in the ECT

group between baseline IT scores and the number of ECT course administrations in the

past (ECT history), (r: 0.65, p < .05, N: 12). Only one of the cortrol subjects had a
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history of ECT whereas five of the ECT group patients had a history of ECT. There were

no statistically significant Spearman correlations between the number of current ECT

administrations and baseline IT for the ECT group (N: 12).

There were no significant Spearman rho correlations between baseline IT and the length

of current depressive episode (weeks) or with the length of depression from first onset.

There were no statistically significant Spearman rho correlations between baseline IT and

total drug dosage, or baseline IT and length (weeks) of rnedication taken. The baseline

median total antidepressant drug dosage and length of prescription for the ECT group

were 125 mg and 9 weeks. The baseline median total antidepressant drugdosage and

length of prescription for the control group were 68 mg and I week. (There was no

statistical significant difference between the ECT and control groups for either

antidepressant drug dosage or length ofprescription).

Relationships between IT and stimulus intensity and seizure duration

For the ECT group there were no significant corelations between IT and stimulus

intensity (ECT dosage), or between IT and seizure duration, for measures recorded after

the f,irst (Session 2) and last ECT (Session 3) treatments. For the first and last ECT

treatments, the median group scores for the stimulus intensities werc 277 mC and 323

mC respectively. For the fnst and last ECT treatments, the median group seizure

durations were 25 seconds.
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Relationships between IT and age, verbal ability and gender.

There were no statistically significant Spearman rho correlations between baseline IT and

age, baseline IT and verbal ability, or baseline IT and gender.

DISCUSSION

ECT and IT

The results of the curuent study provide some evidence that the speed of early information

processing, as measured by IT, is impaired (longer mean IT) for the those inpatients

receiving ECT. A significant interaction between groups over time was found andFigure

9 showed that ECT influenced IT (for the ECT group) immediately after the entire

treatment course had been administered. The mean IT of the ECT group increased

(slower early information processing) from the second (after first ECT) to the third (end

of ECT course) session and then decreased (faster) at ECT treatment follow+rp (Session

4), reverting back to the baseline level. This within group significant trend was in

contrast to the control group finding where a gradual IT decline (faster) from baseline to

flrp fnrrr-fh ccccinn ('7-Q tsaalro nncf Lqooli--\ "'.. f^"^,{ 'I.L¡. ,{-^li- l^^.'^ L^^- ¡"^\, / Yvvvr\ú lJvù. usùvr¡¡av) ftsù ruqtlv! ¡ rrrù uwvttltv ¡tt4J rr4vw uwurr uuu

to practice effects, that is, subjects had become more proficient at this task with more

experience (Behrman, Cauraugh &,Light,2000; Hope, Woolman, Gray, Asbury &

Millar, 1998; Sadler, &,Deary,1996; Nettelbeck, 1987), and/orthat the level of synaptic
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neurotransmitter activity was returning from a hypo-functioning state to a more normal

level due to prescribed antidepressant drug therapy (see Experiment Two, Chapter 5).

Thus, for the ECT group, the speed of early information processing (perceptual speed)

appears to have been irnpaired immediately after the complete ECT assignment, but that

this effect was reversible. This is contrary tothe Tsourtos et al. (2002, Experiment Two)

study where it was found that when inpatients were treated with antidepressant

medication, the IT scores were lower (faster speed of early information processing) than

the matched untreated inpatients, but it does support Neylan's et al. (2001) theory that

ECT may interact with high levels of cortisol that is often found with patients diagnosed

with MD to produce certain types of cognitive impairments. However, the mean [T of

the ECT group was not significantly greater than the mean IT of the control group at

Session 3, although alargu sample size may have found the difference between the two

groups to be statistically significant (see Figure 9). As discussed in the rnethodology

section, the desired minimum sample size of 16 was desired but proved to be difficult to

achieve within a reasonable time frame (two years). The reason why the ECT group's

mean IT declined (faster) at session 4 and returned to the baseline level is that this

treatment had ceased for a few weeks where an interaction between this treatment and

high cortisol levels no longer existed.

If there is an interaction eflect between elevated cortisol levels and ECT that induces

cognitive impairment it might be expected that there will be a relationship between the

level of cortisol and electrical discharge or seizure duration. Neylan et al. (2001) did not

find a relationship between salivary cortisol levels with stimulus intensity or seizure
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duration. Additionally, in this current experiment there was no signif,rcant association

found between the speed of early information processing with electrical discharge or

seizure duration either after one ECT treatment or after the completed course of ECT

(Sessions 2 and 3 respectively). There was no significant correlation found between IT

and the number of ECT administrations either. However, Shapira, Tubi and Lerer (2000)

do highlight the fact that stimulus intensity may influence ECT:induced cognitive

impairment, and Sackeim et al. (2000a) found that tirne to recover orientation was longer

^+ ^ L:-L ..-:l^+^-^l n^T l^-^-^ ¿l^--^ l^--- -,- ,-- - J- ,-L- I r 't ,141ClruËrrulllt.l.Lçli1lD\-l uusaËtrulilllluwuruluuEla[cuusaBcs. rurtnermorgrtngsample

sizes for both this thesis experiment and Neylan's et al. (2001) are small, making it

diff,rcult to detect a statistically signif,rcant relationship, if one exists.

Unilateral vs. Bilateral ECT

Neylan's et al. (2001) study examined patients administered unilateral norrdominant

hemisphere ECT whereas the majority of the subjects in the ECT group in the cunent

experiment were administered bilateral ECT. One of the two unilateral subjects followed

the same overall trend in IT as the ECT group: IT decreased slightly after one ECT

treatment and then increased (became impaired) immediately after the entire ECT course

had been completed, declining to the baseline level at followup. For the other unilateral

ECT participant the IT score decreased by approximately 20o/o after the first ECT

fraaf manf an¿l .o*oi--.1 .+ lLi. l^"-l ^+ +L^ ^^,f ^f +L^ EfvI. ^^,,--^ ^C+^^^t*^^+ ^-^) ^t^^ ^tlrvsrrrlv¡rr 4¡¡u rv¡¡r4rlrvs 4L rrrrJ lwvwl 4L !tlv wlru ur tltv Lv I vuulJlv ul LIç4LllItrllL atlu .1'lsu at

follow-up. Therefore, the second subject did not display any ECTìnduced cognitive

impairment. This latter result is to be expected as not all patients suffering from MD

have raised cortisol levels. For exarnple, Schatzberg (1983) found that 18 d45 patients
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diagnosed with MD had high cortisol levels (10 microgramsidl or more). Therefore, it

would appear that the speed of early information processing is adversely affected in

accordance with Neylan's ECT-induced elevated cortisol theory for bilateral

administration.

Neylan et al. (2001) discussed their ECT-induced cognitive findings in relation to

frontoparietal electrode placement, whereas in the current experiment cognitive

impairment (slower IT) was observed for subjects (83%) who had electrodes based at the

frontotemporal brain region. This latter finding is consistent with Sackeim's et al

(2000b) results in which patient orientation recovery time was longer when the

frontotemporal part of the brain was treated.

Ant idepr e s s ant me dic at i ons

The ECT-induced impairment in IT was unlikely to have been affected by the effects of

psychotropic medication. The majority of the patients in the ECT and control groups

were prescribed SSRIs, which has made these two groups matched on medications

prescribed, thus making it difhcult to attribute any group differences in IT to the effects

of drugs. Furthermore, antidepressant drug dosage and duration of medicationprescribed

were not significantly correlated to IT. However, this does not necessarily discount the

possibility of an interaction effect between increased neurotransmitter (e.g., serotonin)

activity from antidepressants drugs and ECT administration that may have produced a

slower speed of early information processing for the ECT group. This ounter-argument

however, is premised on the fact that neurotransmitter activity was increased for all
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patients recommended for ECT, and ECT patients in this sample were antidepressant

medication resistant. Almost all South Australian patients suflering fiom MD are only

recommended for ECT as a treatment of last choice, where other therapies such as

antidepressant medications fail to successfully treat depressive symptoms.

Neylan et al. (2001) excluded any of his participant subjects from being administered

tricyclics, presumably to restrict adverse side effects. Only one patient (control) in this

curuent experiment was prescribed a tricyciic drug (dothiepin). Therefore, it is unlikeiy

that any of the experimental results in this investigation have been confounded by

tricyclic medications prescribed by patients in either group. The general anaesthetics and

muscle relaxant administered to the ECT group of patients in preparation for ECT

treatment are known to have a short duration of action. Experimental sessions included

on the days of ECT (Sessions 2 and 3) were deliberately scheduled in the late afternoon

or evening to minimise any effects on cognitive variables from the anaesthetics or muscle

relaxants that were administered shortly before ECT in the moming. Neylan et al. (2001)

also tested cognitive processes late in the day. It would otherwise be interesting to

examine cognitive measures in the morning because, according to Neylan's et al. (2001)

data, cortisol levels are highest at this time of day.

Depression and anxiety sympiom severily

Both the ECT and the control groups had reported median and mean Zung and VAS

baseline depression severity scores in the severe depression range. Both patient groups

had similarly high VAS scores to the two patient groups in Experiment Three (Chapter
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6). This is also true for both the group State and Trait anxiety median and mean scores.

That is, the two patient groups in this current experiment scored similarly highly on both

anxiety scales to the two patient groups in Experiment Three. Both patient groups in this

current experiment were matched for baseline depression and anxiety severity.

For the ECT group both current severity of depressive and anxiety median scores

declined between baseline and session three during the course of ECT, and then increased

to baseline levels at Session 4 (follow-up) after the treatment ceased for 44 weeks (see

Figures 10 and 11). These within group changes were statistically significant for current

levels of anxiety (between sessions | &,3,2 &.3, and 3 & 4). The ECT group recorded a

significantly higher current mean depression score than the control group at followup

(Session 4), reflecting a relapse after the ECT treatment had ceased (46 weeks) as well

as a decline in the severity of depressive symptoms for the control group. This supports

the findings of previous studies (Fink, 2001; Grunhaus et al. 1994), in which the number

of depressed patients that relapse following ECT is high. The statistically significant

decline in the control group for both current depression and anxiety severity from

baseline to the fourth session (7-9 weeks after baseline) may be attributable to the

treatment that they had received (mainly antidepressant medication). However, it is

unlikely that drug therapy is the reason why the ECT group had.a decline in depression

and anxiety severity because, as discussed before, ECT is usually offered as a last resort

treatment in South Australia for patients who are mostly medication resistant. This

conclusion is supported by the fact that the ECT group had a median length of medication

prescription that was considerably longer than the control group and yet the former group
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had individuals admitted as inpatients with severe depression. Additionally, the patients

in the ECT group had a relapse (increasing symptom severity) between immediately after

the ECT course (Session 3) and follow-up (Session 4), which the control group did not

mirror. This may suggest that ECT modifies depression and anxiety symptom severity in

a different manner to drug therapy (Endler & Persad, 1988).

Relationships between IT, clinical measures and ECT history

There were no significant relationships between IT with either the VAS or Zung severi¡-

of depressive symptoms scales, nor were there significant correlations between IT and

length of depression illness (current episode and from first onset). There were no

significant relationships with measures of anxiety and IT. These results support previous

frndings from earlier studies (Experiments Two and Three) that suggest that IT, as a

measure of the speed of early information processing, does not reflect illness symptom

severity directly. The fact that anxiety severity was not correlated to IT indicates that

there is little need to partial out or control for the effects of anxiety on the outcome of

early information processing speed in relation to ECT.

The baseline speed of early information processing recorded was significantly related to

the number of past ECT administrations, which is contrary to most of the empirical

findings represented in the literature (De.ranand et a1.,1,991; Bulbena & Berrios, 1993).

The strong positive correlation indicates that as the number of past ECT courses increases

the slower the speed of information processing (longer IT performance). However,

previous researchers have not specifically included the speed of early information
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processing as one of their cognitive measures, and there has been evidence found in

animal studies of repeated high-dose ECT causing neuronal death in the hippocampus

(Cavazos, Das & Sutula, 1994). The electrical charges used in animal studies are much

greater than is clinically administered to humans but it could be that IT, which only

represents the early stages of infonnation processing, may be sensitive enough to detect

subtle minor damage in humans from receiving ECT. RT, which measures the totality of

all processing stages, may not necessarily reflect a significant change in the early stages

because such a change may be diluted by no changes in the other information processing

stages. However, when ECT history was partialledout using the same IT-ANCOVA

described earlier, the results did not change significantly.

Relationships between IT, age, gender and VIQ

The speed of early information processing (IT) was not correlated to gender, which

supports previous findings in the present thesis. Age was not related to IT either, which

is supported by some but not all previous thesis findings. Verbal ability/VlQwas not

found to be significantly associated with IT. This is the first experimental result in this

series of dissertation experiments that has not found a negative correlation between IT

and VIQ. This unexpected findingmay partly be explained by the fact that the results of

this curent experiment are based on the smallest sample size of all four thesis

experiments, compromising statistical power to detect a significant effect, if one exists.
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Age and VIQ group matching

An attempt was made to matchthe ECT (received ECT) and control (did not receive

ECT) groups on age, however there was a small (11 years) but statistically significant

mean difference between the groups for this variable. However, because IT was not

significantly correlated to age, group age differences should not have had an unwanted

confounding affect on the IT data. As VIQ was also not correlated with IT scores there

was a dintinisLring need to irratclr the -rwo paiient groups ior this variable as weil.

Relationships between severity of depression and anxiety symptoms

Unlike the results from Experiment Three (Chapter 6) the only significant conelation

found between the depression (VAS and Zung) and anxiety (State and Trait) scale scores

was a moderately strong and positive correlation between the Zung (depressive symptom

severity experienced in the last week) and Trait anxiety (anxiety level experienced

generally) scales. This single comelation finding supports the suggestion that anxiety is a

comorbid factor of depression. The lack in number of significant correlations found in

this fourth thesis experiment, compared to the third thesis experiment, between

depression and anxiety may be due to the smaller sample size.

Limitqtians and recommendations for fuiure researcli

One of the methodological differences between this current thesis experiment and other

investigations, such as Neylan et al. (2001), is the number of ECT treatments allowed

before cognitive data are recorded. Shapira et al. (2000) emphasise that the total number
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of administrations in a course may significantly influence the extent of cognitive

impairment induced by ECT. In this curent experiment, the Session 3 data for the ECT

group were collected at the termination of the ECT course. The number of ECT

administrations required for a successful treatment outcome is determined by the

patient's clinical consultant(s). Thus, cognitive and clinical data were recorded at a time

in ECT treatment where the patient is expected to respond fully. Hence, information can

be ascertained regarding the completed treatment. The median count of ECT

administrations was eight and the range was 6 - 16. This methodological approach may

be more ecologically valid. That is, the data represents cognitive performance and

clinical measures for patients at the end of a full treatment that may be expected in situ.

In Neylan's et al. (2001) experiment the final number of ECT treatments permitted before

data were collected was standardised to six. This is the minimum number of treatments

expected for any one patient and most have some degree of ECT:induced cognitive

impairment at this stage of treatment (Squire & Slater, 1983). Clearly, there are

advantages for both methods but direct comparisons may be somewhat restricted because

of the different total number of ECT administrations permitted before data are gathered.

This fourth thesis experiment did not record basal salivary levels as Neylan et al. (2001)

had done, and the sample size was small. The former issue relates to a lack of finding

available and the latter was due to a lack of time. The solutions to these issues were not

within the scope of this clinical thesis.
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It is recommended that a larger sample size that is at least as large as Neylan's et al.

(2001) experimental sample of 16 be used for similar future research, as well as

recordings of baseline cortisol levels. Furthermore, severity of illness and IT data could

also be collected after six ECT treatments as well as at the end of the ECT course for

comparison. tt would also be ideal if patients in both the ECT and control groups could

be drug free to prevent any possible confounding effects of medication. However, this is

likely to be both impractical and unethical. Antidepressant medications have been

suggeste,J to assist in association with ECT, particularly for maintenance treatment after

recovering from depression following ECT (Cuche, Gay & Loo, 1993).

Conclusion

Unlike the effects of medication discussed in Experiment Two (Chapter 5) ECT

lengthens IT, which indicates a slowing of early infonnation processing speed. Neylan's

et al. (2001) theory of hypercortisolism interacting with ECT may assist in explaining this

result. However, the adverse change in IT appears to be reversible. Delays in the speed

of information processing may contribute to cognitive impairments such as memory loss

that have often been found to be associated with some patients receiving ECT. The tT

impairment found in this experiment was associated with an electrode placement at the

frontotemporal region of the brain, which is consistent with Sackeim's et al (2000b)

results that found patient retrograde amnesia and crientation recovery tirne r,l'as longer

when this part of the brain was treated. Several subjects in this final thesis experiment

did comment on having memory failure after receiving ECT on the day of testing, and
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one female subject failed to recognise the investigator after their f,rrst ECT administration

even though she had been introduced to him the day before.

For the ECT group of patients, depression and anxiety symptom severity both decreased

during the ECT course and then patients relapsed at followup to previous baseline levels,

whereas the control patients, who did not receive ECT, had symptom severity scores that

declined over the seven to nine week experimental period.

It could be argued that the ECT and control groups of depressed inpatients were not

matched because the ECT group of inpatients were likely to have been antidepressant

medication resistant (and were consequently administered ECT as the last choice of

treatment. However, Figures 9 to I I show that these two groups of inpatients had similar

baseline scores for IT, severity of depression and anxiety.

Some of the factors that may require consideration when investigating the effects of ECT

in relation to cognitive changes include: electrode placement, unilateral vs. bilateral

administration, seizure duration, ECT dosage, anaesthetic and muscle relaxant drugs,

number of ECT administrations, and ECT history.

Clearly, such a small sample size has increased the probability of a type II error and

future studies are required with larger samples. The practical problem of recruiting large

numbers of clinical subjects for a repeated measures design is a concem for future

researchers investigating the effects of ECT upon the speed of information processing in
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relation to neurobiological systems associated with depression. It is also advised that

baseline cortisol levels be recorded whenever feasible.
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Chapter B

Concluding Chapter

8.1 Summary

Traditionally, experiments employing RT tasks have been used to measwe the speed of

information processing associated with psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia and

MD. The results of these studies have often indicated disruptions in mental speed. The

IT index has been introduced in contemporary research as part of an ongoing endeavour

to investigate at what cognitive stage(s) mental speed has been affected in these

populations. Specifically, visual IT involves a visual discrimination task designed to

measure the speed of early human information processing.

Following the discovery that IT was lengthened for patients diagnosed with either of four

psychiatric disorders (MD, schizophrenia, mania, and anxiety), the aim of this

dissertation was directed towards examining the speed of early human information

processing (measured by tT) in association with MD, and how the two main biological

treatments for this disorder, psychopharmacology and electroconvulsive therapy (ECT),

influenced IT and severity of illness outcomes.
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Specifically, the experiments reported in this dissertation afford the following

conclusions:

The IT task may be well-suited for use in studying information processingwith

psychiatric subjects because IT is a relatively short and simple task that requires

minimum motivation by the participant for completion, and a good measure of

information processing speed independent of response processes. This index

minimises speed-accuracy trade-off strategies and measures the integrity of the

early stage(s) of mental speed. Thus, IT may be seen as an advantageous measure

relative to standard the RT tasks, within the context of psychiatric patients who

are often poorly motivated.

2. Patients curently suffering from psychiatric disorders (MD, schizophrenia,

mania, and arxiety) were found in the frrst dissertation study (Experiment One) to

have a significantly slower speed of information processing when compared with

healthy individuals. The importance of this f,rnding is founded on the argument

that if the early human stage of information processing is impaired then

subsequent disruptions may follow for the latter cognitive stages, which would

include higher order cognitive thinking as well as psychomotor activif¡ 'oecause

these latter stages are dependent on the information relayed from the earlier stage.

3. A slower speed of early information processing (longer IT) for the patient group in

Experiment One suggested that there were disturbances in neurochemical processes
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that that have been hypothesised to be associated with several mental illnesses and/or

the symptom severþ of that illness. However, the results of Experiments Two

(Chapter 5), Three (Chapter 6), and Four (Chapter 7) indicated that a slower speed of

early information processing (longer IT) was not corelated with MD symptom

severþ. That is, changes in IT did not reflect the severity of depressive synptoms.

The former finding that the slower speed of early information processing (longer IT)

for the patient group may have indicated a disturbance in the level of

neurotransmitters was further supported when unmedicated patients in Experiment

Two, who were expected to have the most depleted level of neurotransmitter activity,

were found to have the longest IT compared to medicated and healthy controls.

4. The results from Experiment Two (Chapter 5) indicated that the administration of

antidepressant drugs ameliorates depressed mood and increases the speed of

information processing, which is hypothesised to be modulated by increasing the

level of neurotransmitters. IT, as an index of the early stages of information

processing speed, rnay directly reflect ceftain neurotransmitter system activities

that represent modulating mediating mechanisms of MD.

5. There was no evidence that the IT index was able to reflect the activity of the

cholinergic neurotransmission system, which is a system that may represent an

underlying biological modulating mediating mechanism of depression. The fact

that there were comparable levels of the severity of depressive symptoms found

between the patients who.were prescribed anticholinergic medication and those

patients who were medicated on non-cholinergic drugs indicates that both modes of
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treatment are equally efficacious, and the cholinergic system does not explain the IT

irnpairments found in MD patients.

6. The findings from Experiment Two (Chapter 5) suggest that cognitive slowing

may not simply be a consequence of the effects of longterm medication, because

the unmedicated group had a longer mean IT compared to the medicated group,

and that the medicated and healthy control groups were not significantly different.

Additionally, there vr'as no sign of neurodegeneration that may follow a long

history of depression because the medicated patients, who had a longer history of

depression, were significantly faster (shorter IT) than the unmedicated group of

patients.

7. Longer ITs are associated with bilateral ECT treatment in MD. This f,rnding

represents a slowing of early information processing speed. This result is

congruent with Neylan's et al. (2001) theory of hypercortisolism interacting

adversely with unilateral ECT. The impairment in IT that was observed in

Experiment Four (Chapter 7) was reversible, 4-6 weeks after the ECT course was

completed. The tT impairment found in Experiment Four was related to an

electrode placement at the frontotemporal region ofthe brain, which is consistent

with Sackeim's et a! (2000b) results who found that retrograde amnesia anC

patient orientation recovery time was longer when this part of the brain was

treated.
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8. The administration of ECT does produce a tendency for a decline in the severity

of depression and anxiety during a course of ECT. However, this trend reverts

back to the baseline scores with an increase in the severity of depression and

anxiety symptoms found at ECT follow-up (4-6 weeks after the ECT course was

completed), indicating a depressive illness relapse.

9. Verbal ability and age may both be related to variations in IT scores and should

therefore be considered as covariates in future experimental designs. Gender does

not appear to be a related to this speed of early information processing index.

8.2 General Discussion

IT, as an indicator of early information processing speed, may provide a useful clinical

instrument that is capable of detecting differences between healtþ individuals and those

suffering from certain mental illnesses. This instrument has the advantages of being an

easy and brief to administer tool that provides a culturefair test (Brand &.Deary,1982).

Unlike RT, the IT paradigm also appears to be free of gender bias.

For MD, differences in IT are discernible between medicated and unmedicated patients,

and between those patients that are treated with medication only and those patients

treated with both medication and ECT. The relationship between MD and IT does not

appear to relate to symptom severity, but it may directly reflect the underlying

neurobiological mediating mechanisms. These mechanisms may involve one o( more

hypo-neurotransmitter systems such as the serotonergic or dopaminergic systems. IT
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may also be used as an indicator to represent the extent of cognitive impairment

determined by hypercortisolism adversely interacting with ECT. The relationship

between elevated levels of cortisol with ECT to modulate IT is yet to be fully understood,

as is the relationship between IT and other ECT-induced cognitive impairments such as

memory loss.

lt is conceivable that deficits in the early speed of information processing may generate a

cfafp nf r¡rrlnprohilifv fnr mai-faininc.lonroooi.ro -^^rl ^*.olo^ooo If +h- --.1.'.+--^ ^fuvP¡vJJr vv ¡rrvvu ur rvr4Púvo, r r L¡rv v4¡tJ úr4óv v¡

speed of information processing does adversely affect important subsequent cognitive

stages, such as central decision-making, then it is possible that an individual's daily

functioning may be impaired as a consequence. Such a disturbance may then make it

rnore difficult for an individual to recover or maintain a normal mood state.

The IT task, as an indicator of early speed of information processing, may be used to

assist in the direction of therapy. For example, where IT impairments are found cognitive

therapy might be focused on strategies developed to cope with cognitive problems, for

example, the inability to make decisions easily.

Lessons learnt andfuture research

There is a need for ftitr-¡re IT rcseareh to reeorel, basa-! eortisol levels and to measurc other

aspects of cognition in relation to the effects of ECT. As previously discussed it may be

important to observe whether baseline cortisol levels predict changes in IT before, during,

and after a course of ECT, and to establish any possible linkages between changes in the
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speed of early information processing and other possible cognitive changes such as

memory loss. If associations were found between IT and memory then this measure of

early information processing speed could perhaps be used to predict altered memory

status during and after ECT.

It would be of interest if further IT research could be conducted to investigate other

psychiatric disorders, in particular, mania (excessive euphoria and activity). There are

several reasons why mania would be of most interest in connection to this dissertation:

mania is also a mood disorder, the antithesis of depression; and mania was found to

produce the longest ITs of all four disorders analysed in the first thesis experiment

(Chapter Four). Furthermore, there is not a great deal of investigative research that has

focused on the speed of information processing in mania relative to the amount of

literature dedicated to depression. One of the major reasons for this may be that unipolar

manic episodes occur less frequently in clinical settings than do unipolar depressive

episodes, thus making the task of recruiting subjects more difhcult.

Clearly, the small sample sizes involved in this thesis (that has mostly focused on MD)

limit the generalisability of the results and conclusions. Therefore, future studies should

investigate with larger samples, particularly for the ECT experiment.

There are some disadvantages in comparing patient and healtþ control populations. For

example, in the first experimental study (Chapter 4) comparisons were made between
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patients suflering with psychiatric disorders versus individuals who were not, however

the patient sample was also receiving treatment that the control sample was not.

Logistical considerations are a major concern for any clinical study, especially for a

repeated measures design, for example, collecting data after an inpatient has been

discharged, etc. Strategies to counteract these types of research methodological issues

need to be developed well in advance of data collecting. For example,that ethical

approval be obtained from multiple psychiatric centres, etc", and that either lTmodified

computers be available on each targeted recruitment site or that IT hardware be

redesigned for a portable laptop computer that can be easily transported from one

recruiting venue to the next.
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Appendix A

Zung's Scale
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Appendix B

-EVALUATION QUESTIONNAI RE
Devcloç.rcd by Charlcs D. Spielberger

in coll¡bor¡rion virh
R. L. Gorsuch, R. Lushcn<. p. R. Vagg. and G. A. Jacobs
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SELF-EVALUATION QU ESTIONNA I RE
STAI Form Y-2

Nlunt' l)¡¡¡t

DIRECTTONS: A nurnber of statements which pcople have u5q4 qe

describe thems d each statemen( and then
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not Spend too much (imc on any one stat€ment bur give r.he answer
which seems to describe how you generally feel,
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Appendix C

Wechsler Ability Test
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Appendix D

Informøtion Sheet

UNTVERSITY OF' ADELAIDE (TQEÐ

INFORMATION SFIEET FOR INPATIENT SUBJECTS

Mr. George Tsourtos, Research Assistant.

Department of Psychiatry

Dear subject,

I am writing to invite you to participate in a research project designed to

investigate the relationship between emotional-disturbance and mental processing speed

Participation involves approximately one hour to fill in questionnaires and complete a

computer task demonstrated by me. This task requires you to sit down in front of a

computer monitor and press one of two keys to indicate which of two lines presented is

the shortest. This procedure will be repeated, varying thc duration of each pair of lines

presented.

All results are kept confidential and will help us have a greater understanding of the

nature of this disorder. The results and aims of this study are available on request at any

time after the project has been completed. However, please realise that the overall,results
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may not necessarily be directly beneficial to you. It will be fully understood if you do not

wish to take part in this project and this decision will not in any way eflect your future

treatment on the ward.

If you require any more information see your doctor to arrange an appointment with me.

Please feel free to contact P. Miller in General Administration on 243684I as a

representative of this hospital who is not involved in this project.

Yours sincerely,

George Tsourtos (Research Officer).
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Appendix E

Subject Consent Form

THE T]NIVERSITY OF' ADELAIDE

.E.H.) ENT F'ORM

See also Information Sheet attached.

1. (please print)

hereby consent to take part in the research project entitled:

Inspection time in osvchiatric disorders

2. I acknowledge that I have read the Information Sheet entitled:

lnformation Sheet for innatients

3. I have had the project, so far as it affects me, fully explained to my satisfaction by
the research worker. My consent is given freely.

4. Although I understand that the purpose of this research project is to improve the
quality of medical care, it has also been explained that my involvement may not
have any benefit to me.

5. I have been given the opportunity to have a member of my family or a friend be
present while the project was explained to me.

6. I have been informed that, while information gained during the study may be
published, I will not be identified and my personal results will not be divulged.

7. I understand that I am free to withdraw from the project at any time and this will
not affect medical advice in the management of my health, now or in the future.

8. I am aware that I should retain a copy of this Consent Form, when completed
reading the relevant Information Sheet.

SIGNEI) DATE

NAME OF WIT¡IESS SIGNED...

I, have described to......

the nature of the procedures to be canied out. In my opinion she/he understood the
explanation.

SIGNED

STATUS IN PROJECT...

.DATE
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Appendix F

Thølbo urne's Mønic-D epres siveness Scøle

Quesllûonmaûne
Your sex:. Yor:r age at last birthday

1. I have on at least one occasion worried unduly that I did not have enough
money or was going to become poor. T

-2. On at least one occasion I thought that God had appointed me to an
especially lofty or important rnission of a religious or political nature. T

3 - I have on at least one occasion felt that there was no pùþose in life-- that
tl.e universe was entirely rneaningless T

4 I have gone for more than a day with much less sleep than I normally
needed and yet still not been tired. T

5. I have had times when I have been so touchy in a fn¡strating situation that I
could (or did) "fly off the handle". T

6. I have experienced being so sad that Ijust sat (or lay in bed) doing nothing _
but feeling bad. T

7 . My thoughts have sometimes come so quickly that I couldn't write them all
down fastenough. T

8 On at least one occasion I have felt so discouraged about life ttrat I wanted to
cornrnit suicide. T

9. I have on at least one occasion felt so unworthy and sinful that I despaired
ofeverbeing good enough for the Creator. T

lO. I have been through times when it seemed almost unnecessarJ¡ for me to eaL T

11. My mind has sometimes been so full of different ideas that I couldn't keep
my attention on one topic for very long. T

F

F

F

¡.

F

F'

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F'

F'

F

2- I have experienced being so unhappy that f was convinced that I had a fatal
illness such as cancer or AIDS, though I later discovered that I was perfectly
healttry after all.

13. f have had lengthy periods of time when my desire for sex seerned to be -
wirnrally or completely absent.

T

T

L4 f have newer had an experience where I believed that I was, literally, a
famous figure, such as Jèsus Christ. T

15- f hawe sornetimes behaved in a much more imp¡rlsive or uninhibited way
than is usual for me. T

16 I have never been so engrossed in my inner thoughts and emotions that I
neglected to wash or change my clothes. T

L7 I tend to sleep more when life is going badly T

18- Ihaveinthepastmadeactiveattemptstodie T
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Appendix G

The Psychiøtric Symptom Assessment Scale

174 PSYCHOPT{AFIMACOLOGY AULLÊTIN

RATER.I

PSYCEI¡AÎRIC StüPlOH ASSBSSHn¡T SCAI.B (pSÂ.S)

PATIENT I SBIFT

Ca¡¡ot Râte
99

Not Presqt
o

l{odera,te
34

S€vereü1I.d
652I

1. Anxlety Statedeots: gorrled/Fearful/Panlcked a"f" .

2. Tenslon (Behevlor): Seens tenqe/Qulte nervous/Agl,tated.

3. Depresslve Hood (St & Beh): Unhappy/Depressed/IlesÞalrlng. - . .

4. EelpÌessness/Eopelessness (St): Doubtful/cloomy/Sure of fallure
5. cullt Peellngs (St): RegEer/ReEorse/IÞIuslona1 gullt
6. So6atlc Concern (St): Present/Preoccupied vlth/Delusloñel . . .

7.
8.
9.

10-
11.
L2.

Bostlllty (St & Beh): cruEpy/Angry/AssauLtlve . . . . .

Susplclousness (St & Beh): Guarded/Hlstrustful/Paranofd
Uncoope.Eatlveness(St & Beh): Grfpes/Reslsts/Refuses . .

deluslons

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
2L.
22.

Dfstractabfllty (Beh): Trouble Focuslng/8xces. Resp./Tot. Resp.
Elated Hood(St 6 Beh): Unaccountably happy/Seems hlgh/Euphorlc.
Hotor hyperactlvlty (Beh): Bnergetlc/pressured/prenetfc . . . .

Dfsorlentatlon (St ú Beh): Beslldered/Confused/Disorlented. . .

Dlsorganlzed Speech (St): Raobllng/tÆose/FragDented . . . . . .
Grandlose Stateüents: Vague/Speclflc/Deluslonsl
Unusual Ideas (Stareoents): Odd/Bfzarre./Deluslonal . . . . .
EaLlucl.natory Stateqent6t Acknovledgee/IÞacrLbes/Involve¡ent Ln
Ealluclnatory Dehavlor: Subtle/CleaE evld./Acts upon. .

Soclal lflthdraval (St É Beh): DI6trnt/Avolds/No contact . .
Blunted Aftect (Beh)r lÞcreased/Conslstently reduced/Toneless . . .
llotor Retardatlon (Beh): Slugglsh/NecessaEy Eove'ent only/Gatatonlc
llannerlsns & Posturlng (Beh): eddtBlza,rre/Doolnates DehavLor. . . .

23. Loss of Punctlonlngr See Guldellnes

Rate Eost aeveEe flndlng even 1f brlef ln duratlon.
O ¡eans absence of syoptoo ls establtshed
99 ¡eans unable to establfsh presence or absence of sympton-
Llevellyn B- ElAel-ov, H.D.

---..--

NIll[ Intra¡ural Research
9ashlngton, W, 2OO32 <2OZ

Prograa ar Safnt Bltzabeths Bospltal
) 373-6111
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Appendix I

Tsourlos, Thompson and Stough, 2002 (Cíted paper)

EVIDENCE OF'AN EARLY INFORMATION PROCESSING
SPEED DEFICIT IN UNIPOLAR MAJOR DEPRESSION

George Tsourtos
Department of Psychiatry

University of Adelaide
South Australi4 AUSTRALIA

James C. Thompson
Neuropsychology Laboratory and Brain Sciences Institute

Swinbume University
Victoria, AUSTRALIA

Con Stough*
Neuropsycholo gy Laboratory

Swinburne University,
Victoria, AUSTRALIA

Background. Slowing of the speed of information processing has been reported in
geriatric depression, but it is not clear if the impairment is present in younger patients, if
motor retardation is responsible, or if antidepressant medications play a role.
Method. Twenty unmedicated unipolar depressed inpatients were compared to nineteen
medicated depressed inpatients and twenty age-, sex, and verbal IQ matched controls on
inspection time (IT), a measure of speed of information processing that does not require a
speeded motor response. We also examined the relationship between IT and curent
mood and length of depressive illness.
Results. Unmedicated depressed patients showed slowing of information processing
speed when compared to both medicated depressed patients and controls. The latter two
groups were not significantly different from each other. IT was not associated with
current mood, but was negatively correlated with length of illness since first episode. No
differences in IT were found between patients receiving medication with anticholinergic
effects and patients receiving medication with no anticholinergic effects.
Conclusions. The findings indicate that unipolar depression is associated with a slowing
of speed of information processing in younger patients who have not received
antidepressant medication. This does not appear to be a result of motor slowing.
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Patients suffering depression often report the subjective experience of a slowing in
mental speed (O'Connor et al., 1990). Cognitive slowing may contribute to
neuropsychological impairment associated with unipolar major depression (VD) as well
as depression secondary to other illnesses (Brebion et al., 2000; Fann et al., 2001). For
example, Brown et al (1994) reported that elderly (65+ years old) depressed patients
showed slower performance on a range of neuropsychological tests than age<natched
controls. Nebes et al (2000) reported that slowing of information speed, as well as

working memory impairments, mediated neuropsychological impairment in patients with
geriatric depression. Both motor and cognitive speed appear to be impaired in depression
(Calgiuri & Ellwanger, 2000; Sobin & Sackheim, 1997), although Elliott et al (1996)
reported that middle aged (mean age 49 years) depressed patients were impaired on a
measure of cognitive speed but not motor speed.

In contrast to these findings, Purcell et al (1997) reported that younger patients (mean age

37 years) were impaired on measures of attentional setshifting and planning, but not
cognitive speed. It was concluded by Purcell et al (1997) that younger patients with
depression do not show the cognitive slowing that is reported in middle aged and older
patients. A problem with this interpretdion is that the cognitive speed measure used by
both Elliott et al (1996) and Purcell et al (1997) was time to respond ('thinking time')
during a planning task (the Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery
(CANTAB) Tower of London). This measurc involves a number of cognitive operations,
not only processing speed. While the study by Purcell et al (1997) may indicate that
younger depressed patients do not show cognitive slowing, the measure used may not be
the ideal one for addressing this issue. Tarbuck and Paykel (1995) reported that older
depressed patients (mean age 69 years) were slower than younger depressed patients
(mean age 4I years) on a choice reaction time (RT) measure. RT improved to a similar
extent in both groups following recovery, indicating that both age and depression may
aflect information processing speed. However, there was no interaction between age and
depression on cognitive slowing. The aim of the present study was therefore to examine
if speed of information processing was slowed in young, unipolar depressed individuals.

Most measures of information processing speed rely on reaction time (RT) as the
dependent variable. Measures of RT can often be confounded by changes to motor speed.
While many methodologies allow for the separation of movement time (MT) and
decision time (DT) from RT, DT still measures the speed of both the perception and
encoding of a stimulus, and the initiation of a motor action. The DTAvIT paradigm is also
constrained by subjects being able to adopt varying speedaccuracy trade-offstrategies,
as accuracy can be increased at the expense of response time. Unlike RT procedures the
Inspection Time (IT) procedure is widely regarded as a measure of the speed of early
stages of information processing which is not sensitive to motor speed, speedaccuracy
trade-ofß or other cognitive strategies (Deary & Stough, 1996; Nettelbeck, 1987),
Avoiding tasks in which strategies can improve performance is crucial in assessing
cognition in depression, as depressed individuals are often impaired in the deployment of
effective cognitive strategies (Channon & Green, 1999). IT is a measure defined as the
minimum duration of stimulus presentation required for a predetermined level of
accuracy, such as 85%o correct, on a 2-choice visual discrimination task. The stimulus
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duration is controlled by superimposing a backward mask over the stimulus, which
prevents extended iconic sampling (Nettelbeck,1987). Subjects are instructed to take as

long as necessary to respond, and to focus on accuracy. Thus, IT is not confounded by
speed of response initiation or performance. A preliminary study by Tsourtos et al
(1995) reported that a mixed group of psychiatric in-patients diagnosed with either
depression, schizophrenia, mania or anxiety disorder hatl significantly longer ITs than a
healthy control group.

The present study examined IT performance in unipolar depressed inpatients of a similar
age to those in the study by Purcell et al (1997). It was hypothesised that the depressed
patients would be impaired relative to age-, sex- and lQ-matched control subjects. Many
studies of the neuropsychological profile of depression have included medicated and
unmedicated patients within the same group (Austin et al., 1992;Tarbuck & Paykel,
1996; Purcell et al., 1997).In order to examine if medication has an effect on IT in
depression, medicated anci unmedicated subjects were examined separateiy in the present
study. As our previous research has indicated that anticholinergic drugs can impair IT
(Thompson et al., 2000; Waterham, Thompson, Nathan, & Stough, in press), we
compared patients receiving antidepressants with anticholinergic effects to those
receiving antidepressants with minimal anticholinergic actions. Depressive symptoms
and history have also been reported to be related to cognitive impairment in some studies
(Austin et al., 1992) but not others @urcell et al., 1997; Schatzberg et a1.,2000), thus the
relationship between level of depression, depressive history and IT were o<amined.

Methods

Subjects
Twenty unmedicated and 19 medicated depressed inpatients from a psychiatric ward in a
general hospital in Adelaide, South Australia who were clinically diagnosed with
unipolar major depression according to the DSM-III-R criteria, together with 20 healthy
controls, were matched for age, sex and IQ. Patients diagnosed with any history of
substance abuse, neurological injury, or concuffent psychiatric disorden were excluded.
An initial informal interview with the contrcl subjects was used to establish any evidence
of substance abuse, neurological injury, or family history of psychiatric illness. The
vocabulary subscale from the Weschler Adult lntelligence Scale - Revised (WAISR;
Weschler, 1987) was used as an estimate of verbal intelligence (lQ). Vocabulary subscale
scores load the highest ofany subscale on Full Scale IQ and are the best single subscale
estimate of IQ (Sprandel, 1995). Mean (and S.D.) age, sex, and vocabulary scores are
presented in Table l. The three groups were not significantly different for age (F2,57 :
0.34, NS), or vocabulary scores (F2,57:0.03, NS). All subjects had normal or corrected

normal visual acuity assessed using a Snellen chart, and reported free of ocular
pathology. The medicated group consisted of 9 patients who were treated with
anticholinergic antidepressants and 10 patients with non-cholinergic antidepressants (see

Table2).
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Table 1. Means (S.D) of the demographic variables.

Age Sex Vocab

Unmedicated (n:20) 39.4 (13.6)

Medicated (n:19) 36.1 (12.8)

Controls (n:20) 3s.8 (13.7)

t2F

1sF

14F

3e.6 (13.3)

39.s (13.0)

40.3 (11.4)

Table 2. Medication of depressed patients in the norucholinergic and anticholinergic
medication groups.

Meclrcatlon Dose/day

Non-cholinergic

Subject I
Subject 2
Subject 3

Subject 4
Subject 5

Subject 6
Subject 7
Subject I
Subject 9
Subject 10

Anticholinergic

Subject I
Subject 2
Subject 3
Subject 4
Subject 5

Subject 6
Subject 7
Subject 8

Subject 9

fluoxetine
moclobemide
fluoxetine
moclobemide
moclobemide
fluoxetine
tranylcypromine
sertraline
fluoxetine
lithium

dothiepin
dothiepin
trimipramine
dothiepin
dothiepin
immiprimine
amitriptyline
desipramine
desipramine

20mg
150mg
20mg

500mg
150mg
20mg
7Omg
5Omg
20mg

500mg

l5Omg
75mg

150mg
75mg

225mg
15Omg

25mg
125mg
l5Omg

Measures ønd Procedures
Clinical measures administered included self-ratings of depression using Zung's (1965)
20 item scale (standardised scores range between 25-100) ofdepression experienced in
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the past, and a visual analogue scale (VAS, scores range between G10) measuring the
extent of depression currently experienced. Additional information was gathered about
the patient's length of illness both cunent episode (weeks) and from initial onset (number
of weeks since first episode). The type, dosage (mg/day) and length of medication
administered to the medicated group was also retrospectively recorded from hospital drug
charts after drug administration.

Inspection Tíme. An IBM compatible PC with a 14 inch monitor was used to display the
monochrome visual IT task with an accompanying I2X 12 cm two response choice
panel. The two buttons were 17 mm in diameter and spaced 107 mm apart. To measure
IT, a small central circular cue appeared prior to the stimulus for 500ms. The stimulus
was composed of two vertical lines, one 29mm in length, the other, 2l mm. The lines
were positioned 16 mm apart and connected at the top by ahorizontal line. A pair of
vertical lightning rod shaped lines 29 mm in length representing the mask ('flash'), was
presenteC irnrnediately after the stimulus for 500 ms. The response+timulus interval was
2000 ms. Subjects indicated which was the shorter of the two lines by pressing the
appropriate response button, (left button for left line and vice versa). Four blocks of 20
trials were presented in descending order at exposure durations of 180 ms, 140 ms, 100
ms and 60 ms. Four unmasked (attention check) trials with an exposure duration of 300
ms were included in each block of trials. Ten practice trials with a set exposure duration
of 500 ms were given prior to the 80 experimental trials. Participants were cautioned not
to confuse the stimulus with the backward mask that followed. Where it would be

difficult to judge which of the two lines was the shortest, subjects were instructed to
make their best guess. An emphasis on accuracy was conveyed, and subjects were told to
take as long as they required to make a response. IT scores were calculated when subjects
achieved the 87.5o/o accuracy level using the Probit analysis program. For subjects who
made two or fewer errors in the 60 ms block of trials, a further block of 20 trials was
administered aI40 ms. The computer task was completed under ten minutes by all
subjects and the experiment in its entirety was completed in no more than 30 minutes.

Results

Table 3 displays the summary statistics of all variables for the three groups; unmedicated
depressives, medicated depressives and healthy controls.
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Table 3. Summary Scores for Inspection Time, Depression Scales, and History of
Depression.

IT
(msec)

VAS Zung Length of
Depression
- since first
episode
(weeks)

Length of
Depression
- current
(weeks)

Mean (SD) Meqn Mean Median Median

Unmedic. 121.3 (42.3) 6.8 (2.7)
(n:20)

68.7 (12.4) 27 t4

Medicat. 95.1 (26.8)
(n:19)

4.8 (3.3) 66.6 (rt.e) 100 I6

Controls
(n:20)

82.2 (17.s) r.2 (t.e) 36.8 (l L2)

Level and Hislory of Depression
Current depression measured by the visual analogue scales was significarrtly different
across the three groups (F2,56:21.8,p <0.001). Poståoc analyses indicated a

significant difference between the unmedicated group and the controls (p <0.001) and
between the medicated group and controls (p {.001), and a trend towards a significant
difference between the unmedicated and medicated groups (p:0.06). Level of depression
measured by the Zung scale was also significantly different across the three groups
(F 2,56: 45 .1, p <.000 I ). There was a significant difference between the control group

and the unmedicated (p <.001) and medicated (p < .001) groups, but not between the two
depressed groups (p >0.05). There was no significant difference between the two
depressed groups in length of illness (first episode) (z: -1.6, p > 0.05, Wilcoxon), nor
length of illness (current episode) I : -1.0, p >0.05).

Inspection Time
IT was significantly different across the three groups (F2,56:7.4, p < 0.005). Poståoc
comparisons revealed that the unmedicated groups' IT was significantly slower thanthe
control group (p <0.005), butno difference was found between the control and medicated
depressed groups (p > 0.05). The unmedicated group was significantly slower than the
medicated group (p < 0.05). Conelations between IT and level and history of depression
were performed for the two depressed groups combined, as differences between the two
groups on these variables did not reach significance. However, separate correlations
performed for each of the depressed groups revealed similar results. There was no
significant correlation between IT and level of depression from the ZungDepression
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Scale (Spearmans's r.:0.23, p >0.05), or level of depression measured by the VAS (r.
:0.21, p > .05). There was a significant negative correlation between length of depression
from first depressive episode and IT (r, : -0.40, p < .05), while IT and duration of current
depressive episode (r.: -0.33, p : .06) showed a trend towards a negative correlation.

A nÍ íc h o lin er g ic vs n o w c h o linergic medicatio n
There was no significant difference between patients medicated on drugs with
anticholinergic effects and patients on medications with noncholinergic effects (Zl B:
0.8, P > 0.05). The mean (and S.D.) IT for the anticholinergic administered subjects with
MD was 106.3 (44.0) msec and for the nor¡cholinergic administered patients with MD
was 93.9 (21.7) msec. Four of the patients in the anticholinergic group were receiving
additional psychotropic medicatiofl (, , chlorpromazine, thioridazine) and two of the
patients in the non-cholinergic group also received additional medication (clonazepam,

xanax). Removal of these subjects did not substantially change mean (and S.D.) IT for
either group (antichoiinergic mean - 103.2 (47 .6), riotictrolirrei'gic nteau - 91.8 (l 9.8)).

Discussion

Our results indicated that speed of information processing, as measured by IT, is
impaired in young, unmedicated, unipolar depressed patients. This finding is consistent
with the hypothesis that young depressed individuals do show cognitive slowing.
Medicated, depressed patients were not significantly slower on the IT task than control
subjects, but they were significantly faster than unmedicated depressed patients. These
data suggest that the slowing of cognition associated with depression rnay be partly
alleviated by medication, however as the present study was cross-sectional it is not
possible to be certain of this conclusion. It could be argued that the relationship between
depression and cognitive impairment may simply be a reflection of reduced effort and
motivation in depression (e.9., Cohen et a1.,1982). However, the IT task is very simple,
requires only minimal effort and does not appear t'o be sensitive to manipulation of
motivation level (Simpson & Deary, 1997). The IT task also minimises the use of
strategies to aid performance (e.g., speed/accuracy tradeoff), thus it would appear
unlikely that the impairment of the depressed patients was due to an inability to employ
effective strategies (Channon & Green, 1999).

Purcell et al., (1997) argued that young, unipolar depressed patients do not show
cognitive slowing, and that the impairments in speeded performance reported by Brown
et al., (1994) and Elliott et al, (1996) were associated with the age of the depressed
participants. However, Purcell et al.'s (1997) study combined a sample of unmedicated
and medicated patients, which may have contributed to the negative finding.
Furthermore, the measure of cognitive speed used in Purcell et al.'s (1991) study was a
complex task and may have been sensitive to a number of cognitive factors aside from
processing speed. The IT measure used in the present study is regarded by many as a
relatively pure measure of information processing speed (Krantzler & Jensen, 1989;
Nettlebeck , 1987 ; Deary & Stough, 1,996). Supporting the interpretation of the present
measure of IT as a measure of general processing speed is evidence of correlations with
choice reaction time, auditory IT, and other mental speed measures (Deary et al., 1989;
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Vickers, 1995). In addition, a recent meta-anaþsis of over 90 studies indicated that IT
explains approximately 25%o of psychometric IQ scores (Grudnik &-Krantzler, in press).
The impairment in IT of unmedicated depressed patients in the present study, who were
in the same age range as those of Purcell et al., (1997), indicates that processing speed
deficits are an important aspect of the neuropsychological profile of younger depressed
patients as well as geriatric depressed patients.

There was no significant correlation between IT and selÊratings of depressed (VAS)
mood or scores on the Zung depression scale in the present results. Austin et al. (1992)
reported that levels of depression were significantly correlated with memory
impairments, while others have found no relationship between depression levels and
cognition (Schatzberg et al., 2000; Purcell et a1.,1997). The results of the present study
indicated that although the unmediated depressed patients showed higher levels of
currently depressed mood, this did not appear to explain the differences between the
groups in speed of information processing. However, the present study used selÊreport
measures of depressed mood, which may be of questionable reliability, and a more
thorough examination of this issue should use a measure such as the Hamilton
Depression Rating Scale or the like. Amongst the depressed patients in the present study,
length of depressive illness since first episode, and to a lesser degree length of current
illness, was associated with shorter IT. These findings may simply be areflection of the
factthat medicated depressed patients tended to have had a depressive illness for longer,
and had shorter ITs. The findings do suggest that cognitive slowing may not simply be a
consequence of long term medication effects, nor a sign ofneurodegeneration that may
follow a long history of depression. However, longitudinal data is required to help clari$,
this issue.

There was no significant difference between medicated patients receiving antidepressants
with anticholinergic effects and those on antidepressants with minimal cholinergic
efilects. However, the sample size for this comparison was small and interpretation of'this
negative result should be made with caution. Further examination of the effects of
antidepressants on the cognitive function of depressed individuals is clearly necessary.
Selective anticholinergic drugs such as scopolamine and mecamylamine impair IT
performance in healtþ subjects (Thompson et al., 2000; Waterham, Thompson, Nathan,
& Stough, unpublished observations). Our lab has preliminary findings that the
anticholinergic antidepressant amitriptyline impairs IT in healthy subjects. However,
there have been mixed findings of the effects of medication on neuropsychological
function in depressed patients (Abas et al., 1990; Glass et al., 1981). A study by Spring et
al. (1992) indicated that the adverse cognitive effects of amitriptyline were observed only
after depressive symptoms had improved. The direct anticholinergic effects of the
antidepressants prescribed in the present study, however, may be considerably less than
that of selective cholinergic antagonists such as scopolamine and mecamylamine.
Monoamine or other neuromodulatory changes may also counterbalance the possible
adverse anticholinergic effects of some antidepressant drugs.

A number of pathologies have been suggested as the basis of neuropsychological
impairments in depression, including medial temporal (Mayberg et al., 1999) and
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frontostriatal (Purcell et al., 1997) dysfunction. HypothalamioPituitary-Adrenal (HPA)
axis abnormalities have also been attributed a role (McKallister-Wiliams et al., 1998;
Holsboer, 1999). There is some suggestion that the mooôalleviating effects of
antidepressants are in part mediated by effects on corticosteriodal systems @arden et al.,
1995). While the neurobiological basis of speed of information processing appears to
involve cholinergic systems, other neuromodulatory systems such as those involving
glucocorticoids may play some part. In conclusion, this study has showr that information
processing speed is slowed in young, unmedicated depressed patients. Cognitive slowing
should thus be considered in future studies of the neuropsychological profile of
depression, and [T is a quick, simple and easily administered measure. Medication status
should also be considered when examining cognitive function in depression.
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